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Guide to Sessions 
 
Tuesday, July 26, 2016 
8:30 a.m. Boulderado Ballroom Origins and Evolution:  Past and Future 
10:45 a.m. Boulderado Ballroom Interiors and Geophysics 
1:30 p.m. Boulderado Ballroom Geology and Tectonics 101 
3:40 p.m. Boulderado Ballroom Geology and Tectonics 102 
Wednesday, July 27, 2016 
9:00 a.m. Boulderado Ballroom Ages and Cratering 
10:20 a.m. Boulderado Ballroom Surface Composition and Properties 
1:30 p.m. Boulderado Ballroom Plumes 101:  Plumbing and Dynamics 
4:45 p.m. Boulderado Ballroom Poster Session 
Thursday, July 28, 2016 
9:00 a.m. Boulderado Ballroom Plumes 102:  Variability in Space and Time 
2:00 p.m. Boulderado Ballroom Interactions:  Moon-Moon-Rings-Saturn 
4:35 p.m. Boulderado Ballroom Small Fry in the Saturn System 
Friday, July 29, 2016 
9:00 a.m. Boulderado Ballroom Astrobiology and the Future 
 
 Hotel Boulderado 
Program 
 
 Tuesday, July 26, 2016 
ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION:  PAST AND FUTURE 
8:30 a.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chairs: Paul Schenk  
 Rick Binzel 
 
8:30 a.m. Schenk P. M. *   Binzel R. P. 
 Introductory Comments 
 
8:40 a.m. Dougherty M. K. *   Buratti B. J.   Seidelmann P. K.   Spencer J. R. 
The History of the Enceladus Discovery [#3033] 
This work describes the history leading to the discovery of water vapour plumes at Enceladus. 
 
9:00 a.m. Lunine J. I. *   Tobie G.   Mitri G.   Tosi F.   Coustenis A. 
Future Exploration of Enceladus and Saturn’s Icy Moons [#3023] 
The future exploration of Enceladus, beyond Cassini, has already been charted in a number of 
recent proposals. 
 
9:20 a.m. Castillo-Rogez J. C. *   Hemingway D.   McKinnon W. B.   Schubert G.   Tobie G. 
Review:  Origin and Evolution of Saturn’s Midsize Icy Moons [#3083] 
We review advances in midsize satellite research spurred over the past decade by the exploration of the 
saturnian satellite system by the Cassini-Huygens mission. 
 
9:40 a.m. McKinnon W. B. *   Waite J. H. Jr.   Mousis O.   Lunine J. I.   Zolotov M. Yu. 
Composition of Enceladus:  Origin and Evolution [#3011] 
Cassini data for Enceladus strongly imply the existence of an internal ocean in contact with a rock core 
that may be undergoing hydrothermal activity. But can such activity be sustained after 4.5 GY, or is 
Enceladus much younger than we thought? 
 
10:00 a.m. Salmon J. *   Canup R. M. 
Accretion of Saturn’s Ice-Rich Moons from Massive Rings [#3060] 
We investigate the formation of Mimas, Enceladus, and Tethys as accumulation of material from 
primordial massive ice-rich rings around Saturn. We then determine whether these satellites may have 
acquired their rock during an LHB-type event. 
 
10:15 a.m. DISCUSSION 
 
10:30 a.m. Break 
 
  Tuesday, July 26, 2016 
INTERIORS AND GEOPHYSICS 
10:45 a.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chairs: William McKinnon  
 Julien Salmon  
 
10:45 a.m. Hemingway D. J. *   Iess L.   Tajeddine R.   Tobie G. 
Interior of Enceladus [#3051] 
Cassini-based measurements of the gravity field and physical libration amplitude have confirmed that 
Enceladus is differentiated, with a global subsurface liquid ocean lying between a rocky core and an 
icy shell that is thinnest at the south pole. 
 
11:05 a.m. Nimmo F. *   Barr-Mlinar A.   McKinnon W. B.   Behounkova M. 
Geophysics and Tidal-Thermal Evolution of Enceladus [#3028] 
Enceladus presents two major geophysical puzzles: how does a global ocean survive?; and how is the 
present-day high heat flux explained? I will discuss potential answers to these questions. 
 
11:25 a.m. Tiscareno M. S. * 
Orbits and Rotation States of Enceladus and Other Moons of Saturn [#3009] 
The orbits and rotation states of Saturn’s moons yield information about their interiors and history. In 
particular, we’ll discuss the inference from Enceladus’ rotation state that its subsurface ocean must 
be global. 
 
11:40 a.m. Hay H. *   Matsuyama I. 
Modelling Ocean Dissipation in a Variable Thickness Ocean on Enceladus [#3054] 
Ocean dissipation in an ocean of variable thickness is modelled for Enceladus. A tidal dissipation code 
is modified to investigate how dissipation differs between the thick southern ocean and the thinner 
northern ocean. 
 
11:55 a.m. DISCUSSION 
 
12:10 p.m. Lunch 
 
 Tuesday, July 26, 2016 
GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS 101 
1:30 p.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chairs: Paul Byrne  
 Emily Martin  
 
1:30 p.m. Patterson G. W. *   Collins G. C.   Helfenstein P.   Kattenhorn S. A.    
Pappalardo R. T.   Schenk P. 
The Geological History and Tectonics of Enceladus [#3059] 
The geological history of Enceladus is remarkably complex for a body with a radius of ~250 km. 
Understanding that history requires integrating a substantial body of work into a self-consistent picture 
of the surface evolution of this unusual moon. 
 
1:50 p.m. Collins G. C. *   Patterson G. W.   Pappalardo R. T.   Kattenhorn S. A. 
Early Tectonic History of Enceladus from Global Geologic Mapping [#3057] 
We examine the earliest evidence for tectonics exposed on Enceladus’ surface through mapping of the 
cratered plains. 
 
2:05 p.m. Patthoff D. A. *   Pappalardo R. T.   Maue A.   Martin E. S.   Chilton H. T.   Thomas P. C. 
Ridges of Enceladus:  Preserving Ancient and Recent Tectonics Beyond the 
South Polar Terrain [#3034] 
We explore the diverse array of Enceladus’s ridges outside of the south polar terrain. 
 
2:20 p.m. Bland M. T. *   McKinnon W. B. 
Folding and Faulting on Enceladus:  Constraints on Geophysical Evolution [#3041] 
Folding and Faulting / Both occur on the surface / Clues to a moons past. 
 
2:35 p.m. Rhoden A. R. * 
Reexamining the Role of Tidal Stress in Enceladus’ Tectonic History [#3081] 
Developing a self-consistent model for an ocean-bearing Enceladus is challenging due to recent 
analyses of heat, stress, and global tectonics. 
 
2:50 p.m. Tajeddine R. *   Soderlund K. M.   Thomas P. C.   Helfenstein P.   Hedman M. M.    
Burns J. A.   Schenk P. M. 
True Polar Wander of Enceladus from Topographic Data [#3027] 
We built the shape of Enceladus as degree 16 in spherical harmonics using Cassini ISS data. We show 
evidence of true polar wander on Enceladus by reporting the discovery of sets of basins that could 
represent a paleo-equator and paleo-poles. 
 
3:05 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
3:20 p.m. Break 
 
  Tuesday, July 26, 2016 
GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS 102 
3:40 p.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chairs: Donald Patthoff  
 Alyssa Rhoden  
 
3:40 p.m. Schenk P. *   Moore J. M.   White O.   Byrne P. 
“Not so Boring as We Were Led to Believe!”:  Geology of Saturn’s Other Midsize Icy Moons [#3045] 
Cassini mapping of Saturns’ other moons, Mimas, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, and Iapetus is complete to 
250–400 m/pixel, and, with color and spectroscopy into IR, reveal worlds of surprising diversity and 
complexity, and planetary processes previously unknown. 
 
4:00 p.m. White O. L. *   Schenk P. M.   Bellagamba A. W.   Grimm A. M.   Dombard A. J. 
Crater Relaxation Across Rhea, Iapetus, Dione, and Tethys, and Relation to Past Heat Flow [#3006] 
We have measured crater morphologies on four saturnian satellites, and used relaxation simulations to 
determine the heat flow experienced by a selection of the craters. Dione and Tethys display more 
complex thermal histories than Rhea and Iapetus. 
 
4:15 p.m. Byrne P. K. *   Schenk P. M.   McGovern P. J.   Collins G. C. 
Hemispheric-Scale Rift Zones on Rhea, Tethys, and Dione [#3020] 
Moons of Saturn are / Different sizes but crack’d / In similar ways. 
 
4:30 p.m. Martin E. S. *   Patthoff D. A.   Watters T. R. 
History of Tectonic Disruption on Enceladus, Dione, and Rhea [#3035] 
We use a comparative planetalogical approach to enhancing our understanding of Enceladus’s tectonic 
history by exploring Dione and Rhea where tectonic activity ceased before terrains were 
tectonically resurfaced. 
 
4:45 p.m. Stickle A. M. *   Roberts J. H. 
Modeling an Exogenic Origin for the Equatorial Ridge on Iapetus [#3048] 
A ridge soars above / Iapetus’s surface / Did debris form it? 
 
5:00 p.m. Neveu M. *   Rhoden A. R. 
Why is Enceladus Active Whereas Mimas is Not? [#3071] 
Wet Enceladus / Inactive Mimas / Are tides the answer? 
 
5:15 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
 Wednesday, July 27, 2016 
AGES AND CRATERING 
9:00 a.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chair: Michael Bland  
 
9:00 a.m. Kirchoff M. R. *   Bierhaus E. B.   Dones L.   Robbins S. J.   Singer K. N.    
Wagner R. J.   Zahnle K. J. 
Cratering Histories in the Saturnian System [#3056] 
We review new insights into the cratering histories of the mid-sized saturnian satellites provided 
by Cassini. 
 
9:20 a.m. Bierhaus E. B. *   Dones L.   Robbins S. J. 
The Unusual Role of Secondaries in the Evolution of Crater Populations on Enceladus, and 
Consequences for Age Estimation [#3065] 
Enceladus may occupy a unique place among the saturnian satellites in terms of the accumulation of 
primary and secondary craters. We discuss the physical reasons for this situation and the consequences 
for deriving surface ages using craters. 
 
9:35 a.m. Kinczyk M. J. *   Patterson G. W.   Collins G. C.   Pappalardo R. T.   Becker T. L. 
Impact Crater Distributions for Geological Terrains on Enceladus [#3068] 
Global crater density measurements for geologic terrains on Enceladus are compared. 
 
9:50 a.m. DISCUSSION 
 
10:05 a.m. Break 
 
  Wednesday, July 27, 2016 
SURFACE COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES 
10:20 a.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chair: John Spencer  
 
10:20 a.m. Hendrix A. R. *   Clark R. N.   Cruikshank D. P.   Buratti B. J.   Howell C. J. A.   Scipioni F. 
Surface Composition of Icy Moons [#3072] 
We present an overview of results covering the surface compositions of the mid-sized moons of Saturn. 
 
10:40 a.m. Scipioni F. *   Schenk P.   Clark R.   Tosi F.   Combe J.-Ph.   Dalle Ore C. M. 
Spectral Analysis of Enceladus’s Surface [#3013] 
We show maps of the variation of the depth of the main water ice absorption bands, obtained by 
analysing VIMS-IR data, and we compare the results with the predicted plumes deposits. 
 
10:55 a.m. Verbiscer A. J. *   Helfenstein P.   Buratti B. J.   Royer E. M. 
Optical Remote Sensing and Surface Properties of Saturn’s Icy Moons [#3043] 
We review the scattering properties of particles on the surfaces of Saturn’s icy moons at multiple 
wavelengths from the far ultraviolet to the near-infrared. 
 
11:15 a.m. Buratti B. J. *   Brown R. H.   Clark R. N.   Baines K. H.   Nicholson P. D.   Mosher J. A. 
Photometry of Icy Moons over Many Wavelengths from Cassini VIMS [#3010] 
The multi-wavelength capabilities of the Cassini Visual Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS), 
coupled with a more than decade-long tour of the icy moons, has enabled a full photometric analysis of 
the moons. 
 
11:30 a.m. DISCUSSION 
 
11:45 a.m. Lunch 
 
 Wednesday, July 27, 2016 
PLUMES 101:  PLUMBING AND DYNAMICS 
1:30 p.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chairs: Joseph Spitale  
 Edwin Kite  
 
1:30 p.m. Glein C. R. *   Zolotov M. Y.   Vance S. D.   Shock E. L.   Postberg F. 
The Geochemistry of Enceladus’ Ocean Toward the End of the Cassini Mission [#3042] 
We present an overview on the current understanding of the geochemistry of Enceladus’ ocean. 
 
1:50 p.m. Postberg F. *   Coates A. J.   Clark R. N.   Dalle Ore C.   Hansen C. J.   Hedman M. M.    
Scipioni F.   Waite J. H. Jr. 
Plume and Surface Composition of Enceladus [#3008] 
The versatile instrumentation of Cassini allows for many compositional perspectives on Enceladus’ 
plume and surface composition. We try to combine these different aspects to one comprehensive 
picture but also discuss divergent views and open issues. 
 
2:10 p.m. Spencer J. R. *   Howett C. J. A.   Verbiscer A. J.   Hurford T. A.   Gorius N. J. P.    
Pearl J. C.   Segura M. 
Observations of Active Thermal Emission from Enceladus by the Cassini Composite 
Infrared Spectrometer [#3052] 
Cassini’s Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) provides unique information on the heat flow, 
temperatures, and spatial distribution of endogenic thermal emission from Enceladus’ active south 
polar region. 
 
2:25 p.m. Goguen J. D. *   Buratti B. J.   Cassini VIMS Team 
Cassini VIMS Spectra of the Thermal Emission from the Hottest Spots Along Enceladus 
South Pole Fissures [#3064] 
We present an overview of the VIMS measurements of the hottest fissure thermal emission and put 
these data within the context of the larger picture of these ocean world fissure eruption characteristics 
as reported from other instruments. 
 
2:40 p.m. Wood S. E. * 
The Effects of Temperature-Dependent Thermal Properties, Cohesion, and Crystallinity on Model-
Predicted Temperatures of Icy Regolith on Saturn’s Moons [#3084] 
The effective thermal conductivity of icy regolith depends strongly on temperature and crystallinity, 
which has significant consequences for interpretation and predictions of surface and 
subsurface temperatures. 
 
2:55 p.m. Gorius N. *   Spencer J.   Howett C.   Albright S.   Jennings D.   Hurford T.   Romani P.    
Segura M.   Verbiscer A. 
High Resolution Observations of Enceladus’ South Pole Using Cassini/CIRS [#3086] 
We will present our results from E18 and E21 during which Cassini/CIRS was configured to record 
variations of the thermal emission at high spatial resolution. 
 
3:10 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
3:25 p.m. Break 
 
3:40 p.m. Goldstein D. B. *   Hedman M.   Manga M.   Perry M.   Porco C.   Schmidt J.   Teolis B. 
Plume Vents and Dynamics:  A Chapter Preview [#3047] 
The chapter on plume vents and dynamics will examine the observations of the plume and surface vent 
region and explore the mechanisms which lead from the subsurface vapor and particulate source to the 
observed properties. 
 
 4:00 p.m. Dzhanoev A. R. *   Schmidt J.   Spahn F. 
Kinetic Processes in the Enceladus Vents [#3075] 
We study the possibility of dust aggregation and fragmentation processes when icy grains are 
transported to space by water vapor streams in the subsurface vents of Saturn’s active moon Enceladus. 
 
4:15 p.m. Bouquet A. *   Brockwell T.   Waite J. H.   Chocron S.   Teolis B.   Perryman R. S.   Walker J. 
Modeling the H2 Production in the Cassini Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer at Enceladus:  Effect of 
Ice Grains Impacts in Low Velocity Flybys and Implication for the Identification of Native H2 in 
the Plumes [#3014] 
H2 in the plumes of Enceladus would be a smoking gun for hydrothermal activity in its ocean but the 
data is ambivalent, as ice grains impact produce H2 in the instrument. We present our methods to 
disentangle this artifact from native H2. 
 
4:30 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
 Wednesday, July 27, 2016 
POSTER SESSION 
4:45 p.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Yin A.   Pappalardo R. T. 
A Global Tectonic Map and Tectonic History of Enceladus [#3026] 
The trailing edge and south polar terrains were created by unidirectional flow with complex interior deformation, 
whereas the leading edge terrain was formed by fragmentation of the ancient Cratered Terrain through ductile strike-
slip shearing. 
 
Roatsch Th.   Kersten E.   Matz K.-D.   Scholten F.   Wagner R.   Porco C. C. 
Cartography of the Medium-Sized Saturnian Satellites Based on Cassini-ISS Images [#3032] 
The stated objective of the ISS is to obtain global coverage for all medium-sized icy satellites with a resolution 
better than 1 km/pixel. This goal was achieved with image sequences obtained during close flybys and additional 
lower-res images. 
 
Schenk P. 
Global Color and Cartographic Mapping of Saturn’s Midsize Icy Moons [#3053] 
Map in color, its so much better. 
 
Denk T.   Roatsch T.   Matz K. D. 
Imaging Observation Planning for Dione, Rhea, Iapetus, and Phoebe in the Cassini Primary Mission [#3076] 
Basic concepts of the Cassini ISS observations in the prime mission, planned by DLR and Freie Universität Berlin, 
are described. In addition, some details of the used tools and of the targeted flybys at Phoebe and Iapetus are given. 
 
Clark C. S.   Clark P. E.   Stooke P. J. 
Constant-Scale Natural Boundary Global Maps of Enceladus [#3070] 
Enceladus tiger stripes in context! 
 
Stephan K.   Wagner R.   Jaumann R.   Clark R. N.   Cruikshank D. P.   Dalle Ore C.   Brown R. H.    
Giese B.   Roatsch T.   Filacchione G.   Matson D.   Baines K.   Krupp N.   Cappaccioni F.    
Buratti B. J.   Nicholson P. D. 
Spectral and Geological Properties of Tethys [#3030] 
We present the spectral and geological properties of Tethys derived from Cassini VIMS and ISS data. 
 
Leonard E. J.   Yin A.   Pappalardo R. T. 
Constraining the Viscosity of Enceladus’s Ice Shell Through the Crater Islands [#3036] 
The apparent rigid block rotation of crater “islands” on the leading hemisphere of Enceladus may constrain the ice 
shell viscosity at the time of the rotation. 
 
Rhoden A. R.   Henning W.   Hurford T. A.   Bland M.   Collins G.   Tajeddine R. 
Implications of Tidal Stresses on Global Ocean Models of Mid-Sized Icy Moons [#3082] 
We calculate tidal stresses in ocean-bearing models of Mimas, Enceladus, Dione, and Rhea to determine whether 
oceans are compatible with their geologic records. 
 
Buratti B. J. 
Enceladus and Europa:  Very Early Hints of Activity [#3021] 
Observations of Enceladus prior to the Cassini mission suggested cryovolcanism almost a century before 
its discovery. 
 
Parekh R.   Vijayan S.   Sivaraman B. 
Landslide Phenomena on Saturn’s Icy Moon:  Rhea [#3055] 
Here in given abstract author has tried to find the possible mechanism for the formation of landslides on icy bodies 
like Rhea by studying the existing condition of crater and its morphology. 
 
 Denk T.   Spencer J. R.   Roatsch T.   Schmedemann N.   Galuba G. G. 
Saturnian Moon Iapetus — Global Albedo Enigma and Cassini ISS Observations [#3063] 
The global albedo dichotomy of Iapetus, known since almost 340 years, is now eventually explained by runaway 
global thermal migration of water ice, triggered by the deposition of dark material on the leading hemisphere. 
 
Aftabi P. 
The Brittle-Ductile Tectonics of Ice Shell on Europa from Pole to Pole [#3005] 
In this paper mapped the icy shell of Europa from pole to pole. 
 
Royer E. M.   Hendrix A. R. 
Far-Ultraviolet Photometric Modeling of the Icy Satellites of Saturn [#3024] 
We present here an analysis of ultraviolet disk-integrated phase curves of the five inner moons of Saturn: Mimas, 
Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, and Rhea. 
 
Hendrix A. R.   Hansen C. J.   Esposito L. W.   Royer E.   Cassidy T.   Shemansky D. E.   Holsclaw G. 
Enceladus and the Other Moons of Saturn as Observed by Cassini UVIS [#3079] 
We present highlights of UVIS studies of the surfaces of the moons of Saturn, with a focus on Enceladus. 
 
Desai R. T.   Coates A. J.   Cowee M. M.   Jones G. H.   Gary S. P.   Wei H.   Regoli L.   Volwerk M. 
Negative Pickup Ions at Icy Moons:  Rhea and Europa [#3069] 
In this study we analyse the negatively charged pickup ions observed at Rhea and Europa to better understand what 
they are telling us about their source environments. 
 
Becker T. M.   Retherford K. D.   Roth L.   Saur J.   McGrath M. A. 
Far-UV Spectral and Spatial Albedo Comparisons Between Enceladus and Europa [#3044] 
We aim to understand the observed FUV spectral differences between Europa and Enceladus, including the lack of a 
water absorption edge at ~165 nm in the Europa spectra that is present at Enceladus, as well as the overall lower 
FUV albedo of Europa. 
 
Kochemasov G. G. 
Tectonic Dichotomy of Icy Satellites of Saturn [#3016] 
Saturnian icy satellites are tectonically dichotomous and have different color of their halves. This feature is common 
of celestial bodies moving in keplerian elliptical orbits and thus warped by inertia-gravity waves. Wave1 produces 
two hemispheres. 
 
Gilliam A. E.   Lerman A. 
Formation Mechanisms of Channels on Titan [#3058] 
We examine different fluvial features on Titan and evaluate the possibilities of channel formation by dissolution of 
ice by a concentrated solution of ammonium sulfate and by mechanical erosion by flow of liquid ammonia and 
liquid ethane. 
 
Struck J.-T. 
Titan and Enceladus Relationship-Titan as Planet and Enceladus Water Related to Titan [#3001] 
Titan has a diameter of 3200 miles larger than Mercury at 3032 miles, so Titan could be called a planet. Gravitation 
from Titan and Saturn can be seen as pressuring the moon Enceladus. Enceledus’ water or emissions could be seen 
as linked to Titan. 
 
Dougherty A.   Chumsky R.   Morris D. 
Freezing of Methanol-Water Mixtures at High Pressure in a Subsurface Ocean [#3039] 
Impurities in a subsurface ocean on Enceladus would change the freezing temperature, and are relevant to any 
successful thermal model for generating plumes. We measure the liquidus and eutectic temperatures for methanol-
water solutions. 
 
Takahagi W.   Shibuya T.   Takano Y.   Seo K.   Adachi K.   Fujishima K.   Tomita M.   Takai K. 
Abiotic Peptide Synthesis Under Enceladus Alkaline Hydrothermal Condition [#3050] 
Assuming abiotic amino acids existing in the Enceladus alkaline seawater, we hypothesized that water-rock 
interaction may contribute to condensation of localized amino acids leading to a peptide formation. 
 
Guzman M.   McKay C. P.   Hurley D.   Lorenz R.   Gold R. 
Modeling of Low Altitude Dynamics of Grains in Enceladus Jets [#3040] 
The particulate mass in the Enceladus plume is of particular interest to astrobiologists. At low altitude, >99% of the 
grains are salt-rich by mass. Modeling of the salt-rich grains is the subject of this research. 
 
Perov N. I. 
Any Small Bodies Near the Enceladus Orbit [#3002] 
In the frame of the restricted circular three body problem dust matter motion is considered near the Enceladus orbit. 
For the given model undiscovered bodies with negligible mass may move along closed trajectories in the 
system Saturn-Enceladus. 
 
Poppe A. R. 
Interplanetary Dust Flux to Saturn’s Icy Satellites:  A Potential Surface Contaminant Source? [#3015] 
We examine the possibility of interplanetary dust grain fluxes to Saturn’s icy satellites as a possible source of 
surface composition contamination (i.e., “dark material”). We compare to previous dynamical investigations of 
Phoebe dust at Saturn. 
 
  Thursday, July 28, 2016 
PLUMES 102:  VARIABILITY IN SPACE AND TIME 
9:00 a.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chairs: Alexis Bouquet  
 Sascha Kempf  
 
9:00 a.m. Ingersoll A. P. *   Ewald S. P. 
Decadal Timescale Variability of the Enceladus Plumes Inferred from Cassini Images [#3003] 
The mass of the Enceladus plumes decreased by a factor of two from 2005 to 2015. Launch velocity is 
less at apocenter, greater at pericenter. The decadal trend in plume mass is likely related to an 11-year 
cycle in orbital eccentricity. 
 
9:15 a.m. Hurley D. M. *   Perry M. E. 
Local Enhancements in the Enceladus Plume [#3012] 
Spatial and temporal variability in the Enceladus plume is investigated by comparing Cassini INMS 
data to model output, identifying regions requiring local enhancements in the plume source to 
reproduce observations, providing constraints on jets. 
 
9:30 a.m. Dhingra D. *   Hedman M. M. 
Variations in the Spectral Properties of Encealdus’ Plume in Time and Space [#3018] 
Near-Infrared spectra of Enceladus’ plume vary with both time and space and can provide new insights 
into conditions beneath the moon’s surface. 
 
9:45 a.m. Kite E. S. *   Rubin A. M. 
Sustained Eruptions on Enceladus Explained by Turbulent Dissipation in Tiger Stripes [#3004] 
The sustainability of conduits linking Enceladus’ ocean and surface is not understood. A model of tiger 
stripes as tidally-flexed slots that puncture the ice shell explains the eruption phase-curve and the long-
term sustainability of the eruptions. 
 
10:00 a.m. Hansen C. J. *   Esposito L.   Portyankina G.   Aye K.-M.   Hendrix A. 
The Role of Enceladus’ Gas Jets in Diurnal Variability of Particle Flux [#3066] 
A new occultation of epsilon Orionis by Enceladus’ plume reveals supersonic gas jets as playing a key 
role in diurnal variability of the particle flux. 
 
10:15 a.m. Spitale J. N. *   Hurford T. A.   Rhoden A. R.   Hedman M. M. 
Observing Surface-Level Eruptive Variability at Enceladus’ South Pole [#3080] 
Enceladus experiences curtain- and discrete-style eruptions. Each style may have a different response 
to tidal stress. Assessing variability at the local level is in progress. Three jets may have been captured 
turning on in Cassini observations. 
 
10:30 a.m. DISCUSSION 
 
10:45 a.m. Break 
 
11:00 a.m. Hurford T. A. *   Spitale J. N.   Rhoden A. R.   Hedman M. M. 
Linking Tidal Volcanic Activity to Subsurface Volatile Sources on Enceladus [#3038] 
Tides stress surface cracks / Tap volatile reservoirs / Affects eruptions. 
 
11:15 a.m. Portyankina G. *   Esposito L. W.   Hansen C. J.   Aye K.-M. 
Comparing UVIS Occultations of the Sun and Stars via Jet Modeling [#3067] 
We use DSMC model of water vapor jets to compare occultation observations of Enceladus jets by 
UVIS conducted between 2005 and 2016 and detect variability in the relative strengths of the 
detected jets. 
 
11:30 a.m. Roberts J. H. *   Stickle A. M. 
Impact Heating and the South Polar Thermal Anomaly on Enceladus [#3022] 
Tidal heat pattern / Impact breaks the symmetry / Locally thin ice. 
 
11:45 a.m. Crary F. J. * 
Small-Scale Structure of Plasma Withing the Enceladus Plume:  Cassini Observations on the E7, E17 
and E18 Encounters [#3046] 
Cassini CAPS data show small scale plasma structures (<17 km) within the Enceladus plume. 
Combined with RPWS/LP measurements, incorrect identifications due to time aliasing have been 
removed and structures at ~0.4 km resolution have been revealed. 
 
12:00 p.m. Perry M. E. *   Teolis B. D.   Hurley D. M.   Waite J. H.   McNutt R. L. 
The Velocity of Water Molecules in the Enceladus Plumes [#3074] 
The Cassini INMS directly measures the velocity of water vapor emitted from Enceladus and finds 
both dense, Mach-4 jets with a distribution that peaks at 1 km/s, and a slower, wider distribution. 
 
12:15 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
12:30 p.m. Lunch 
 
  Thursday, July 28, 2016 
INTERACTIONS:  MOON-MOON-RINGS-SATURN 
2:00 p.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chairs: Frank Postberg  
 Amanda Hendrix  
 
2:00 p.m. Kempf S. *   Hill T.   Krupp N.   Horanyi M.   Schmidt J.   Smith T.   Srama R. 
Saturn’s Diffuse E Ring and Its Connection with Enceladus [#3062] 
Saturn’s E ring is the second largest planetary ring in the solar system. We now know that the 
Enceladus plume is the main source for the E ring particles and that many ring features can be 
explained by the dynamics of the plume particle ejection. 
 
2:20 p.m. Teolis B. D. *   Tokar R. L. 
Icy Moon Atmospheres/Exospheres from Magnetospheric Interactions [#3073] 
The icy moon atmospheres/exospheres from magnetospheric interactions chapter will explore the 
exospheric physics of Saturn’s icy satellites, the observations by the Cassini spacecraft, and the new 
understanding revealed by these data. 
 
2:40 p.m. Howett C. J. A. *   Hendrix A. R.   Paranicas C.   Spencer J. R.   Schenk P. M.   Verbiscer A. J. 
Ring/Magnetosphere Interactions with Satellite Surfaces [#3007] 
The surface of each of Saturn’s icy satellites are affected by their interactions with both Saturn’s ring 
and magnetosphere. How the surfaces are modified will be discussed. 
 
3:00 p.m. Nordheim T. A. *   Hand K. P.   Paranicas C.   Howett C. J. A.   Hendrix A. R.    
Jones G. H.   Coates A. J. 
The Near-Surface Electron Radiation Environment of Saturn’s Moon Mimas [#3078] 
We have modeled the effect of energetic electron bombardment across the surface of Saturn’s moon 
Mimas. Our results are discussed in the context of previously reported Cassini remote sensing 
observations of this moon. 
 
3:15 p.m. Schaible M. J. *   Johnson R. E.   Zhigilei L. V. 
Radiative Sintering of Ice Grain Regoliths:  Formation of the PacMan Anomalies on the Icy 
Saturnian Moons [#3037] 
The PacMan anomalies on Mimas and Tethys can be explained through grain sintering due to high 
energy electron irradiation. The sintering models developed can be used to provide an additional 
constraint on the regolith grain size and porosity. 
 
3:30 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
3:45 p.m. Break 
 
4:00 p.m. Smith H. T. *   Crary F.   Dougherty M.   Perry M.   Roussos E.   Simon S.   Tokar R. 
Enceladus and Its Influence on Saturn’s Magnetosphere [#3049] 
Enceladus is the primary source of particles in Saturn’s magnetosphere. We present an overview of the 
current understanding of Enceladus’ impact on Saturn’s magnetosphere with respect to neutral and 
charged particles, magnetic fields and dynamics. 
 
4:20 p.m. Sivaraman B. *   Pavithraa S.   Lo J. I.   Raja Sekhar B. N.   Cheng B. M.   Mason N. J. 
Using Hartley Band to Detect the Ozone Precursor on Icy Satellites [#3025] 
We propose using the Hartley band in identifying the ozone precursor molecule on the icy satellites 
based on a series of experiments carried out on simple ozone precursor ice analogs. 
 
 Thursday, July 28, 2016 
SMALL FRY IN THE SATURN SYSTEM 
4:35 p.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chair: Matthew Tiscareno  
 
4:35 p.m. Denk T. *   Mottola S.   Bottke W. F.   Hamilton D. P. 
Phoebe and Saturn’s Captured Outer Moons [#3061] 
The abstract, the talk and the related book chapter give an overview on what we know about the 
irregular moons of Saturn and the Phoebe ring. A main focus lies on the Cassini imaging observation 
campaign to determine basic physical properties. 
 
4:55 p.m. Thomas P. C. *   Tiscareno M. S.   Helfenstein P. 
Systematics of the Inner Small Satellites of Saturn [#3019] 
The inner small satellites of Saturn have distinctive morphologies dependent upon their 
dynamical position. 
 
5:15 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
  Friday, July 29, 2016 
ASTROBIOLOGY AND THE FUTURE 
9:00 a.m.   Boulderado Ballroom 
 
Chairs: Christopher Glein  
 Amanda Stockton  
 
9:00 a.m. McKay C. * 
Astrobiology of Enceladus 
 
9:20 a.m. Duca Z.   Tan G.   Cantrell T.   Van Enige M.   Dorn M.   Cato M.   Putman P.   Kim J.    
Mathies R. A.   Stockton A. * 
Development of an Extraterrestrial Organic Analyzer (EOA) for Highly Sensitive Organic Detection 
on a Kinetic Penetrator [#3087] 
We show the development of an EOA for future planetary impact penetrator missions. EOA can 
survive a 50,000 g impact, making it the only current optical instrument with this capability. 
 
9:35 a.m. Fujishima K. *   Dziomba S.   Takahagi W.   Shibuya T.   Takano Y.   Guerrouache M.   Carbonnier B.   
Takai K.   Rothschild L.   Yano H. 
A Fly-Through Mission Strategy Targeting Peptide as a Signature of Chemical Evolution and Possible 
Life in Enceladus Plumes [#3085] 
We present a combination of two latest and unpublished experiments that enable us to realize in situ 
life signature detection and chemical evolution for deep habitats of the “Ocean World.”. 
 
9:50 a.m. Kowalski J. *   Schüller K.   Zimmermann A. 
Towards Simulation-Based Mission Support for Subsurface Exploration of the Icy Moons [#3077] 
Advanced subsurface mission scenarios for the icy moons suggest to deploy a robotic probe. In our 
contribution, we will present an integrated computational model for a probe migrating through ice, as 
well as its ambient cryospheric state. 
 
10:05 a.m. Break 
 
10:20 a.m. Baader F. *   Dachwald B.   Espe C.   Feldmann M.   Francke G.   Förstner R. 
Testing of a Miniaturized Subsurface Icecraft for an Enceladus Lander Mission Under Enceladus-
Like Conditions [#3029] 
The German project “Enceladus Explorer - Environmental Experimental Testing” is conducting 
research to evaluate technology for an Enceladus lander mission. The concept of an advanced melting 
probe will be evaluated in simulated Enceladus environment. 
 
10:35 a.m. Dachwald B. *   Kowalski J.   Baader F.   Espe C.   Feldmann M.   Francke G.   Plescher E. 
Enceladus Explorer:  Next Steps in the Development and Testing of a Steerable Subsurface Ice Probe 
for Autonomous Operation [#3031] 
Within Enceladus Explorer, the technology for a lander is developed and tested. The steerable 
subsurface ice probe was used in 2013 in Antarctica to get a clean subglacial sample and is now 
redesigned for testing in a more Enceladus-like environment. 
 
10:50 a.m. Laine P. E. * 
Life on Icy Worlds? Emergence vs. Panspermia [#3017] 
The icy moons present some of the promising examples of extended habitable locations in our solar 
system. How do they fit in to our knowledge about the origin of life? Where are the challenges for 
models for the origin life on the icy moons? 
 
11:05 a.m. ASTROBIOLOGY DISCUSSION 
 
11:35 a.m. ENCELADUS ROUND TABLE 
Notes 
 
THE BRITTLE-DUCTILE TECTONICS OF ICE SHELL ON EUROPA FROM POLE TO POLE         
P.Aftabi*(Pedram.Aftabi@gmail.com) 
 
The fractures-faults are common in salt and ice sheets which spread 
or moving by tidal and weather effects on Earth [10, 11, and 
12].Milazzo. et al [1] and the Galileo SSI team at University of 
Arizona prepared Fig-a of this paper which used for structural analy-
sis by author. This coverage is from 620 N to 730 S latitude, 1600 W 
to 2460 W longitude (Fig a).Another near strip published by Green-
berg[13].  The process of mosaicing these images is described in 
Becker et al. [4] and Milazzo et al. [5]&[1] .This strip of Europa 
shows many different types of structures. This global view is neces-
sary to understand the local processes shaping Europa[1].  Some of 
the faults-fractures related to pure and simple shear globally in this 
moon and some of the fractures generated by impact craters on the 
icy surface and their related diapirs and chaos. Some of the faults-
fractures generated by injection of warm ice and water circulations 
through the icy ridges and bands (Figi, j). Because of this non-
synchronous planetary rotation, the directions and magnitudes of the 
tidal stresses experienced at any particular location are expected to 
gradually change in a systematic manner [6, 7].Therefore tidal 
movements operated on the kinematics and reactivation of faults-
fractures on this moon. Europa's icy crust may be migrating east-
wards over time with respect to its rocky core and possible liquid 
interior, due to tidal forces exerted by Jupiter [9]. Europa's dominant 
surface morphology changes from double ridges (Fig h here)at the 
north pole to chaos and diapirs(Fig g here)[3] and dissected terrain 
near the equator to strike slip faults [2,17].I here classified different 
fractures-faults related to shear and upwelling of ice diapirs ice 
ridges and crater(Fig g).The faults-fractures and  ridges classified as 
geographic indications(see Fig b to j).The structures distinguished as 
open and closed fractures and faults(see Figs a to h).Some of the 
faults-fractures in Europa are strike slip[17]or may be normal , 
thrust faults,transtension and tranpression faults. These geographic 
structures classified as E-W(Figc),NS(Figd),NW-SE(Figf),NE-
SW(Fige)fractures and faults, conjugate fractures-
faults(Figj),concentric fractures-faults related to chaotic features 
craters and diapirs(Fig g).The ice diapirs are in two types warm  ice 
diapirs(Fig i- red areas and green areas in Figj- see also Fig16 in 
ref[18]and[19]) produced injection as ridges but the oldest diapirs 
(pink areas of fig j)are related to the old craters which recognized by 
different types of concentric fractures. Some of the circular to sub 
circular features were mapped, including pits, uplifts, spots and 
chaos in small locations of Europa before[14].Topographic data 
reveals that most pits are ~100 m deep to ~500 m[14].This range of 
pit depths fits numerical simulations  [15,16]but some of the circular 
features are as diapirs[17] with overhangs deeps similar to pits(exps 
by author). After impact ,the warm  ice diapirs and injected water 
beneath  the thin freeze ice of the surface start to rise and generated 
concentric faults and radial joints (Fig g,i,j).New circulations in the 
warm ice in the recent time generated ridges (dark pink in Figi and 
black areas of Fig h).Some of the ridges are younger than the craters 
but some of them are old .The ice diapirs can not pierce the over-
burden of the same material and remained below the icy crust(pink 
areas inFigj). But every time the reactivation of diapir generated 
fractures and faults in the concentric form(Fig g).The variety of 
structural features shown in the fig a to j base on the mosaic (Figa) 
enables us to get a global view of the Ice tectonics in the Europa 
moon. Some of the fractures are younger than craters and chaotic 
features. Some of the fractures-faults are Syn- diapirism, and some 
of them are post diapirism.The faults- fractures system on the sur-
face of Europa may be active and most be considering for future 
missions to the Europa. The reactivation of faults generated by 
movements in the warm ice and water flow just beneath the brittle 
icy thin crust. The morphology of faults-fractures related to 
upwelling of ice or molten ice or cold water and also simple and 
pure shear processes serve as probes into the interiors of Europa. 
Brine mobilization during lithospheric heating on Europa [20] can 
be flow through the strike slip faults, ridges and fractures or can be 
injected to the chaos and diapirs. These data (see Figs) are available 
on request for use in mapping and modeling of geological feature in 
future works by author. The maps here have been used to investigate 
the properties of the icy outer layers  and  in some cases the thermal 
histories and thermal diapirs. The mapping problems on Europa 
described by author in another subscription in LPI as print only 
abstract. For other pictures of Europa see www.NASA.Gov[21]. To 
see better please use zoom in object. 
References: [1]Milazzo,A,S. et al  and the Galileo SSI team. Planetary Image Research Laboratory, LPL, University of Arizona, 
MEDIUM RESOLUTION IMAGING OF EUROPA: A VIEW FROM POLE TO POLE. Generated Fig a for LPI used for mapping here. 
[2] Tufts, B.R., 1999, Icarus. [3] Greenberg R., et al. (1999, submitted) Icarus. [4] Becker, T. et al., (1998) LPSC XXIX, 1892-1893. [5] 
Milazzo, M. et al., (1998) LPSC XXIX, 1833-1834. [6] Helfenstein, P. and E. Parmentier, Icarus, 61, 175-184, 1985. [7]Greenberg, R. et al., 
Icarus, 135, 64-78, 1998. [9] Greenberg, R. and S. Weidenschilling, Icarus, 58, 186-196, 1984.[10]Aftabi,In prepertion,Joints in the salt 
diapirs and salt-ice sheets,5pp.[11]Aftabi,p.,In prep.,Geologic map of Qum Kuh, in scale 1:25000.[12]Aftabi,P.,9 th VEXAG meeting and 
International workshop,2pp.[13]Greenberg,R.,2005,Europa the ocean moon, springer,380pp.[14]Singer,K.N. et al.,2010, 41st 
LPSC,pdf2195,2pp. [15] Han L. and Showman A.P. (2005) GRL  L20201. [16] Showman A.P. and L. Han (2005) Icarus 177, 425-
437.[17]Greeley ,R.etal.,2000,Journal of Geophysical Research,V.105,N.9,pp559-578.[18] Collins,G &Nimmo,F., Chaotic Terrain on 
Europa,20pp on web.[19] Collins G. C.,et al.,2000, J. Geophys. Res., 105, 1709–1716.[20] Head J. W. and Pappalardo R. T. ,1999, J. 
Geophys. Res., 104, 27143–27155. [21] www.NASA.Gov.  
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Introduction:  The prospects of liquid water at En-
celadus’ South Polar Terrain make it an interesting 
target for future missions [1]. The German Enceladus 
Explorer (EnEx) initiative is focused on the evaluation 
of the technology for a potential lander mission with 
the deployment of a subsurface melting probe. EnEx is 
funded and managed by the DLR Space Administration 
and comprises several German universities with sepa-
rate sub-projects. The probe shall autonomously navi-
gate through the ice to a location where a water sample 
can be taken and analyzed in situ [2]. At FH Aachen 
University for Applied Sciences, the EnEx-nExT (En-
celadus Explorer – Environmental Experimental Test-
ing) project team is conducting research about the suit-
ability of combined drilling and melting probes like the 
IceMole [3] for extraterrestrial application on Encela-
dus. 
Previous Related Research at FH Aachen:  Sev-
eral prototypes of melting probes were designed at FH 
Aachen since 2009. Field tests on glaciers in the Swiss 
Alps, on Iceland, and in Antarctica revealed several 
advantages with respect to conventional drill-
ing/melting methods. These include maneuverability in 
ice (including upwards cruise), penetration of sediment 
layers, contamination-free melting, large depths and 
recoverability. The last development step (the “EnEx-
IceMole”) was utilized successfully at Blood 
Falls/Antarctica to access a sub-surface water reservoir 
and recover a sample. 
Experiments in near-Enceladus environment: 
All testing so far was done on terrestrial glaciers. Since 
ice temperatures and pressures differ significantly on 
Earth and Enceladus, EnEx-nExT undertakes further 
investigations regarding a potential deployment on 
Enceladus. First of all, effects due to lower ice temper-
atures include increased shear strength of ice, a higher 
required energy input and a reduced cruise speed, and 
thus decreased efficiency. An optimization of the screw 
geometry also has to be considered. Secondly, an am-
bient pressure below the triple point of water results in 
sublimation of ice instead of melting. The resulting 
effects include a heavily increased phase transition 
enthalpy, an unknown expanding gas flow around the 
probe and potential re-freezing of molecules inside the 
melt channel. The impact of a much smaller gravity on 
Enceladus is assumed to be insignificant for melting 
operation and therefore neglected (since the concept 
uses a screw to guarantee ice contact, no gravitational 
force is necessary). 
Experimental Setup:  The investigation of melting 
behavior takes place in a vacuum chamber at pressures 
below 6 mbar. An ice body (Vice=160 l, d ≈ 0.4 m; h ≈ 
1.3 m) will be cooled down to 90-100 K. It contains 64 
temperature sensors to identify the 3D temperature 
field around the probe. The ice is continuously cooled 
to simulate an infinite ice mass. A miniaturized 
IceMole probe (8 x 8 x 40 cm, Pheat ≈ 5.5 kW) is cur-
rently in its design phase and will be available in sum-
mer 2016. The probe is equipped with sensors to 
measure force and torque of the screw, heating power 
and distribution, pressure sensors along the side (for 
ambient pressure measurement) and visual/IR-cameras 
at the back (to examine the melt channel over time). 
The simulation chamber is equipped with a high speed 
camera and an infrared camera to observe the ejected 
gas and particles.  
 
Experiment Objectives: EnEx-nExT is aiming to-
wards a better understanding of melting power re-
quirements, melting efficiency and melting speed for 
combined melting and drilling probes. Before a lander 
mission to sample water on Enceladus or other icy 
moons, there must be a solid understanding of the sub-
limation/melting process. Melt channel geometry is 
interesting as well, since a closing melt channel would 
result in a pressure increase inside the ice block and a 
transition from sublimation to melting. This could lead 
to less energy consumption and faster melting speed. 
References: [1] Konstantinidis K. et al. (2015), Ac-
ta Astronaut., 106, 63–89. [2] Kowalski J. et al. (2016), 
Cold Reg. Sci. Technol., 123, 53-70. [3] Dachwald B. 
et al. (2014), Ann. Glaciol., 55(65), 14-22. 
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Introduction:  Observations of Saturn’s satellite 
Enceladus and Jupiter’s satellite Europa have revealed 
these two icy worlds to be currently geologically ac-
tive. The apparently young (relatively reduced in cra-
ters) surfaces of these moons show some spectral simi-
larities, including FUV-dark patches that appear bright 
at visible wavelengths, generally low UV reflectance, 
and some hemispheric dichotomy; however, there re-
main significant differences between the two moons 
[1, 2]. One of the most interesting differences is the 
lack of a strong H2O absorption ledge between 165-
190 nm in Europa spectra that is clearly detectable for 
Enceladus [1, 3] and the overall lower FUV albedo 
observed across Europa. Additionally, previous com-
parisons between the two satellites revealed that the 
visible coherent backscatter component of the opposi-
tion surge observed on Enceladus is broader and weak-
er than observed on Europa, possibly indicating differ-
ences in the general roughness of the two surfaces [4]. 
The Cassini mission has provided an unprecedent-
ed look at the surface of Enecladus, revealing small 
amounts of NH3 and possibly tholins distributed glob-
ally across the H2O outer layer [1, 3]. IR/UV asymme-
tries across the surface consistent with fall-out from 
plume material emanating from the tiger stripes at the 
south pole [5]. These observations link the surface 
material with Enceladus’ interior, which enables the 
exciting prospect of understanding the sub-surface  
ocean through analyses of the moon’s surface. 
Questions of Interest: A natural question then 
arises for Europa; if Europa is also a geologically ac-
tive, icy world, then why is its surface so different 
from that of Enceladus?  Are the differences exogenic, 
resulting from the strong Jovian magnetosphere or 
implantation from the Io torus rather than the E ring 
material for Enceladus, or endogenic, indicative of 
different interiors? The differences may be attributed 
to the various mechanisms for resurfacing; the Encela-
dus plumes appear to be a consistent source of global 
surface material, whereas the plumes on Europa cur-
rently appear to be stochastic [6] with a more localized 
impact. Perhaps geological activity associated with the 
observed darker linea across Europa dominate the re-
surfacing of the satellite, and these processes result in 
different material reaching the surface. The contrasting 
surface compositions may have important implications 
for the internal structure, crustal thickness, and compo-
sition of the sub-surface oceans of the two satellites. 
Current Work: In order to address why the sur-
faces of Europa and Enceladus are different and the 
inherent implications of those variations, we must ex-
pand upon our understanding of the surface of Europa. 
We will present an on-going analysis of an extensive 
data set of FUV observations of Europa,  spaning from 
1999 – 2015. The data were obtained using the G140L 
mode of the STIS instrument on the Hubble Space 
Telescope. We analyze the spectral and spatial albedo 
properties across Europa. Our analysis utilizies high-
resolution solar spectra to accurately map the surface 
albedo. We also account for the expected Lyman-α 
IPM for each observation.  
In our analysis we explore latitudinal variations in 
the albedo, spectral trends with phase angle, and 
whether the UV albedo is consistently inverted from 
the visible (i.e. are all FUV-dark regions bright in the 
visible?). Accurate mapping of the spectral and spatial 
albedo is also necessary for distinguishing and con-
straining any atmospheric emissions. As a result, pre-
vious studies of the albedo on Enceladus may then be 
used in placing stronger constraints on a possible tenu-
ous Enceladus atmosphere. We compare the UV spec-
tra of the two satellites and explore possible composi-
tional disparities responsible for the differences in ab-
sorption features and reflectance. Additionally, we 
analyze the phase-angle dependence of the Europa 
spectra from the HST data and compare with the pub-
lished Enceladus results.  
We will present the new spatial and spectral albedo 
maps and UV spectral light curve analyses of Europa 
with an emphasis on comparing these data sets with the 
substantial knowledge of Enceladus obtained through 
Cassini observations. We explore the implications of 
the differences and similarities between the two icy 
worlds.  
References: [1] Hendrix, A. R. et al. (2010) Icarus 
206, 608-617. [2] Carlson, R. W., et al. (2009) Europa 
(book), 283. [3] Zastrow, M. et al. (2012) Icarus 220, 
29-35. [4] Verbiscer, A. J. et al. (2005) Icarus 173, 66-
83. [5] Schenk, P. et al. (2011) EPSC-DPS 1358. [6] 
Roth, L., et al. (2014) Science 343, 171-174.  
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Introduction:  The ongoing (but sadly near final) 
Cassini image library of the icy Saturnian satellites 
provides many new pages of history in this rich, com-
plex, and compelling system of satellites, rings, and 
giant planet.  As with history in general, questions of 
timing are fundamental to our understanding of the 
evolution of these fascinating objects.  A technique to 
constrain, and under optimum circumstances and 
knowledge even define, ages and sequences of events 
is to examine impact crater populations – cataloguing 
their sizes, locations and spatial densities is a chro-
nometer that can mark relative and absolute ages. 
We are in the process of measuring crater popula-
tions on the Saturnian satellites [1] and developing a 
high-fidelity model [2] of the accumulation of primary 
and secondary craters for the mid-sized Saturnian satel-
lites, with the ultimate goal of using the crater popula-
tions to constrain timing and ages of events in the Sa-
turnian system. Here we report on progress of this 
work, with attention to interesting consequences for 
Enceladus, including the young terrains. 
Complex outcomes from simple inputs:  Earlier 
[3] we demonstrated that the simple variation of impact 
speed (vi), surface gravity (g), and escape velocities 
(vesc) between the satellites can result in observably 
different crater populations, even if they all are ex-
posed to the same impacting population.  Another im-
portant parameter is vmin, the minimum speed necessary 
to form a secondary (see [3]), which dictates the pres-
ence and proximity of secondaries relative to their par-
ent primary crater. 
Enceladus lives in a special combination of these 
parameters compared with the mid-sized Saturnian 
satellites, and in contrast to the Galilean satellites.  
Enceladus has an effective escape velocity (velocity to 
reach the Hill Sphere) of ~209 m/s; if vmin for icy sur-
faces is ~150 m/s, then there is only a ~60 m/s window 
of ejection speeds that results in secondaries.  This 
narrow window affects not only the total population of 
secondaries, it also affects the resulting imprint of the 
secondary size-frequency distribution (SFD), i.e. the 
secondary SFD is somewhat truncated at smaller sizes 
because the smaller ejecta fragments are typically 
ejected at higher velocities, and thus escape. 
Adjacent secondaries depend on g and vmin.  On the 
Moon, Mars, and on the Galilean satellites there is a 
classic progression of features beyond the rim of large 
impact craters: first there is the continuous ejecta blan-
ket, which beyond roughly 1 crater radius transitions to 
a dense annulus, the adjacent secondary crater popula-
tion. 
In contrast, there are only a few possible examples 
of such “classic” behavior around large craters on the 
mid-sized Saturnian satellites, and none on Enceladus.  
While large craters have continuous ejecta blankets, 
and some (presumably young) craters have rays, the 
presence of a dense annulus of adjacent secondaries is 
subtle at best, or in many cases, simply absent. 
This is likely due to the interplay between vmin and 
the distance that corresponds to that velocity.  On high-
g bodies vmin can get ejecta fragments only so far, 
meaning secondaries that form close to their parent 
primaries – i.e. adjacent secondaries – are possible.  
However, as g decreases, vmin results in greater distanc-
es.  At some point, as g gets small enough, and because 
secondaries cannot form at velocities less than vmin, 
adjacent secondaries in the traditional sense will disap-
pear altogether.  (In the extreme case that the escape 
velocity becomes less than vmin, then secondaries may 
not form at all, which may be the case on Mimas.) 
The fragments that form the adjacent secondaries 
on higher-g bodies are also the largest secondaries 
made by a primary impact.  In the case of Enceladus, 
these large secondaries are globally distributed across 
the satellite. 
Consequences for age estimates on Enceladus:  
Enceladus will have secondaries, but only secondaries 
from fragments moving in a narrow velocity range, and 
these fragments tend to be the largest.  Because of the 
relatively low surface gravity, these large fragments, 
rather than making a dense, adjacent annulus of sec-
ondaries, will contribute to the global background of 
randomly distributed craters. 
We are examining two consequences: (1) the evolu-
tion of the crater SFD over time could be uniquely di-
agnostic on Enceladus because of the narrow velocity 
range of secondaries that form, and (2) we can use the 
entire surface area of Enceladus to constrain the ages 
of lightly cratered terrains – this is because young ter-
rains accumulate direct primaries, as well as secondar-
ies from anywhere else on the satellite. 
We will present the details of our calculations at the 
meeting. 
References: [1] Robbins S.J. et al. (2015) LPSC 
XXXXVI, Abstract #1832. [2] Bierhaus E.B. et al. 
(2015), DPS #47, id 508.01. [3] Bierhaus E.B. et al. 
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Introduction:  Much of Enceladus’ surface has 
been modified by tectonic deformation [1]. As on 
many icy satellites (e.g., Ganymede, Europa, Tethys), 
much of this deformation is extensional in origin [e.g., 
2]. However, Enceladus also exhibits numerous fea-
tures that appear to have formed through surface con-
traction. These features include kilometer-high ridges 
(dorsa) and long-wavelength folds in the equatorial 
region (Fig. 1) [3], thrust belts at the margins of the 
south polar terrain [4], and putative small-scale folds 
between the tiger stripe fractures [5,6]. Here we com-
pare the morphology and topography of these features 
to numerical simulations of tectonic deformation to 
gain greater insight into the geophysical evolution of 
Enceladus. 
Numerical Results: Finite element simulations of 
lithospheric shortening reproduce both fold-dominated 
and fault-dominated deformation (and in some cases, a 
mixture of the two) depending on the conditions as-
sumed. Warmer effective temperatures (Ts) (e.g., be-
neath an insulating regolith) and higher heat flows (F) 
favor folding (Fig. 1 and [6]). Colder temperatures and 
lower heat fluxes favor fault-like deformation (Fig. 2). 
Application to Enceladus and Comparison to 
Europa: Enceladus’ equatorial long-wavelength folds 
are consistent with warm effective surface tempera-
tures and high heat fluxes during their formation (Fig 
1). However nearby ridges (Fig 1) that likely formed 
by faulting [3], and older extensional deformation [2] 
indicate a complex geologic history in the region (Fig 
1). Thrust belts at high latitudes are consistent with 
deformation of the colder lithosphere there. The funis-
cular terrain between the tiger stripes requires extreme-
ly high heat flow, low thermal conductivity, and warm 
effective temperatures, if it forms via folding [6]. 
These inference inform the geophysical process that 
have occurred on the satellite. 
Surface temperature is the dominant influence on 
whether folding or faulting occurs, and on the ampli-
tude of deformation. Enceladus’ colder temperatures 
relative to Europa explain why contractional features 
are common on the former, but are sparse on the latter. 
Heat flux plays a secondary role. 
Acknowledgments: This work is supported by 
NASA SSW (NNH15AZ80I). 
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Figure 1: (Top) A portion of Enceladus’ trailing hemi-
sphere showing long-wavelength folds and discrete 
ridges in Sarandib Planitia. The deformation super-
poses older extension deformation. (Bottom) Compari-
son of fold topography (black - location of profile not-
ed above) and a simulation of lithospheric shortening 
assuming Ts=120 K and F=300 mW m-2 (red). Assum-
ing a lower thermal conductivity would decrease the 
required heat flux. 
 
Figure 2: Simulation of lithospheric shortening (black 
box) showing the development of linear fault-like zones 
(colored regions). The surface (top panel) is deformed 
by a series of scarps rather than folds. The simulation 
used a Ts= 70 K and F=200 mW m-2. 
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Introduction:  The data from the Cassini-Ion and 
Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) at Enceladus' 
plumes shows presence of H2 in important quantities 
(15% for low speed flybys). H2 can be considered as a 
“smoking gun” for the suspected hydrothermal activity 
in Enceladus' ocean ([1][2]) as it is ultravolatile and 
would need to be the result of an ongoing production. 
However, while results for low velocity (7.5 km/s) are 
consistent with regard to the abundance of H2, high 
velocity flyby show a higher quantity, up to 40%. This 
is attributed to the presence of ice grains in the plumes 
[3]: their impacts on the walls of the titanium ante-
chamber of INMS expose/project fresh titanium that 
will react with water to form hydrogen. The large num-
ber of small ice grains arriving during a single integra-
tion period of INMS creates a background signal in 
addition of large grains causing punctual spikes. This 
process poses the question of how much of the detected 
hydrogen is native and how much is an artifact.  
Models: A surface chemistry model of the INMS 
has been developed in order to determine how much H2 
is produced from the expected ice grains distribution 
for each flyby (given by Cassini CAPS data [4]). This 
model considers adsorption and chemisorption effects  
to follow the evolution of surface and gas phase species 
in the antechamber. [5]  
CTH Simulations of impacts on an titanium surface 
[6] have shown that above 16 km/s (as is the case for 
flyby E5) the impact produces titanium vapor, while at 
the velocities of the slow flybys, the titanium stays in 
the form of solid fragments. Multiple CTH simulations 
of low velocity impact have provided the total amount 
of fragments created by impacts of ice grains of all 
sizes.  
In order to translate antechamber population into 
simulated counts given by the INMS, a revised sensi-
tivity model [7], including entry/escape of plumes spe-
cies through other pathways in the instrument, has been 
combined to the antechamber model. 
Results: As shown in Figure 1, taking only ice 
grains into account (no H2 coming from the plumes) 
the quantity of H2 produced just by the grains is obvi-
ously excessive, pointing to an excess of titanium. The 
excess can however be explained by the uncertainty on 
the ice grains population. 
Even with an excessive ice grains population, it 
takes time to accumulate enough titanium to produce a 
noticeable H2 signal. The shape of the H2 background 
signal is therefore expected to differ from the shape of 
the H2 signal from the plumes (if there is one). The two 
major spikes in the graph are attributed to ~2 microns 
ice grains.  
 
Figure 1: Comparison of H2 counts per integration 
period from the simulation (blue) and from E18 
slow flyby data (green). Time is given is seconds 
relative to closest approach. 
Way forward:  We will first adjust the ice grains total 
to the residual H2 signal after plume crossing (since it 
only depends on total titanium from impacts) and from 
there adjust the quantity of H2 in the plumes to match 
the total of counts from plumes crossing. Application 
to other slow flybys E14 and E17 will be needed to 
consolidate the final value of H2 quantity. 
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Introduction:  Even before the first hint of activity 
on Enceladus, the measurement of unit albedo by the 
two Voyager spacecraft, this mysterious moon was 
giving up some of its secrets. Observations by P. Low-
ell and E. C. Slipher in 1913-1914 showed a 0.3 mag-
nitude increase in the brightness of Enceladus at west-
ern elongation (the trailing side) when the subobserver 
latitude was -32º, which is near the southmost observa-
tion possible from Earth.  Similarly, in 1972-73, O. 
Franz and R. Millis observed a brightening of 0.3 mag-
nitudes at western elongation when the subobserver 
latitude was -30º [1]. These time periods both corre-
spond to the maximum visibility of the active region of 
Enceladus, the “Tiger Stripes.” 
Voyager observations of Enceladus: The meas-
urement of an accurate size by the Voyagers enabled 
the determination of the albedo of Enceladus: a stag-
gering number near unity [2]. Almost immediately 
there was speculation that an albedo this high could 
only mean ongoing activity on its surface, possibly due 
to volcanoes or geysers. Prior to the Cassini mission, 
statements were made such as “the E-ring is continu-
ously replenished by volcanic eruptions on Enceladus” 
[3], the first mention of active volcanos on the moon. 
What appeared to be coating by the E-ring of the other 
main inner moons of Saturn added to the evidence for 
ongoing activity [4,5]. Thus, decades prior to the dis-
covery of cryovolcanism on Enceladus, observers not-
ed evidence for it and were making predictions of its 
existence.  
Europa: Well-known is the claim by A. Cook of 
the Voyager imaging team that a large solar phase an-
gle image of Europa showed forward-scattered radia-
tion from a plume. The work was never published, and 
other investigators were unable to identify the plume. 
Less well known is the observation of a thermal event 
on Europa. Observing Europa at NASA’s Infrared Tel-
escope Facility (IRTF) on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, Bill 
Sinton and James Tittemore reported the following 
thermal anomaly: “There is only one definite measure-
ment at M [filter] on 23 April 1981, made at the IRTF. 
It seems that this measurement, which yields a fourfold 
increase in the observed flux over any other M meas-
urement, is unassailable. The data acquisition system 
prints the telescope position encoders, and these values 
are in good agreement with computed offsets from oth-
er Galilean satellites and their encoder readings. Thus, 
there seems no possibility of misidentification. A total 
of 25 pairs of integrations were made that were mutual-
ly consistent. Filter positions and the amplifier gains 
are encoded, and there seems no possibility of error in 
these parameters.” [6]. Observations of plume activity 
on Europa by the Hubble Space Telescope over 30 
years later [7], and the subsequent failure to observe 
the plumes since this detection, imply that the activity 
on Europa is sporadic.  
The importance of continued ground-based and 
Earth-orbiting observations: Spacecraft observations 
present data from a moment in time, while ground-
based or Earth-orbiting observations provide synoptic 
coverage of activity which, at least in the case of Euro-
pa, may be sporadic. The Galileo spacecraft failed to 
capture any observations of ongoing activity on Euro-
pa, but there are at least two reliable observations of it 
from HST and IRTF.  It is thus essential to continue 
ground-based studies. In the case of Enceladus, it is 
important to devise methods of observing the heat flux 
and evolution of its plume activity after the Cassini 
mission ends in 2017.   
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Introduction:  The Visual Infrared Mapping Spec-
trometer (VIMS) instrument on the Cassini Spacecraft 
possesses an unprecented range in wavelength, span-
ning nearly the entire solar spectrum. Investigation of 
photometric properties as a function of wavelength 
offers new insights on the physical properties of icy 
moons, and it provides tests of various  models. Cou-
pled with a planetary tour lasting more than a decade, 
this wide range of wavelengths has opened by a num-
ber of new areas of study. Among them are investiga-
tions of the directional scattering properties of icy 
moons spanning a full range of viewing geometries; 
accurate measurements of the bolometric Bond albedo, 
and maps of that parameter; and more accurate charter-
izations of physical parameters such as roughness, par-
ticle size and regolith porosity based on wavelengths 
for which the confounding factor of multiple scattering 
is not important.  
Phase curves: Ground-based observations of the 
icy moons of Saturn are restricted to solar phase angles 
less than 6°, and Voyager observations provided a 
handful of visible measurements at larger solar phase 
angles [1]. Cassini VIMS observations enabled the 
measurement of phase curves over a full excursion of  
densely spaced phase angles, which have been used to 
compute bolometric Bond albedos [2]. Observations at 
small solar phase angles over a full  range of wave-
lengths exhibit intriguing behavior that shows a drastic 
change at longer wavelengths. This change may be due 
to decreased importance of small particles at larger 
wavelengths or to the disappearance of multiple scat-
tering. Phase angle measurements at very large angles 
have been used to characterize the plumes of Enceladus 
and to search for activity on Tethys and Dione by seek-
ing forward scattered radiation [3, 4].  
Macroscopic roughness: Another tool that can be 
used to probe the physical nature of the surfaces of icy 
moons is modeling of rough facets, which range from 
clumps of particles to mountains and craters. Larger 
wavelengths where the albedo of water ice is low are 
particularly effective for understanding roughness be-
cause multiple scattering, which partly illuminates pri-
mary shadows cast by rough features, is minimal, and 
the roughess models are more robust. Models fit to the 
low-albedo hemipshere of Iapetus reveal the surface to 
be much smoother than is typical for an icy moon, sug-
gesting infilling of features by a dusty deposit [5]. An 
analysis of the various terrains of Enceladus shows that 
the plains north of the “tiger stripes” are fairly smooth, 
and that the stripes themselves are only slightly more 
rough, suggesting  in-filling of craters with plume par-
ticles throughout the entire south polar region of En-
celadus.  
Maps of bolometric Bond albedo: The Bond al-
bedo is the product of the geometric albedo times the 
phase integral. The wide wavelength range of VIMS 
offers the opportunity to directly measure the bolo-
metric Bond albedo of icy moons, an important param-
eter for undertstanding the energy balance on a plane-
tary surface and for doing thermal modeling.. With 
both albedo maps and phase integrals over the entire 
solar spectrum, a map of the bolometric Bond albedo is 
possible. The figure below shows such a map for 
Phoebe created from VIMS data.  
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Introduction: Rhea, Tethys, and Dione are among 
the largest moons of Saturn. Each exhibits substantial 
extensional tectonic deformation in the form of rift 
zones (“chasmata”). Numerous mechanisms have been 
proposed to account for the stresses responsible for the 
surface deformation of icy satellites, including changes 
in volume due to phase changes within a satellite and 
solid-state convection, polar wander, diurnal tides, non-
synchronous rotation, and tidal recession [1–8]. We 
show the map patterns of the chasmata (and impact 
features) on Rhea, Tethys, and Dione in Fig. 1. 
Rhea: Galunlati and Yamsi Chasmata are both 
located close to the center of Rhea’s trailing 
hemisphere (Fig. 1a), and trend approximately north–
south. Galunlati is the longer of two, extending for 
~1,500 km and subtending 113° of arc. Both systems 
vary in width along their course, from ~40–90 km, and 
are characterized by normal fault segments that display 
minor local variations in strike, relay ramps, and 
numerous stepover regions tens of kilometers long. 
Tethys: Tectonic deformation on this moon is 
dominated by Ithaca Chasma, which ranges from high 
northern latitudes in the moon’s trailing hemisphere, 
across the prime meridian, to high southern latitudes at 
the perimeter of the leading hemisphere (Fig. 1b). 
Although at 1,400 km it is shorter than the chasmata on 
Rhea, Ithaca Chasma subtends a longer arc (151°), and 
is between 70 km and 110 km in width. Ithaca Chasma 
hosts more individual fault segments than either 
chasma on Rhea, but is similarly oriented ~north–south 
along much of its course. 
Dione: Rifting on this moon displays the greatest 
structural complexity of the three bodies we survey. 
Numerous chasmata populate the center of Dione’s 
trailing hemisphere, with several following again 
~north–south-oriented trends (notably Palatine, 
Eurotas, and Padua Chasmata) (Fig. 1c). Collectively, 
these rifts extend ~1,300 km, subtend 133° of arc, and 
vary 40–130 km in width. The cumulative number of 
fault segments on Dione is considerably greater than 
that of Rhea or Tethys. 
Discussion: Despite differences in size, density, 
internal structure, impact cratering history, and 
dynamical environment, fundamental similarities exist 
in the style and distribution of large-scale extensional 
deformation on the icy satellites we investigate. Rifting 
is concentrated within or at the borders of each moon’s 
trailing hemisphere, shows a preference for ~north–
south-oriented strikes, and shows a systematic increase 
in complexity from Rhea, to Tethys, to Dione. 
Sections of each moon’s chasma or chasmata 
appear to lie along substantial portions of great circles 
(green lines in Fig. 1a–c), indicating that the rifting 
process(es) operated over considerable distances along 
lines of constant bearing (in spherical geometry). 
Further, tidally induced stresses alone tend to result in 
degree-two distributions in strain, in contrast to the 
hemispherical dichotomy in the localization of strain 
observed on these three Saturnian icy satellites (and on 
Rhea and Tethys in particular). Hemispherical 
differences in ice shell thickness, for example, may 
account for this “degree-one” dichotomy. Thus these 
large-scale rifts may have formed under a scenario in 
which tidal processes contributed at most a secondary 
component of stress, with Rhea representing the least, 
and Dione the most advanced stage of deformation. 
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Introduction: We review advances in midsize sat-
ellite research spurred over the past decade by the ex-
ploration of the Saturnian satellite system by the Cas-
sini-Huygens mission. This presentation covers Mimas, 
Tethys, Enceladus, Dione, Rhea, and Iapetus. Encela-
dus’ interior and evolution is addressed at length in 
other presentations (e.g., [1]) but is included here for 
the sake of comparative planetology. 
Observational Constraints: Cassini-Huygens ob-
servations have yielded refined GM and mean radii for 
all the midsize satellites. Triaxial were obtained with 
uncertainties of a few kilometers [2], insufficient in 
most case to constrain interior structures. Iapetus ex-
hibits a highly non-hydrostatic, fossile shape witness 
of an early period of faster rotation [3, 4]. Degree-two 
gravity harmonics were inferred from radioscience 
observations at Enceladus [5] and Rhea [6] and in both 
cases revealed departures from hydrostatic equilibrium 
that have been ascribed to core shape anomalies [6, 7]. 
Determination of Mimas’ librations may also be asso-
ciated with an irregular core or the presence of a deep 
liquid layer [8]. The temporary occurrence of a deep 
ocean was suggested for Tethys based on morphologi-
cal observations [9]. While deep oceans have been 
predicted in these objects [10], definitive observational 
evidence is lacking, with the exception of Enceladus.   
Questions Raised by Midsize Satellite Physical 
Properties: The lack of pattern in the physical proper-
ties of Saturn’s midsize satellites is a major mystery. 
Satellite densities range from 0.98 g/cm3 at Tethys and 
up to 1.61 g/cm3 at Enceladus. Iapetus’ separation dis-
tance of ~50 Saturn’s radii with respect to the inner 
satellites likely points to variations in accretional envi-
ronments across the Saturnian system.  These observa-
tions have led to the introduction of novel origin sce-
narios for the moons: e.g., ablation [11] and formation 
from the tidal interaction of Saturn and its rings [12]. 
The diversity in physical properties and geological 
evolution observed across the satellite system offers a 
laboratory for testing fundamental physical processes: 
response to tidal stressing, feedback between dynam-
ical and geophysical evolution, onset of convection, 
etc. The midsize satellites also offer context for com-
prehending the peculiar evolutionary path followed by 
Enceladus. Considered in the broader context of icy 
moons observed across the outer Solar system, these 
bodies help test the boundaries of ocean worlds. 
Drivers of Geophysical Evolution: Geophysical 
modeling can help address these questions. The heat 
budget available to the midsize satellites depends in 
part on their accretional environment that determined 
the formation timeframe and timescale and in turn the 
amount of radioisotopes. Internal evolution depends on 
the balance between heat produced for radioiosotopes 
and tidal heating and heat loss via conduction and con-
vection. Depending on their heat budget some of the 
satellites may have undergone partial melting of their 
volatile phase leading to serpentinization. While some 
of the midsize satellites display geological evidence for 
endogenic activity, these features are generally not 
associated with variations in composition. This poten-
tially sheds light on the extent of chemical evolution 
and the modalities of material and heat transfer in these 
objects. 
Many unconstrained or not yet explored parameters 
and processes complicate internal modeling: remnant 
porosity can bear significant impact on material ther-
mophysical properties; mechanisms driving tidal dissi-
pation in mixtures are not well understood; evolution 
through resonances adds further complexity; etc. 
 The presentation will explore these questions and 
present big picture findings gathered from comparisons 
across the Saturnian satellite system and with the Ura-
nian system. 
References: [1] Hemingway D. et al. (2016) This 
conference. [2] Thomas P. C. (2010) Icarus 208, 395-
401. [3] Castillo-Rogez J. C. et al. (2007) Icarus 190, 
179-202. [4] Miroslav K. et al. (2015) Icarus 252, 454-
465. [5] Iess L. et al. (2014) Science 344, 78-80. [6] 
Tortora P. et al. (2016) Icarus 264, 264-273. [7] 
McKinnon W. B. (2013) J. Geophys. Res. 118, 1775-
1788. [8] Tajeddine R. et al. (2014) Science 346, 322-
324. [9] Chen E. M. A. and F. Nimmo (2008) Ge-
ophys. Res. Lett. 35, L19203. [10] Hussmann H. et al. 
(2006) Icarus 185, 258-273.  [11] Mosqueira I. et al. 
(2009) Icarus 207, 448-460. [12] Charnoz S. et al. 
(2010) Icarus 210, 635-643.  
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Introduction:  Icy satellites present cartographic 
challenges unadressable with standard projections—
such as showing Enceladan tiger stripes in global con-
text. Yet this can be done with constant-scale natural 
boundary methods [CSNB], which transform the sur-
face of any essentially globular object to 2-D in a way 
that not only preserves relative proportions and logical 
adjacencies, but also composes the map from natural 
considerations. Projection preselection is unnecessary; 
instead, one selects a critical boundary, which defines 
the map shape [1]. Algebraic shortcuts may be una-
vailable, but CSNB is digitizable [2]. 
Method:  We deconstructed tidal flexure into com-
ponent forces and persistent strain regimes, noting that 
inflection zones at 45˚ latitudes limit both polar re-
gions, and an active south pole pairs dichotomically 
with a quiescent north pole. The quiescent terrain, ex-
tending narrowly along the Saturnian axis, separates 
leading- and trailing-hemisphere compression regimes. 
Scientific intuition identified a boundary of opportuni-
ty, cutting 270˚ along the quiescent meridian from 
45˚S to 45˚S, north-pole centered [3]. We then hand-
plotted a CSNB world map grid, using Renaissance-era 
rules of perspective, via steps shown in [1]. To facili-
tate graphic overlays [4], we pushed the central region 
(45˚S–90˚S) to conform to equal azimuth projection. 
Results:  The map shows proportionally accurate 
spatial relationships between polar and equatorial ter-
rains—a better picture that may beget better under-
standings.  
There are other ways to show these relationships, 
such as transverse cylindrical or Eisenlohr projections, 
but transverse cylindrical is severely distorted away 
from the projection axis while the CSNB map is not, 
and the Eisenlohr, with a cut of only 180˚ [7], greatly 
reduces the midmap polar region relative to the lobes 
while the CSNB map does not. 
We have also produced 270˚-cut maps of Encela-
dus from other aspects—rotating the north-centered cut 
in 45˚ increments [5]; and flipping the cut to traverse 
the south pole, thereby featuring quiescent terrain for 
comprehensive crater assessment [6].  
The LPS-47 map (see Figure) contains imperfec-
tions: the north-pole curve is not quite smooth, and, 
more seriously because of greatest shape distortion, the 
curve at the cusp is not tangent to the vertical. We have 
corrected these imperfections [6]. 
References:  [1] Clark P.E., Clark C. (2013) “Constant-
Scale Natural Boundary Mapping to Reveal Global and 
Cosmic Processes,” SpringerBrief. [2] Kirk R.L. (2007) per-
sonal communication. [3] Clark C.S., Clark P.E. (2015) LPS 
46, Abs. #1389 & E-Poster. [4] Ibid. (2016) LPS 47, Abs. 
#1044 & E-Poster. [5] Ibid. (2016) LPS 47, Abs. #2520 & E-
poster. [6] Clark C.S. (2016) rightbasicbuilding.com, posted 
11 May. [7] Snyder J.P. (1989) USGS Prof. Paper #1453, p. 
184. [8] Mosaic: PIA18434 NASA/JPL-Caltech/SSI/ LPI.  
 
Figure: Tiger stripes in context (leading hemisphere in left lobe; trailing hemisphere in right lobe) [5] [8] 
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Introduction: With the completion of the con-
trolled USGS basemap of Enceladus [1], we are em-
barking on global geologic mapping of the surface.  
One of the main goals of the geologic map effort is to 
provide a better understanding of the global history of 
Enceladus through the sequence of features recorded 
on its surface.  Much attention has been paid in the 
literature to current and very recent activity on Encela-
dus, but here we look from the other end and ask the 
question: what occurred at the beginning of observable 
geologic history on Enceladus? 
Cratered plains: The most ancient terrain unit on 
Enceladus forms a band from the sub-Saturn hemi-
sphere, over the north pole, to the anti-Saturn hemi-
sphere, and has been referred to by various authors as 
“cratered terrain” or “cratered plains” [2-5].  It has also 
been recognized that this unit may be subdivided into a  
rougher, more heavily cratered unit, and a more sparse-
ly cratered, subdued unit [2,3,5].  Kirchoff & Schenk 
[6] showed that the equatorial cratered plains are more 
lightly cratered than the mid- and high- latitude cra-
tered plains, but that the transition appears to be gradu-
al.  They pointed out that viscous relaxation or plume 
burial could help to account for this difference in crater 
density, though the amount of plume material needed 
may be unrealistic [7] and the level of viscous relaxa-
tion requires remarkably high heat flows under an in-
sulating regolith [7]. 
Indeed, it is difficult to draw a sharp dividing line 
between the rougher and more subdued cratered plains.  
Many potential unit boundaries in our geologic map 
are sharply defined by a prominent tectonic structure, 
but the resurfacing that has affected the cratered plains 
does not display such a boundary.  Is this because the 
ancient tectonic structures have been erased, or be-
cause the resurfacing was a fundamentally diffusive 
process?  Answering this question requires careful 
examination of the oldest tectonic structures. 
Structures in the cratered plains:  The cratered 
plains host a few types of tectonic structures, and are 
crosscut by several other types.  The structures within 
the cratered plains would fit into the classification 
scheme of Nahm & Kattenhorn [8] as troughs and 
chasma.  At the scale of our mapping effort, there ap-
pears to be a continuous morphological progression 
from wide chasma, to chasma, to narrow chasma, to 
troughs, to pit chains.  It is likely that all of these tec-
tonic features are extensional in origin [e.g. 8], and 
occupy a spectrum between graben, dilational normal 
faults, and mode I tension cracks.  These features are 
found throughout the cratered plains, and crosscut 
most craters, so they record the most recent tectonic 
deformation of the unit. 
There are also subdued ridges and troughs in the 
cratered plains (Fig. 1) that are wider than most of the 
recent tectonic features in the unit, and underlie most 
of the craters in the unit.  These subdued tectonic fea-
tures appear to be more densely populated in the equa-
torial areas (rigorous analysis of this statement is in 
progress), which is also where crater density is lower 
[6].  This would imply that the crater erasure process 
was correlated with localized tectonic activity (perhaps 
in concert with viscous relaxation) in the distant past, 
since burial or relaxation of preexisting craters in the 
equatorial areas would have also affected these struc-
tures.  At the meeting we will present our latest map-
ping, classification, and analysis of these structures and 
the implications for the early history of Enceladus. 
References: [1] Becker T. L. et al., LPSC 47, 
#2342, 2016; [2] Smith B. A. et al., Science, 215, 504-
537, 1982; [3] Porco C. C. et al., Science, 311, 1393-
1401, 2006; [4] Spencer J. R. et al., Saturn from Cassi-
ni-Huygens, 2009; [5] Crow-Willard E. N. and R. T. 
Pappalardo, JGR, 120, 928-950, 2015; [6] Kirchoff, M. 
R., and P. Schenk, Icarus, 202, 656-668, 2009; [7] 
Bland, M. T. et al., GRL, 39, L17204, 2012; [8] Nahm, 
A. L., and S. A. Kattenhorn, Icarus, 258, 67-81, 2015. 
 
Figure 1. In the equatorial cratered plains, troughs 
and pit chains run N-S, cutting across most craters, 
while subdued ridges and troughs underlie most cra-
ters. Image is 30 km across. 
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Introduction: During several Cassini encounters 
with Saturn's satellite, Enceladus, the spacecraft passed 
through the plume of water vapor and dust south of the 
satellite with a spacecraft orientation which allowed 
the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) to observe 
ions and nanograin dust particles associated with the 
plume. During three of these encounters, E7 (Novem-
ber 2, 2009), E17 (March 27, 2012) and E18 (April 14, 
2012), the trajectories were very similar and parallel to 
the equatorial plane (i.e. little north-south velocity, so 
that the spacecraft moved perpendicular to the rotation 
axis of Enceladus.) 
Previous analysis, using data from the CAPS ion 
mass spectrometer (IMS) and electron spectrometer 
(ELS), identified cold ions at rest with respect to En-
celadus [1], negative water group and water cluster 
ions [2], and both positively and negatively charged 
dust particles in the 0.5 to 2 nm (1000 to 20,000 AMU) 
size range [3,4]. 
Observations from the third CAPS sensor, the ion 
beam spectrometer (IBS), which operates at twice the 
time resolution IMS and ELS and at 1.4% rather than 
18% energy resolution, showed that the plume is high-
ly structured, down to the 17 km along track limit of 
the instrument's sampling [5]. In many cases, consecu-
tive spectra are significantly different, indicating both 
structure on smaller scales and the danger of time-
aliasing in the CAPS/IBS measurements. 
These observations show distinct regions of cold, 
dense ions, resembling a collisional ionosphere. These 
regions are intermixed with a broad background of 
warmer, non-thermal ions, possibly resulting from 
charge exchange between magnetospheric ions and 
plume neutrals. The data also suggest an ion drift ve-
locity away from Saturn and in the direction of the 
upstream flow. 
The above conclusions are only robust if the spec-
tra are not aliases over the 2-second resolution of the 
instrument. To control for this, we have also analyzed 
the RPWS/LP data in the sensor’s constant-voltage 
mode. In this mode, and during the Enceladus plume 
crossings, current at a fixed probe bias voltage is sam-
pled at 20 Hz (425-m along track.) The measured cur-
rent is a function of electron density and temperature, 
as well as ion composition. It can not be unique con-
verted into any one of these parameters. However these 
data may be used to identify periods when conditions 
are stable for 1-2 seconds, allowing CAPS/IBS meas-
urements to be used without fear of time aliasing. In 
addition, the RPWS/LP data indicate times when the 
plasma conditions are highly variable (i.e. plume or jet 
structures on kilometer to sub-kilometer scales.) The 
nature of this variability can not be specified, but the 
location of these structures can be mapped relative to 
the jet sources. 
References: [1] Tokar et al., 2009, Cassini detec-
tion of Enceladus' cold water-group plume ionosphere, 
Geophysical Research Letters, Vol. 36, L13203, 
doi:10.1029/2009GL038923 [2] Coates et al., 2010, 
Negative ions in the Enceladus plume, Icarus 206, 618-
622 [3] Jones et al., Fine jet structure of electrically 
charged grains in Enceladus' plume Geophysical Re-
search Letters, Vol. 36, L16204, 
doi:10.1029/2009GL038284 [4] Hill et al., 2012, 
Charged nanograins in the Enceladus plume, Journal of 
Geophysical Research, Vol. 117, A05209, 
2012JGRA.11705209H [5] Crary et al., Ions in the 
Enceladus plume: Cassini/CAPS ion measurements at 
high energy resolution, SM32B-04, presented at the 
2012 American Geophyiscal Union Fall meering. 
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Introduction: Direct access to subsurface liquid 
material for in-situ analysis at Enceladus' South Polar 
Terrain is very difficult and requires advanced access 
technology with a high level of cleanliness, robustness, 
and autonomy. A new technological approach has been 
developed as part of the collaborative research project / 
initiative “Enceladus Explorer” (EnEx) [1]. Within 
EnEx, the required technology for a potential Encela-
dus lander mission [2] is developed, evaluated, and 
tested, with a strong focus on a steerable subsurface ice 
probe. The EnEx probe shall autonomously navigate 
through the ice and find a location where a liquid water 
sample can be taken and analyzed in situ. EnEx is 
funded and managed by the DLR Space Administra-
tion and comprises several German universities. 
The Enceladus Explorer Project (2012–2015): 
Several prototypes of a steerable subsurface ice probe, 
called IceMole, were developed and tested at FH Aa-
chen since 2009. The IceMole design is based on the 
novel concept of combining melting and mechanical 
feed – using an ice screw at the tip of the melting head 
[3]. It can change melting direction by differential 
heating of the melting head and optional side-wall 
heaters. The first two prototypes were successfully 
tested between 2010 and 2012 on glaciers in Switzer-
land and Iceland. They demonstrated downward, hori-
zontal and upward melting, as well as curve driving 
and dirt layer penetration. Within the EnEx project, a 
more advanced probe, called EnEx-IceMole (Fig. 1), 
was developed between 2012 and 2015. It provides 
concepts for obstacle avoidance, target detection, and 
navigation in ice. This probe was successfully tested 
on Canada Glacier (Fig. 2) and Taylor Glacier, Antarc-
tica, in 2013 and 2014, respectively [1]. During the 
2014 deployment, it was used in international collabo-
ration with the US-American NSF-funded MIDGE 
(Minimally Invasive Direct Glacial Exploration) pro-
ject for clean access into Blood Falls, a unique aquatic 
subsurface environment, with subsequent return of a 
clean subglacial brine sample to the surface. Since 
Blood Falls is categorized as an ASPA (Antarctic Spe-
cially Protected Area), we had to pay particular atten-
tion to clean protocols for the sampling of subglacial 
materials for biogeochemical analysis. 
The Enceladus Explorer Initiative (2015+): After 
the successful Antarctic deployment of the EnEx-
IceMole, EnEx was continued in the form of a more 
flexibly organized initiative with sub-projects focused 
on key research and development areas. The sub-
project at FH Aachen is called EnEx-nExT (Environ-
mental Experimental Testing). Since the EnEx-
IceMole was quite large (15 x 15 x 200 cm) and heavy 
(60 kg), a much smaller (8 x 8 x 40 cm) and light-
weight (< 5 kg) probe is currently developed within 
EnEx-nExT. In the next two years, this smaller probe 
will be tested in a vacuum chamber under simulated 
space conditions (pressure < 6 mbar, temperature 
< 100 K) to prove the applicability of combined drill-
ing and melting probes under more Enceladus-like 
environmental conditions. More detailed information 
about these experiments will be given in a separate 
conference contribution. Within the sub-project EnEx-
DiMIce (Directional Melting in Ice), the complex 
melting behavior of such probes is modeled and simu-
lated at RWTH Aachen University. Information about 
these computational models will be given as part of a 
separate conference contribution. 
 
 
Figure 1: EnEx-IceMole (with hull removed) 
 
Figure 2: EnEx-IceMole deployment during Antarctic 
field test 
Acknowledgements: The project is supported by 
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Introduction:  The giant planets of our solar sys-
tem are known to host far more than 100 outer moons 
which orbit at distances of many million kilometers on 
eccentric and inclined paths. Similarly to Jupiter Tro-
jans, Centaurs, or Kuiper belt objects, the "irregulars" 
constitute another distinct group of small objects resid-
ing in the outer solar system.  
Around Saturn, 38 irreg-
ular satellites have been dis-
covered so far (compared to 
24 regular moons), 29 of 
which on retrograde orbits. 
Their sizes lie between 4 km 
and 40 km (with the excep-
tion of Phoebe: 213 km), the 
apparent magnitudes as seen 
from Earth are ≳ 20 mag 
(Phoebe: 16.4 mag). Their 
distances to Saturn range 
from 7.6·106 to 33·106 km, 
the orbit excentricities from 
0.11 to 0.54, and the inclina-
tions from 34° to 47° 
(prograde moons) and from 
145° to almost 180° (retro-
grade moons; these ranges correspond to inclination 
supplemental angles i' between ~0° and 35°, with 
i' = 90° - |90°-i|). While orbital parameters and in parts 
sizes, albedos, and colors of these objects were meas-
ured from ground-based observations, most other fun-
damental physical parameters remained unknown.  
Cassini imaging observation campaign:  Particu-
larly during the second half of the Cassini mission at 
Saturn, a campaign to study the outer moons was per-
formed with the goal of investigating basic physical 
properties through disk-integrated photometric light-
curves with the ISS camera [1]. Doing such a research 
from a spacecraft offers numerous advantages like a 
large phase angle range, long continuous observation 
times, almost no straylight and weather issues, and 
many more. As of summer 2016, 25 outer Saturnian 
moons have been investigated with the ISS.  
Rotational periods:  Tab. 1 shows results for 24 
moons. For 19 satellites, rotation periods were meas-
ured to an accuracy better than 1%. For 5 objects, the 
results are less reliable and require improvement. The 
shortest period (5.4 h) is not even close to the spin bar-
rier observed for asteroids (2.3 h). Minimum ratios of 
the equatorial axes (a/b)min of the bodies have also been 
determined. For at least 5 objects, (a/b)min > 1.4.  
Patterns:  Two general trends from lower to higher 
phase angles are observed: an increase in the number 
of lightcurve extrema, and an increase in the lightcurve 
amplitudes. While the amount of "2max/2min" 
lightcurves is ~85% for low-phase (≲ 45°) observa-
tions, the number of "3max/3min" lightcurves increases 
to ~50% for mid-phase (~45° to ~90°) and even 
to ~2/3 for high phase angle (≳ 90°) observa-
tions. Also, most low-phase observations show 
amplitudes ≲ 0.5 mag, while most lightcurves 
taken at mid- and high phase exhibit amplitudes 
≳ 0.5 mag.  
An unexpected correlation between orbit in-
clination supplemental angles and rotational 
periods was found. All 13 known objects with 
i' ≳ 27° have rotational periods > 10 h, while 
most measured moons with a lower i' have 
shorter periods < 8.2 h (see Tab. 1).  
Pole directions and shapes:  Pole direc-
tions and convex shape models were calculated 
for three objects so far. Two of them show 
3max/3min lightcurves even at low phase, and 
their shapes show triangular equatorial sections. 
Some objects have been found to be very elon-
gated, which suggests a contact binary nature.  
Phoebe:  The by far largest outer moon of Saturn 
has been observed from Earth, Voyager 2, and Cassini. 
During the targeted flyby on 11 June 2004, Cassini 
came as close as 2070 km to Phoebe, and images with 
a resolution down to 13 m/pxl were obtained [2]. Sev-
eral physical and photometric parameters, surface 
composition, and the crater-size distribution could be 
determined. Albedo, topographic, and cartographic 
maps were also compiled from these data.  
Phoebe dust ring:  A very faint dust ring, discov-
ered in 2009, extends from ~6·106 to ~16·106 km from 
Saturn [3]. It is very likely produced by Phoebe and 
other retrograde irregular moons, and plays an im-
portant role in shaping the global asymmetry of the 
thermally driven albedo dichotomy on Iapetus [4].  
Origin:  The origin of the irregular satellites is still 
debated. In the Nice model, comet capture via three 
body interactions, followed by intense collisional evo-
lution among the irregulars, is a viable option [5].  
References: [1] Denk T. (2013) Participating Sci-
entist prop., NASA Prop. No. 13-CDAPS13_2-0049. 
[2] Porco, C.C. et al. (2005) Science 307, 1237-1242. 
[3] Hamilton, D.P. et al. (2015) Nature 522, 185-187. 
[4] Spencer, J., Denk, T. (2010) Science 327, 432-435. 
[5] Bottke, W.F. et al. (2010) AJ 139, 994-1014.  
Tab. 1: 24 rotational periods of 
irregular moons from Cassini ISS 
data, in hours. Left column: moons 
in orbits with i' < 27°; right: i' > 27°. 
Italic: prograde moons. Less reliable 
periods are marked with '*'.  
Hati   5.42 Siarnaq 10.188 
Mundilfari  6.74 Narvi 10.21 
Loge   6.94* Tarvos 10.69 
Skoll   7.26 Skathi 11.45 
Kari   7.70 Hyrrokkin  12.76 
Suttungr   7.82* Ijiraq 13.03 
Bergelmir   8.13 Albiorix 13.32 
Phoebe   9.27 Bestla 14.624 
Ymir 11.922 Bebhionn  16.4 
Greip 12.79* Paaliaq 18.75 
Thrymr 35 or Kiviuq 22 
 >45* Erriapus 28.0 
  Tarqeq 60-90* 
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Introduction:  Adviced by the ISS team in 2000, 
team members Steve Squyres, Peter Thomas (Cornell 
Univ.), and Gerhard Neukum (DLR Berlin) agreed to 
split the upcoming planning task for Cassini Imaging 
(ISS) observations of the mid-sized icy moons between 
the two groups. (Excluded were observations for orbit 
dynamic purposes and optical navigation.) Since this 
time, Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, and Hyperion became 
"Cornell moons", while Dione, Rhea, Iapetus, and 
Phoebe are the "DLR moons" for ISS. This discrimina-
tion is not considered strict, and mutual support be-
tween the two groups worked extremely well through-
out the mission. The Cornell group is also responsible 
for ISS observation planning of the small inner moons, 
and the DLR/FU Berlin groups later took over the ISS 
observations of the irregular moons.  
Prime mission concept:  For the icy mid-sized 
moons (and to a lesser degree for distant Iapetus), the 
observations were subdivided into the following six 
categories: (A) Targeted flyby observations; (B) Re-
gional mapping, geodesy, regional color; (C) Limb 
topography; (D) global multi-color; (E) Spectropho-
tometry; (F) miscellaneous (like pre-SOI, photo opps, 
zero phase, or eclipse imaging).  
The targeted flybys (there was one for each "DLR 
moon" in the prime mission) were treated most impor-
tant. As a general scheme, the agreement was to stay 
≥ 2 min at each location ("footprint") to allow VIMS to 
take data at the same field-of-view as the ISS Narrow 
Angle Camera (ISS-NAC). In the meantime, ISS took 3 
or 4 color images (Uv3, green (Grn), infrared-1 (Ir1) 
and/or Ir3) in 2x2 binning (summation) mode, followed 
by a full-resolution image in the clear filter.  
REGMAP: Second most important was regional 
mapping which followed the same scheme.  
REGGEOD: The purpose of these is stereo imag-
ing; they can be combined with regional mapping or 
other "geodesy" observations.  
Limb topography: Except for Iapetus LIMB-
TOPOs, these observations were usually not planned 
separately because all global and many regional images 
contain the limb and are thus useful here. 
For global multi-color observations (GLOCOLs) 
which were taken at spatial resolutions so that the full 
disk of the moon roughly fills the field-of-view of the 
NAC, a consistent filter scheme was developed. Uv3, 
Grn, Ir1, and Ir3 ("N04" filter sets) were used jointly 
with the Bl1 (blue), Red, Ir2, and Ir4 broadband filters 
(N08) plus the 3x3 polarizer filters (P0,P60,P120) x 
(Grn,Uv3,Mt2) (NP09 filter set). Mt2 (methane-2) is 
the filter with the longest wavelength useable with the 
three polarizer filters. As a maximum, up to 24 differ-
ent color filters (N24) plus NP09 were used with the 
NAC for satellite multi-color imaging.  
The spectrophotometry task had four variables to 
deal with: sub-spacecraft (sub-S/C) location, distance 
to the moon, phase angle, and position of the illuminat-
ed side (left, right, top, bottom). Since control of all 
four was not practical, we chose to observe five of the 
mid-sized moons (Mimas to Rhea) mainly during equa-
torial orbits at sub-S/C longitudes of 22°W, 94°W, 
166°W, 238°W, and 310°W, while the lit side was 
pointing towards bottom right (north up). The phase 
angles of the available data range from almost zero to 
168°. The request naming scheme contains the sub-S/C 
longitude and the phase angle. For example, a Dione 
observation at 310°W and 64° phase angle in orbit 15 
is named 015DI_310W064PH.  
Tools:  Critical tools used for planning are pdt 
("pointing design tool", from JPL), ISSPT ("ISS plan-
ning tool", from the Imaging team), and ckView 
("cKernel Viewer", from DLR). Pdt computes the 
command files required to control the S/C's attitude for 
general poining and detailed mosaics. With ISSPT, the 
camera command files ("IOIs") are built. CkView is 
extremely valuable and capable to visualize the 
pointings created with pdt. It is also used for many 
other missions like Dawn, Rosetta, or JUICE.  
Phoebe 000PH:  The sole targeted flyby of an out-
er satellite took place at 11 June 2004 at a minimum 
altitude of 2070 km over the lit side. Approach took 
place at 87° phase, departure around 93°. Complete 
rotations of Phoebe (9.3 h) were observed twice in-
bound and once outbound.  
Iapetus 049IA:  The sole targeted Iapetus flyby 
took place at 10 September 2007 at a closest-approach 
distance of 1615 km. The inbound trajectory allowed 
high phase observations and included a "Saturn system 
view from Iapetus", a stellar occultation and a cool ride 
over the giant equatorial ridge. Outbound imaging at 
low phase showed the bright trailing hemisphere at 
great detail. About 15 min after downlink start, a cos-
mic-ray hit triggered a switch and forced the S/C to go 
into safe mode. The S/C was recovered within a few 
hours, and the data downlink and a large orbit-trim 
maneuver were executed properly. However, all lower 
resolution outbound data was lost. More details and a 
brief history of the Iapetus flyby are described in [1].  
References: [1] Denk, T. (2008), Planetary Report 
28, no.1, 10-16.  
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Introduction:  Iapetus, the outermost body of 
Saturn's regular moon system (a = 3.56·106 km; 
P = 1904 h) and the third largest of all moons of Saturn 
(Ø = 1425 km x 1495 km) is most famous for its 
unique global albedo dichotomy. It was discovered by 
J.-D. Cassini almost 340 years ago [1] as the first ever 
recognised surface structure on a solid body ouside the 
Earth-moon system. Cassini did not try to explain the 
reason for this dichotomy, and it remained a mystery 
until the Cassini spacecraft observed Iapetus.  
Voyager:  Before Cassini's arrival at Saturn, 
Iapetus has been observed from the ground and by the 
Voyager spacecraft. Low resolution images (9 km/pxl 
or less) allowed a global characterization of the albedo 
dichotomy including the findings that the dark terrain 
faces precisely towards the apex of motion and that the 
polar regions are bright. The bright hemisphere was 
found to be heavily cratered and thus understood to be 
old [2]. A reinvestigation of Voyager images in the 
1990s revealed an oblate spheroid shape, large basins, 
a similar crater size-frequency in parts of the dark ter-
rain as in the adjacent bright area, and giant mountains 
near the equator on the anti-Saturn hemisphere [3].  
Cassini imaging:  Cassini imaging of Iapetus dur-
ing one targeted (on 10 Sep 2007) and several more 
distant flybys mainly in the first years of the mission 
revealed an alien and often unique landscape [4,5]. The 
data show numerous impact craters on the bright and 
dark terrain, very complex and sharp boundaries be-
tween the dark and bright material with no "gray shad-
ing", equator-facing dark and pole-facing bright crater 
walls, additional huge impact basins, small bright-
ejecta or bright-rim craters within the dark terrain, only 
minor endogenic geologic features, and a giant ridge 
which spans across half of Iapetus' circumference ex-
actly along the equator with mountains up to ~15 km 
tall. A global color dichotomy was discovered besides 
the albedo dichotomy; it is presumably formed by dust 
from retrograde irregular moons [5]. Major parts of the 
surface have been mapped at a scale of 1:3,000,000 
[6]. Neither precisely at the center of the trailing side 
(at 425 m/pxl resolution) nor elsewhere, a black crys-
talline monolith with dimensions 1:4:9 was found.  
The extreme global albedo dichotomy, where the 
trailing side and poles were found to be more than 10x 
brighter than the leading side, has been characterized in 
great detail. For example, the small bright-ray craters 
[5] as well as Cassini RADAR data [7] suggest a very 
thin dark blanket in the order of decimeters on an oth-
erwise bright, icy surface.  
Albedo dichotomy enigma:  Various attempts to 
explain the global albedo dichotomy have been pub-
lished since the mid-1970s. Especially the deposition 
of exogenic dark material on the leading side, originat-
ing from outer retrograde moon Phoebe, was a leading 
hypothesis, but it could not explain the global shape, 
sharpness, and complexity of the transition between 
Iapetus' bright and dark terrain. Mainly with Cassini 
spectrometer (CIRS) and imaging (ISS) data, all these 
characteristics and the asymmetry's large amplitude are 
now plausibly explained by runaway global thermal 
migration of water ice, triggered by the deposition of 
dark material on the leading hemisphere [8]. This 
mechanism is unique to Iapetus among the Saturnian 
satellites for many reasons: (1) Size (mass) of Iapetus 
and (2) distance to the sun (=> right temperature; sub-
limed water molecules can migrate globally, but do not 
escape at substantial rates); (3) slow and synchronous 
rotation (=> temperature issue again, and there is a 
leading and a trailing side); (4) Iapetus orbits outside 
of the magnetosphere (=> very fine-grained dust from 
outside is not disturbed); (5) Iapetus is the outermost of 
the regular moons (=> it is the first obstacle for dust 
from outside); (6) the impact gardening rate on the 
surface is "about right" (=> preventing the whole sur-
face from getting dark); (7) Hyperion and Titan, the 
moons next to Iapetus, either do not rotate synchro-
nously or have a thick atmosphere (=> can not form a 
comparable surface dichotomy); (8) Saturn has retro-
grade outer moons (which deliver refractory dusty ma-
terial). The combination of these circumstances makes 
the albedo dichotomy a unique feature on Iapetus in the 
solar system.  
References: [1] Cassini, J.D. (1677) Philos. Trans. 
12, 831-833. [2] Morrison, D. et al. (1986) in Satel-
lites, Univ. Ariz. press, 764-801. [3]  Denk, T. et al. 
(2000) LPSC XXXI, abstract #1596. [4] Porco, C.C. et 
al. (2005) Science 307, 1237-1242. [5] Denk, T. et al. 
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Introduction:   
The negatively charged ions observed outflowing 
from the Saturnian satellite Rhea and inferred at the 
Jovian satellite Europa were unexpected and intriguing 
in their differences. In this study we analyse these nega-
tively charged pickup ions to better understand what 
they are telling us about their source environments. 
Rhea is Saturn’s largest icy moon with a radius of 
~764km and orbits within Saturn’s inner magnetosphere 
at just under 9RS. An ethereal oxygen and carbon-
dioxide atmosphere was discovered around the moon 
when Cassini plasma instruments observed positive and 
negative ions outflowing from the moon and also an 
extended neutral exosphere [1]. A subsequent more dis-
tant encounter however only observed positively 
charged pickup ions, thus indicating high loss rates of 
negative ions in Saturn’s magnetosphere. Here we ex-
amine the roles played by positively and negatively 
charged pickup ions at this icy world. Using an updated 
model of Cassini’s Electron Spectrometer response 
function, we are for the first time able to calculate the 
outward flux of negatively charged pickup ions and, 
using test particle simulations, trace these particles back 
to Rhea’s exobase to better understand their production 
and loss mechanisms.  
Europa is the smallest of the Galilean satellites with 
a radius of ~1561km and orbits at ~9.4RJ. During sev-
eral encounters Galileo observed strong Ion Cyclotron 
Wave activity indicating the pickup of a range of spe-
cies including O2, SO2, Na, K, and Cl [2]. At the Chlo-
rine gyrofrequency waves were observed at both left 
and right hand polarisations indicating the pickup of 
both positively and negatively charged Chlorine ions. 
We present the results of a self-consistent hybrid simu-
lation study of both positively and negatively charged 
ions generating Ion Cyclotron Waves in the Europan 
plasma environment. Using simulated scaling of wave 
energy we are able to place upper limits on the positive 
and negative Chlorine pickup ions observed outflowing 
from the moon. 
We also refer to further negative ion detections in 
planetary environments including the negatively charged 
ions and aerosols observed in Titan’s ionosphere [3], 
the negatively charged water group ions and ice grains 
observed in the plumes of Enceladus [5,6], as well as 
those at Comets Halley and 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko [7,8].   
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Introduction: The Cassini spacecraft has obtained  
an immense amount of information about Encealdus’ 
geological activity, and there is still much to be learned 
from detailed studies of the various Cassini data sets. 
In particular, the Visible and Infrared Mapping Spec-
trometer (VIMS) [1] has obtained hundreds of plume 
spectra covering the wavelength range between 0.35 
and 5 microns. These spectra can provide important 
constraints on the physical and compositional proper-
ties of the plume’s particles. This information in turn 
can provide important insights into the geological pro-
cesses taking place beneath Enceladus’ surface.  
Near-Infrared Character of Plume Water-ice 
Particles: The plume spectra have all been obtained at 
high phase angles (> 140), and so the observed signal 
is mostly from the light diffracted around the tiny ice 
grains in the plume. In this situation,  absorption bands 
are suppressed. Indeed, the only obvious feature in the 
plume spectra is the fundamental water-ice absorption 
band around 3 microns.  Outside of this band, the spec-
tral slopes provide constraints on the shape of the par-
ticle size distribution between 1 and 5 microns, and the 
overall brightness provides information about the total 
particle mass flux. The VIMS spectra have already 
been used to estimate the distribution of particle launch 
velocities and to document variations in the plume ac-
tivity with orbital phase [2,3].  
Diversity of the 3-micron Band and New Insights: 
Examination of the 3-micron ice band [4, 5, 6] suggests 
that the plume particles consist predominantly of crys-
talline ice (constrained by the band minimum position 
being longwards of 2.85 microns). The shape of the 3-
micron band also exhibits quite a bit of diversity. The 
band shape variations have been noted within a single 
observation at different altitudes as well as across erup-
tions along the individual tiger stripe fractures. The 
latter could reflect differences in the sub-surface envi-
ronments connected to these fissures.  
The band shape variations have also been observed 
across different observations collected at different 
times (temporal variations) suggesting that the envi-
ronment of eruption is likely modulated as Enceladus 
goes around Saturn, leading to differences in the spec-
tral character of the plume particles. The large bright-
ness variations in the plume with respect to the orbital 
phase have already been documented [3,7] and so  
changes in the plume particle properties are not unrea-
sonable. Some of the observed variations could poten-
tially be due to non-icy material in the plume, such as 
water vapor and solid contaminants. 
The near infrared spectra of the plume particles, as 
inferred from the VIMS observations, therefore hold  a 
wealth of information about the workings of the Encel-
adus’ plume. 
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Introduction: Enceladus is a surprisingly active
world. The observations of water-rich plumes [1, 2, 3,
4, 5] reveal either the presence of a liquid reservoir or
highly active melting. The composition of the plumes
suggests a liquid reservoir [5, 6], and the measured li-
bration is consistent with a global subsurface ocean,
rather than a localized reservoir [7].
Any subsurface ocean would likely contain impurities,
such as ammonia[8] and methanol, that act as powerful
antifreeze compounds. Small amounts of methanol may
have been detected on the surface of Enceladus [9], as
well as in the plume [3]. In addition to being a pow-
erful antifreeze, methanol could also play a role in the
formation of methane hydrates [10].
Experiment: In this work, we consider the freezing
behavior of methanol-water solutions at low tempera-
tures and moderate pressures such as might be encoun-
tered in the icy moons of the outer solar system. We
report measurements of the liquidus and eutectic points
for 30 wt.% and 80 wt.% methanol-water solution at
pressures ranging from 5 to 400 MPa, using simulta-
neous measurements of pressure, volume, and tempera-
ture, coupled with optical images of the sample.
The phase diagram for methanol-water solutions at at-
mospheric pressure is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Atmospheric pressure phase diagram for methanol-
water solutions, adapted from Kargel [11]. Data are from Vuil-
lard & Sanchez [12] and Miller & Carpenter [13].
Approximately 1 mL of sample was loaded into a
pressure cell made from a stainless steel block with four
ports. Two opposing ports contain plugs that have sap-
phire windows for the imaging system. The third port
contains a plug with a silicon diode thermometer, and
the fourth connects the cell to the pressure system. A
fiber optic light illuminates the sample, and an inverted
periscope is used to obtain images. The pressure sys-
tem includes a transducer that responds approximately
linearly to changes in volume of the sample. The pres-
sure cell is insulated, and temperature can be controlled
between 200 and 300 K. Cooling below 200 K is done
with liquid nitrogen.
For these investigations, we studied two samples, one
with a concentration of 30 wt.% methanol in water, and
a second with a concentration of 80 wt.%. The higher
concentration was chosen to avoid experimental com-
plications due to the expansion of Ice-Ih as it freezes.
Results: The transition temperatures are shown in
Fig. 2. The phase boundaries for pure water [14] and
methanol [15] are included for comparison. The eu-
tectic point for the methanol-water solution appears to
increase with pressure, similar to the behavior of the
freezing point of pure methanol. Conversely, the liq-
uidus point appears to decrease with pressure in the Ice-
Ih regime, similar to the behavior of pure water.
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Figure 2: Transition temperatures as a function of pressure
for methanol-water mixtures. The freezing temperatures for
pure methanol are shown as diamonds. The eutectic tem-
peratures are shown as inverted triangles and boxes in the
Ice-Ih and Ice-II regimes, while the liquidus temperatures for
30 wt.% solutions are shown as circles and triangles.
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Introduction:  Enceladus, the sixth largest moon of 
Saturn, was first discovered by William Herschel in 
1789 [1]. Our understanding of the moon improved 
little after this initial discovery until the Voyager 
spacecraft flybys in the early 1980’s.  During the Voy-
ager 2 flyby in August 1981, the first detailed observa-
tions of the surface were made revealing relatively few 
craters, numerous smooth areas as well as some exten-
sive linear cracks. The smooth, very reflective surface 
of Enceladus which is dominated by water ice pointed 
to some type of resurfacing taking place [2]. At about 
the same time, the extensive diffuse E ring, discovered 
in 1966 [3] which extends between the orbits of Mimas 
and Titan, was found in groundbased observations dur-
ing the 1980 ring plane crossing to peak in density near 
the orbit of Enceladus [4]. These discoveries, coupled 
with the expected short lifetime of E-ring particles [5] 
led to the suspicion that Enceladus might be the source 
of this E ring, perhaps even as a result of geyser-like 
activity [6].   
 
In early 2005, the Cassini spacecraft made 2 distant 
flybys of Enceladus (a month apart), at 1265km and 
500km from the surface. Observations from the magne-
tometer instrument showed draping of the Saturn mag-
netic field lines upstream of Enceladus, as well as an 
increase in ion cyclotron wave activity in the vicinity of 
the moon, driven by water group ions [7]. Based on 
these observations the magnetometer team made the 
case to the Cassini Project that there was potentially an 
atmosphere at Enceladus made up of water group ions 
which was holding off the Saturn field lines from the 
Enceladus surface and requested the third flyby, due to 
take place four months later, be lowered to fly much 
closer to the Enceladus surface to investigate this pos-
sibility. This was agreed and the third Cassini Encela-
dus flybys took place in July 2005 at a flyby altitude of 
173km. On this flyby multiple Cassini instruments ob-
tained definitive evidence for active ejection of water 
vapor and ice particles from Enceladus’ south pole.  A 
series of geologically youthful fractures, dubbed tiger 
stripes, centered on Enceladus’ south pole [8] were 
found to be sources of endogenic thermal emission [9].  
Magnetic field [7] and mass spectroscopy [10] con-
firmed that a water vapour plume was emanating from 
cracks (tiger stripes) close to the south pole of the 
moon, where internal heat was also leaking out from 
the interior. Cassini’s dust detector found an associated 
cloud of ice particles [11]. This discovery led to a fo-
cus on Enceladus in the Cassini extended missions, 
confirmation of a liquid water ocean beneath its sur-
face, organic material and dust within the plume, mod-
ulation of plume activity by Saturn’s tides, as well as 
confirmation that Enceladus is the source of the E ring 
at Saturn.   
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Introduction: Quantitative, compositional, and 
chiral analysis of small organic molecules in situ pro-
vides important information for studying planetary 
formation and evolution, and, more excitingly, also can 
provide signatures of past or present life. EOA, with 
microchip capillary electrophoresis (µCE) and laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) detection, is the only tech-
nique currently ready for space flight that has the reso-
lution, selectivity, and sensitivity to provide these anal-
yses. Through both in-lab [1,2] and field [3] testing, 
µCE-LIF has demonstrated the capability to provide 
highly sensitive (sub parts-per-trillion, or pptr) auto-
mated quantitative compositional chiral analysis of 
multiple organic compound classes [4], including poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [5], amino acids 
[6], aldehydes and ketones [7], carboxylic acids [8], 
thiols [9], and amines [10]. Lander or fly-by missions 
have largely been the focus for the development of 
µCE-LIF, as proposed in the Mars Organic Analyzer 
(MOA) and the Enceladus Organic Analyzer. 
Here, we show the continued development of the 
microfluidic and LIF subsystems for a kinetic impactor 
mission. Preliminary results have shown promising 
sustainability of microdevices during a 50000g impact, 
indicating that µCE-LIF is a valid in situ technique for 
this extreme planetary mission format. 
Instrument Development: Programmable micro-
fluidic architechtures enable automated, complex mi-
crofluidic manipulation on-chip, including mixing, 
dilutions, fluorescent derivatization, and transfer [11]. 
Recently, we have shown that microdevices retain 
functionality of their pneumatically-actuated monolith-
ic membrane microvalves after 10+ years in storage 
[12]. 
However, the survival of these microvalves during 
a high g impact is not proven. The pneumatic mi-
crovalves use a compressible fluid for actuation, which 
could be succeptible to bursting at sudden high pres-
sures induced upon impact. Hydraulically-actuated 
microvalves that use incompressibile fluids to control 
valve acuation may not experience these issues. Early 
tests show that these hydraulic valves function properly 
and can replace the pneumatic valves for high impact 
or high pressure (e.g. deep ocean) missions. 
The precision optics of LIF can be succeptable to 
high impact collisions and has never been developed 
for these high g conditions. Proper permanent align-
ment of components is essential for absolute sensitivi-
ty, and optical stack placement and material bonding 
properties must be optimized. Recent modeling data 
has shown that in order to reduce internal mechanical 
stress ideal placement of the optical components is 
directly in the center of the microdevice (Figure 1). By 
placing proper support underneath the structure, the 
mechanical strength of the microdevice is not exceed-
ed. Indium bump bonding will be used in the optical 
stack to permenantly and precisely weld non-
glass/glass connections. Glass/glass conections will be 
made using a Schott Glass bonding technique to create 
a continuous glass construction, avoiding any possible 
optical interferences. 
 
Figure 1: Structural (top) and stress (bottom) model of 
a centered optical stack without support structures. 
Summary and Conclusions: This work shows the 
low-TRL development of EOA’s LIF and microfluidic 
subsystems for future planetary impact penetrator mis-
sions.  With correct structural decisions and optimiza-
tions, EOA can survive a 50,000g impact, making it the 
only current optical instrument with this capability. 
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Abstract:  We study the possibility of dust aggrega-
tion and fragmentation processes when icy grains are 
transported to space by water vapor streams in the sub-
surface vents of Saturn’s active moon Enceladus [1]. 
Depending on their shape the dust aggregates, or non-
spherical dust grains, can establish higher equilibrium 
charges than a spherical grain of the same mass when 
exposed to equivalent charging conditions. This indi-
cates that dust charging models with spherical grains 
lead to a net charge underestimation. This effect in 
combination with small particle effect [2], [3] might be 
important if one likes to verify if dust charging can 
account for the misfit between ion and electron densi-
ties inferred from data taken by the Cassini-Langmuir 
probe in the E ring and in the Enceladus plume [5]. 
Furthermore, an increased charge-to-mass ratio, and a 
reduced bulk density for dust in Saturn’s inner magne-
tosphere will affect the dynamics of these grains in the 
E ring region. This will modify the size-dependent 
lifetimes of particles, which ultimately determine the 
steady state size- distribution of E ring grains. 
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Abstract: In situ detection of organic molecules in 
the extraterrestrial environment provides a key step to-
wards better understanding the variety and the distribu-
tion of building blocks of life and it may ultimately lead 
to finding extraterrestrial life within the Solar System. 
Here we present combined results of two separate ex-
periments that enable us to realize such in situ life sig-
nature detection from the deep habitats of the “Ocean 
World”: a hydrothermal reactor experiment simulating 
complex organic synthesis and a simulated fly-through 
capture experiment of organic-bearing microparticles 
using silica aerogels, followed by subsequent analysis. 
Both experiments employ peptide as a plausible organ-
ics existing in Encleadus plume particles produced in its 
subsurface ocean. 
Recent laboratory hydrothermal experiments and a 
theoretical model on silica saturation indicated an ongo-
ing hydrothermal reactions in subsurface Enceladus 
ocean [1]. Given the porous chondritic origin of the 
core, it is likely that organic compounds originated by 
radiation chemistry such as amino acid precursorscould 
have been provided, leached, and altered through wide-
spread water–rock interactions. By using the same la-
boratory experimental setup from the latest water-rock 
interaction study [2], we performed amino acid 
polymerization experiments for 144 days and monitored 
the organic complexity changing over time. So far over 
3,000 peaks up to the size of > 600 MW were observed 
through the analysis of capillary electrophoresis time-
of-flight mass spectrometry (CE-TOF-MS) with an indi-
cation of amino acid derivatives and short peptides. 
Generally abiotic polymerization of enantiomeric 
amino acids results in forming stereoisomeric peptides 
with identical molecular weight and formula [3] as op-
posed to homochiral biopolymers. Assuming Enceladus 
plume partciles may contain a mixture of stereoisomeric 
peptides, we were able to distinguish 16 of the 17 stere-
oisomeric tripeptides as a test sample using capillary 
electrophoresis (CE) under optimized conditions. We 
further conducted Enceladus plume fly-through capture 
experiment by accelerating peptides  soaked in rock 
particles up to a speed of 5.7 km/s and capturing with 
originally developed hydrophobic silica aerogels [4]. 
Direct peptide extraction with acetonitrile-water fol-
lowed by CE analysis led to detection of only but two 
stereoisomeric acidic peptide peaks, presenting the first 
run-through hypervelocuty impact sample analysis tar-
geting peptides as key moelcule to to understand the 
ongoing astrobiology on Enceladus. 
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Introduction:  Titan, the largest moon of Saturn, is 
the only satellite in the solar system with a significant 
atmosphere, harboring a suite of hydrocarbons that 
display a meteorological cycle similar to the hydrologi-
cal cycle on Earth. Dendritic networks of sinuous val-
leys on the surface of Titan were first observed by the 
Cassini-Huygens mission, where Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR) images revealed drainage networks with 
branching morphologies on the order of 100 km in 
length [1]. These observations were supported in great-
er detail by the Huygens Probe Descent Imager and 
Spectral Radiometer (DISR) [2][3][4], and suggested 
formation by fluvial erosion into the water-ice bedrock. 
Additional support that the valleys were formed by 
flowing liquid is the paucity of impact craters on Ti-
tan’s surface [4][5][6][7], indicative of rapid burial or 
removal of surface topography. Additionally, at the 
landing site, the DISR imaged Earth-like rounded cob-
bles 0.3-15 cm in diameter [2] composed of water ice, 
indicating that they had undergone abrasion during 
fluvial transport.  
In this study we address fluvial erosion processes 
on Titan. Specifically, we examine the possibilities of 
channel formation by dissolution of ice by a concen-
trated solution of ammonium sulfate, and by mechani-
cal erosion by flow of liquid ammonia and liquid 
ethane. Each of these processes might have functioned 
over a certain range of temperatures during the cooling 
history of Titan.  
Observations of Streams on Titan:  In this study 
we examine 27 different fluvial features as identified in 
VIMS, ISS, and RADAR data, chosen based on their 
geographic diversity and resolution – or our confidence 
in their classification as a fluvial feature. These valleys 
represent an array of morphologic features and range in 
size from tens of kilometers to over a thousand kilome-
ters long, and up to ten kilometers wide. The majority 
of these features are dendritic in nature, forming tree-
shaped networks with many contributing branches that 
converge into larger receiving streams, up to seventh in 
channel order, indicative of an origin from rainfall 
[2][4][8][9]. 
In order to calculate the relative rates of stream in-
cision into the water-ice bedrock on Titan, the channel 
dimensions must be known. Measurements of channel 
slope were made directly from Cassini RADAR SAR-
topo and altimetry data, and depth from an empirical 
relationship between channel depth and width as out-
lined in [10]. 
Mechanical Erosion:  To calculate the rates of 
liquid stream incision into water ice bedrock on Titan, 
we build on a previous model of terrestrial water ero-
sion by saltation of bedrock particles [11], and analyze 
the effect of bed-load transport on the lowering rate 
using the equations of bed-load transport rate devel-
oped by Einstein (1942) [12] and Chanson (1999) [13]. 
These models apply to channels of fixed width that are 
being deepened by erosion and abrasion of rock/ice by 
bed load, and assume that all bed load motion is by 
saltation of spherical grains of uniform size.  
Results:  We find that chemical erosion of Titan’s 
channels could be completed in 280 to 1100 years, 
much shorter than the period of about 84,000 years that 
a concentrated (NH4)2SO4-H2O solution could exist as 
a liquid on the Titan surface. Mechanical erosion of 
Titan’s channels is generally a much slower process, on 
the order of 102 to 105 years to completion, and is also 
slower than mechanical erosion of a model river on 
Earth, averaging 103 to 104 years. The erosional se-
quence of the channels on Titan may have started after 
the formation of water-ice on the surface by the process 
of chemical dissolution by (NH4)2SO4-H2O, overlap-
ping, or followed by, a period of mechanical erosion by 
liquid NH3. A final stage on the cooling surface of Ti-
tan might have been characterized by liquid C2H6 as an 
agent of mechanical erosion. 
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Introduction:  Enceladus has put on a great perfor-
mance. By erupting gases and solids in a cryovolcanic plume 
that emanates from an ice-covered ocean, we are able to 
obtain constraints that allow us to assemble the geochemical 
story of this world. Here, we focus on the chemistry of the 
subsurface ocean, and associated geochemical processes. 
Observations:  Plume compositionl constraints are pro-
vided by the Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS), the 
Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS), and the Cosmic 
Dust Analyzer (CDA). INMS and UVIS measured the gase-
ous component of the plume, while CDA characterized 
plume particles. All three instruments showed that H2O is the 
dominant constituent. INMS determined that CO2, CH4, 
NH3, and possibly H2 are key minor constituents [1,2]. Nu-
merous trace organic species were also detected [1,2]. UVIS 
has helped to constrain the abundances of CO, N2, and H2 
[3,4]. CDA data showed that Enceladus’ salty ocean is a 
source of the plume, and the dominant salts are NaCl and 
NaHCO3 or Na2CO3 [5,6]. Potassium is a minor species, and 
sulfates were not observed. In addition, CDA detected organ-
ic mass fragments [7] complementary to those observed by 
INMS [1,2]. Recent CDA observations indicate that SiO2 
nanoparticles are sourced from Enceladus’ plume [8]. 
Ocean chemistry:  Initial chemical models of ocean wa-
ter on Enceladus [9-11] are generally consistent with the 
observational constraints and with each other. The most 
striking similarity between Enceladus’ ocean and terrestrial 
seawater (as a reference) is the dominance of NaCl, which 
stems from its high solubility, which allows efficient extrac-
tion from rocky sources. However, Enceladus’ ocean may be 
less concentrated in NaCl than terrestrial seawater because of 
the much greater abundance of water relative to rock on 
Enceladus. Enceladus’ ocean also appears to differ from 
terrestrial seawater in being relatively rich in dissolved inor-
ganic carbon, and apparently poor in MgSO4. This may im-
ply that Enceladus accreted abundant CO2 or CO as in many 
comets; and its ocean may be relatively reduced if significant 
amounts of oxidants (H2O2, O2) were not accreted, or pro-
duced and delivered to the water-rock system over time. 
Enceladus’ ocean has an alkaline pH. There is not yet a 
reconciliation between estimated pH values of ~9 [5,8] or 
~11 [9,11], depending on assumptions in interpreting CDA 
or INMS data. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that there is 
general agreement because it is not simple to estimate the pH 
of a liquid water body from measurements in space. Minerals 
play a key role in regulating the activities ≈ concentrations of 
SiO2 and CO2, which affect the pH via fluid speciation. For 
example, the low pH endmember would be consistent with 
fluid buffering by an ocean floor mineral assemblage of 
quartz-talc-magnesite-dolomite (high activities of SiO2 and 
CO2), while the high pH endmember can be reproduced by a 
model assemblage of chrysotile-talc-calcite-dolomite. 
Geochemical processes:  Four processes have emerged 
as plausible “forces of geochemistry” on Enceladus: (1) 
aqueous alteration of ultramafic rocks [9,11], (2) hydrother-
mal (>0°C) mass transfer [8], (3) formation of gas hydrates 
(clathrates) [e.g., 12], and (4) organic compound transfor-
mations [13]. These processes may have been active during 
the history of Enceladus, and today if there are sources of 
thermal or chemical disequilibria that have not been dissipat-
ed or are replenished by a geophysically active interior. 
Aqueous alteration of ultramafic rocks would produce an 
alkaline pH and abundant H2 that may be present in the 
plume [2]. In low CO2 cases, the formation of serpentine 
(serpentinization) would lead to a pH of ~11-12. The pH 
would not be as high (~8-9) in high CO2 cases because of 
carbonation reactions [10]. The latter scenario would be 
more consistent with a hydrothermal model of nanosilica 
formation [8]. However, a high pH ocean would be rich in 
dissolved Si, which could facilitate alternative mechanisms 
of forming SiO2 nanoparticles [14]. If hydrothermal fluids 
are present today, they may provide volatile species (e.g., 
CH4) that can be outgassed or sequestered into clathrates 
[15]. In addition to CH4, there are other more complex but 
less abundant organic compounds inside Enceladus, which 
may be dissolved in ocean water, or present as oil droplets or 
suspended particulates [2,7]. Hypothesized sources of these 
organic compounds include leached primordial species, 
thermally processed organic materials, abiotic (e.g., Fischer-
Tropsch-type) synthesis, and biological carbon fixation. 
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Introduction:  The discovery of thermal emission 
from the tiger stripe fissures at the S. pole of Enceladus 
is a major highlight of the Cassini mission. Both VIMS 
(Visible and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer) and 
CIRS (Composite InfraRed Spectrometer) detect the 
thermal ‘blackbody’ spectrum emitted from the warm 
fissure areas. The VIMS instrument is uniquely suited 
to measuring the hottest active locations because 
VIMS covers the 3 to 5 micron wavelength range 
where the rising edge of the Planck function for these 
T~200 K areas dominates the emission spectrum.  At 
longer wavelengths, the spectrum is more complicated 
because contributions from small hot areas and larger 
cooler areas combine to form the broad emission spec-
trum that is detected by the CIRS instrument at wave-
lengths >6.7 microns.  We present an overview of the 
VIMS measurements of the hottest fissure thermal 
emission and put these data within the context of the 
larger picture of these Ocean World fissure eruption 
characteristics as reported from other instruments. 
 
VIMS Data Set:  Most of the south pole fissure 
region has not been directly illuminated by sunlight 
since the sub-solar point moved into the northern hem-
isphere in 2009, thereby eliminating the background of 
reflected sunlight at VIMS wavelengths and making 
the fissure thermal emission readily measureable. 
Since then, VIMS has measured spectra of at least 11 
hot spots along the fissures.  Most of these measure-
ments were acquired in ride-along mode with CIRS as 
the prime instrument.  During at least 2 encounters, 
VIMS and CIRS acquired simultaneous or near-
simultaneous spectra of the same fissure location. 
VIMS spectra include multiple hot spots along Damas-
cus, Baghdad, Cairo, and a likely hot spot on Alexan-
dria. 
 
Results:  During a 74 km altitude flyover rev 164, 
VIMS acquired the highest spatial resolution spectrum 
of a hot spot along Baghdad with a pixel footprint of 
214 x 38 m [1]. Analysis of this spectrum led to the 
conclusions that: 1)  this VIMS spectrum was measur-
ing the warm T=197±20 K ice walls within the top 40 
m depth of a 9 m wide fissure;  2) the exponential in-
crease in the vapor pressure of ice with increasing T 
means that narrower and hotter fissures are unstable 
and the fissure will widen and cool to T~200 K on a 
timescale of ~month; and 3) the measured fissure T 
and width is consistent with the trend of T and width 
for a series of fissure models published in [2]. 
All of the VIMS spectra examined to date are con-
sistent with this scenario of a self-regulating fissure 
maximum T~200 K with brighter VIMS emissions 
corresponding to fissures up to ~20 m wide.  Emission 
from the warm fissure interior walls dominate the 
VIMS spectra with <15% contributed by conductive 
heating of the adjacent terrain.   
CIRS spectra report slightly cooler T’s due to CIRS 
increased sensitivity to lower T emission at longer 
wavelengths and averaging over contributions from 
both the hottest and cooler areas [3].  Combined analy-
sis of the CIRS and VIMS spectra spanning 3 to 500 
micron wavelengths promises to reveal the distribution 
of [T, area] near the fissures that cannot be spatially 
resolved.  This [T, area] distribution holds the key to 
understanding how heat is transferred to the surface 
within a few 100 m of the fissures. 
The VIMS-detected emission is concentrated in lo-
calized hot spots along the fissures and does not seem 
to be distributed continuously along them.  CIRS spec-
tra indicate a much more continuous distribution of the 
emission along the fissure length.  Jets locations also 
are distributed alon the fissure length and it appears 
that the VIMS-detected hot spots in general correlate 
with jet locations [4], but not all of the jet locations 
have been seen as VIMS hot spots. 
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Introduction:  The individual geysers of largely 
water vapor and icy particulates forming the broader 
plume over the south pole of Enceladus constitue a 
unique phenomenon and opportunity. That flow of 
material, moderated by several physical processes 
along its passage from a presumed liquid source all the 
way out to Cassini’s orbit and beyond, provides a re-
markable way to access information from deep within 
the moon. The chapter on Plume Vents and Dynamics 
will examine the observations of the plume and surface 
vent region and explore the mechanisms which lead 
from the subsurface vapor and particulate source to the 
observed properties. 
 
Jet, Plume and Vent Observations.  The evidence 
of vent/the plume structure and mechanisms will be 
presented in terms of the following Cassini instrument 
observations: 
a) Images of scattered sunlight from jet/plume par-
ticulates obtained by ISS, 
b) Thermal images of the vent regions obtained via 
CIRS, 
c) Images of the Tiger Stripes and vent region ob-
tained by ISS, 
d) INMS profiles of molecules, atoms and ions 
along Cassini’s path through the plume, 
e) CDA profiles of particulates during Cassini’s 
traverse through the plume,  
f) UVS solar/stellar occultation profiles of the 
plume, and 
g) VIMS measures of the particle velocity distribu-
tions. 
Images of the jets/plume from different views, im-
ages of the TS region from ISS and with thermal over-
lays, and INMS, CDA and UVS-occultation profiles 
will all be included.  
 
Interpretations, Mechanisms and Models. There are 
many jet vents, generally aligned along the Tiger 
Stripes, which presumably have a distribution of 
lengths and widths, directions, opening angles, mass 
flow rates, flow speeds, and particulate or vapor spe-
cies mass fractions. The particle size distribution, in-
cluding the distribution with altitude, as well as the 
salinity distribution are key indicators of venting pro-
cesses to be discussed. We examine different jetting 
scenarios concentrating on vent distributions and 
strengths using both triangulations from the imagery 
and INMS, CDA and UVS higher altitude profiles. An 
overlay of source locations atop an ISS image of the 
South Polar region is expected. 
The discussion of eruption mechanisms must begin 
below the surface and describe how vapor and particles 
travel up through the near-surface conduit, pass 
through the surface vent, and expand into the vacuum 
of space. Discussions of vapor/particulate interaction 
with icy side walls, including the effects of phase 
change, heat conduction within the surrounding solid, 
energy flux to space, gas-dynamic expansion and pro-
gressive rarefaction will be provided. We will explore 
what ultimately produces the jets/plume. And we ex-
amine what limits them – conduit/vent constrictions 
and tortuosity, flow mass/momentum/energy exchange 
with sidewalls, vents closing off due to condensation, 
and orbital variation. We expect to produce schematic 
drawings of the relevant physics in the near-vent re-
gions and in regions further afield. There have been 
several computational simulations of the physics in-
volving both solid ice as well as gas/particulate flows – 
these will be summarized and contrasted. 
 
Resolved Controversies and Open Questions. It is 
now clear that the source of vapor and particulates 
surrounding Enceladus’ orbit around Saturn are many 
generally discrete geysers ejected from the Enceladus 
SPT, probably originating from a salty liquid water 
source. But it was not always understood as such. After 
briefly reviewing earlier alternate interpretations,  we 
highlight some of the key pending questions concern-
ing vent and plume dynamics such as: By what mecha-
nism is the plume tidally throttled? How do new gey-
sers start up to replace those being clogged by conden-
sates? How deep is the liquid interface? How large are 
the vents in terms of length and width? What are the 
implications of the  geyser and vent dynamics for the 
search for evidence for life below the icy surface? 
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Introduction: During two low passes over the 
south polar region of Enceladus, the Composite Infra-
red Spectrometer (CIRS) on Cassini spacecraft [1] was 
configured to record high spatial resolution measure-
ment while scanning over the tiger stripes. CIRS has 
three focal planes FP1 (17-1000 µm, single detector 
3.9 mrad), FP3 (9-17 µm, linear array of 10 detectors 
with FOV 0.273 mrad) and FP4 (7-9 µm, linear array 
of 10 detectors with FOV 0.273 mrad). 
We will report the results derived from these two 
observations but also a comprehensive list on how we 
used our spectrometer as a thermal imager. 
E18: On April 14th 2012, the Cassini spacecraft 
flew at 74 km above the surface of Enceladus with a 
relative speed of about 7.5km/s. Because of this low 
altitude and the short duration of the flyby (~ 1min), it 
was impossible to realize one of our normal thermal 
maps, which would require minimum smear and inte-
gration of about 5 seconds per interferogram. Instead 
by using the longest scan duration permitted by CIRS, 
and by using a constant inertial pointing, we were able 
to measure the variations of thermal flux while cross-
ing Baghdad Sulci at several locations during a single 
interferogram scan. In this configuration our temporal 
resolution is without processing about 22.5 ms or 170 
m along track. The detectors of FP3 and FP4 were used 
in a pair mode, resulting in resolution of 40m across 
track. 
However due to some limitations relative to the in-
strument electronics and the flight software capability, 
we had to develop a specific inversion technic using 
wavelet decompositions and a pursuit algorithm in 
order to inverse this time variant system.  
Our analysis suggests strong variations of the emis-
sion along and across track, and identifies the location 
of several distinct sources. The location and intensity 
of the strongest source is compatible with the result 
from VIMS [2] 
E21: On October 28th 2015, the Cassini spacecraft 
flew at an even lower altitude of 48 km at 8.5 km/s. In 
preparation for this flyby, we modified CIRS flight 
software to bypass the instrument digital filter and in-
crease our temporal resolution to about 5 ms or 42 m 
along track.  
During this activity, the spacecraft was inertially 
pointed in order to cross several tigers stripes and 
probe some of the most active regions. The detectors 
arrays of FP3 and FP4 were used again in pair mode, 
leading to 26 m spatial resolution across track. In this 
configuration, this is the observation of the tiger stripes 
with the highest spatial resolution. 
During this scan, all detectors were able to measure 
thermal flux variations while crossing Cairo, Baghdad 
and Damascus. These measurements are showing im-
portant variations along and across track over distance 
less than 100 m.  
Supplemental in-flight tests of CIRS - using Iapetus 
and the internal blackbody - were designed and will be 
used to enable an absolute flux calibration. 
References:  
 [1] F.M. Flasar et al. (2004), Space Science Rev. 
115 169–297. [2] Goguen et al (2013), Icarus 226, 
1128-1137 
 
 
Figure 1 Spatial distribution of the sources after in-
version of E18, as seen by the 5 pairs of detectors. 
 
 
Figure 2 Raw interferogram from CIRS FP3 acquired 
during E21 flyby. 
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Introduction: Enceladus is of high interest due to 
its ejection of gaseous and particulate matter into space. 
Cassini mission data indicates that plume material de-
rives from a subsurface liquid water reservoir contain-
ing organic carbon, biologically available nitrogen, re-
dox energy sources, and inorganic salts. No other world 
has such well-studied indications of habitable condi-
tions [1]. The particulate mass, or grains, are of particu-
lar interest to astrobiologists. At low altitudes, >99% of 
the particulate mass is salt-rich, or 0.5-2% sodium and 
potassium salts by mass [2].   
Modeling of these salt-rich grains, which contain in-
formation on the habitability and potential evidence of 
life, is the subject of this research. Modeling of the grain 
dynamics at low altitudes is already present in the liter-
ature [e.g. 3, 4]. This research focuses on the behavior 
of those particles which are salt-rich and which do not 
achieve escape velocity and fall back to the Enceladus 
surface at low altitudes [5].  
Background: Important assumptions and con-
straints on the jet modeling are defined by existing Cas-
sini results. We consider the structure of individual jets, 
the dynamics of the grains and gas, the total particulate 
surface flux, the particle size and velocity distributions, 
and the composition of grains.  
We use the set of ~100 point jets erupting from the 
tiger stripes identified by the Cassini Imaging Science 
Subsystem (ISS) [6], although we acknowledge that fur-
ther modeling should consider an inter-geyser compo-
nent of mass flux along the tiger stripes. For total par-
ticulate surface mass flux we use the ~5kg/s estimate 
from in-situ Cosmic Dust Analyzer (CDA) measure-
ments [7].  
Computational modeling:   
Single jet model. We model an individual jet com-
posed of regularly-emitted grain particles with a cou-
pled size and velocity distribution. The simulation emits 
N particles per time interval from a vent source. The 
particle class in the simulation allows variance in parti-
cle size, initial velocity and angle of ejection. The gas is 
not modeled explicitly but its acceleration of the grain 
particles at the vent is considered in order to determine 
the initial speed of the grains at the vent [4,7]. In this 
way the velocity range of the particles is coupled to the 
radius size of the particle group. We use the acceleration 
of the particles by a gas in the vent column to approxi-
mate exit velocity distributions, then treat the particles 
ballistically after they exit the vent. Particles with radius 
>0.6um are treated as salt-rich particles [2].  
Multiple jet model. The single jet model is multi-
plied for each of the 100 jets identified by [6] and as-
signed a source location. An example of a tiger stripe 
configuration composed of multi-
ple single jet simulations is shown 
in Figure 1 (right). Particles from 
each separate source are shown in 
a different color. The mix of col-
ors shows the amount of overlap 
expected at altitude where indi-
vidual sources are no longer dis-
tinct. This modulation is cali-
brated to existing Cassini infrared 
data.  
Results: We will present the 
escape rate of grains as a function of grain size. The sin-
gle jet approach will determine particle density, velocity 
distribution, size distribution and maximum particle 
size, all as a function of altitude. High altitude model 
results will be compared to Cassini in situ measure-
ments [2, 5]. Low altitude model results will be com-
pared to Cassini remote sensing data.   
Conclusions: Material from the plume provides in-
sight in a search for biomolecular evidence of life on 
Enceladus. Understanding the dynamics of low altitude 
grains is critical not only for astrobiology mission re-
quirements but also for spacecraft design and hazard re-
quirements. In addition, the model links measurements 
to the eruption parameters, which provides important in-
formation about the subsurface source of the grains.   
References: [1] McKay C.P. et al. (2014) Astrobi-
ology, 14. [2] Postberg P. et al. (2011) Nature, 474, 620-
622. [3] Yeoh S.K. et al. (2015) Icarus, 253, 205-222. 
[4] Degruyter W. and M. Manga (2011) Geophy. Res. 
Letters, 38. [5] Kempf S. et al. (2010) Icarus, 206, 446-
457. [6] Porco C. et al. (2014) The Astronomical Jour-
nal, 248. [7] Schmidt J. et al. (2008) Science, 451, 685-
688.  
Figure 1: A VPython simulation of the 
multiple jet model. Particle color is 
linked to individual source on stripe. 
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     Introduction:  The Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging 
Spectrograph (UVIS) has observed a total of 6 occulta-
tions of stars (including one of the sun) by Enceladus’ 
plume from 2005 to 2011 [1].  Supersonic gas jets were 
identified in the 2007 zeta Orionis occultation [2].  
These supersonic collimated jets are imbedded in the 
overall expulsion of gas at escape velocity along the 
tiger stripe fissures that cross Enceladus’ south pole.  
The gas flux can be calculated [1] and source rates are 
observed to vary just 15% in over 6 years, representing 
a steady output of  ~200 kg/sec.   In contrast, the 
brightness of the particle jets, a proxy for the amount 
of material streaming out, varies with orbital longitude 
[3], implicating tidal stresses.  More particles are 
ejected from Enceladus at apokrone than perikrone by 
about a factor of 3.  This is not inconsistent with the 
steady gas flux, which has not been measured at apok-
rone; rather, the combined dataset shows that material 
erupts from Enceladus steadily, but the rate is modu-
lated diurnally.   
 
2016 epsilon Orionis Occultation:  In order to in-
vestigate whether gas flow increases dramatically at 
apokrone an occultation observation was inserted into 
the Cassini tour on March 11, 2016 on orbit 233.  
Enceladus was at a mean anomaly of 208 at the time of 
the occultation, not right at 180, but closer than previ-
ous occultations observed at mean anomalies of 98, 
117 and 236.   The star crossed diagonally behind the 
plume, and disappeared behind the limb, similar to the 
2005 gamma Orionis occultation (other occultations 
have cut through the plume ~horizontally). 
Using the same methodology as previously em-
ployed the column density for the plume as a whole 
has been determined to be 1.5 x 1016 cm-2.  Calculating 
gas flux in the same way as previously gives a rate for 
this occultation of 250 kg/sec.  This value is 20% 
higher than the average 210 kg/sec, but only 15% 
higher than the occultations at a mean anomaly of 236; 
i.e. higher than the others but not by a factor of 2 or 3.  
We thus conclude that the overall expulsion of gas 
from the south pole of Enceladus does not change 
dramatically with orbital position. 
 
Jets:  The line of sight to the star crossed over the 
Baghdad I gas jet, with ingress behind the limb occur-
ring just short of Cairo, as shown in Figure 1.  The jet 
data, in contrast to the integrated plume, look signifi-
cantly different in this dataset.  The column density 
looking through the jet is higher than observed in pre-
vious occultations.  The collimation of the jet is more 
pronounced and from that we derive a mach number of 
8-12, compared to a previous value for this jet of 6.  
The amount of gas in this jet relative to the combined 
contribution from the rest of the tiger stripes is also 
larger, with the Baghdad I gas jet contributing ~8% of 
the total molecules seen, compared to other orbital 
longitudes when its contribution is just 2%. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  The top panel shows the groundtrack of 
a perpendicular dropped from the line-of-sight ray to 
the star, to the surface, with ingress at the Cairo fis-
sure.  The lower panel shows the ratio of the star sig-
nal to the average star signal as a function of time.  
The pronounced dip is crossing the Baghdad I jet and 
there is less gas between the fissures.   
 
To summarize, the higher velocity of the jet and in-
creased contribution to the overall gas flux implicates 
the jets as the primary contributors to the increased 
particle flux observed at perikrone. 
 
References:  
[1] Hansen, C. J. et al. (2006) Science, 311, 1422–
1425. [2] Hansen, C. J. et al. (2008) Nature, 456, 477-
479. [3] Hedman, M. M. et al. (2013) Nature, 500, 
182–184.  
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Introduction: Radiogenic heating and tidal dissipa-
tion are the primary ongoing thermal contributors to icy 
satellite interiors. Tidal dissipation may provide the 
means to form and support global subsurface oceans 
over geological time, such as that confirmed in Encela-
dus through gravity [1, 2] and forced libration measure-
ments [3]. Enceladus also remains unique among the icy 
satellites because its subsurface ocean is thickest be-
neath the active South Polar Terrain (SPT) and compar-
atively thinner elsewhere.  
By considering the effects of tidal dissipation in the 
solid and liquid regions of icy satellites such as Encela-
dus, we hope to provide constraints on their current ther-
mal and interior structures, as well as how the satellite’s 
interior, rotation and orbit has evolved over time. Here 
we investigate how varying ocean thickness as a func-
tion of latitude affects both the time averaged and sur-
face averaged ocean dissipation using a numerical 
model developed in [4].     
Tidal Dissipation: Tyler [5] and Matsuyama [6] de-
veloped an analytical formalism to model dissipation in 
icy satellite global surface oceans. This work was lim-
ited by the need to decompose the solution into spherical 
harmonic components and ignoring non-linear effects. 
Numerically, most non-linear effects are trivial to solve 
for. Having developed a numerical model [4] that incor-
porates non-linear dissipative bottom drag, as well as 
testing it against results from both [6] and [7] (fig. 1), 
we now move to exploring how spatial ocean thickness 
variations alter ocean dissipation.   
 
Figure 1. Comparison of numerical (solid lines) and scaling law 
(dashed lines) results developed by [7] for ocean dissipation un-
der bottom drag on Enceladus, assuming a global surface ocean 
of constant thickness. Results are in excellent agreement away 
from resonant ocean configurations (from [4]). 
Numerical Model: The numerical model, Ocean 
Dissipation in Icy Satellites (ODIS), is based on that de-
veloped by [8] and described in [4]. We use a two di-
mensional finite difference computational fluid dynam-
ics code to solve the Laplace Tidal Equations over a 
fixed latitude-longitude grid.  
Several adjustments had to be made to the original 
code in ODIS. Most obviously, the ocean thickness used 
in the calculations is no longer a numerical constant, but 
varies over the model domain. Modifications also had 
to be made to the fundamental equations under integra-
tion: the continuity and momentum equations [4]. These 
modifications include additional terms that introduce 
the effects of variable ocean thickness to the rest of the 
code by no longer making the assumption that the ocean 
thickness is constant. 
Methodology: Simulations will be run to find aver-
age ocean surface dissipation over the orbital period for 
the eccentricity tide. We explore a variety of ocean ge-
ometries that vary the transition from thin to thick ocean 
under the SPT, as well as varying the ratio of thin to 
thick oceans. The maximum ocean thickness investi-
gated under the SPT is 40 km, consistent with the grav-
ity modelling of [2], which is likely beyond the shallow-
water limit. There is very little constraint on the ocean 
thickness away from the SPT, but we consider thick-
nesses of up to 1 km.  We also vary the latitude at which 
the ocean transition region begins to identify possible 
effects the transition may have on gravity-wave reso-
nances in the system [5, 6]. All simulations assume a 
global surface ocean and employ bottom drag, and ne-
glect the effects of ocean-loading and self-attraction.  
Conclusions: The asymmetry in Enceladus’ ocean 
thickness likely leads to enhanced regions of dissipa-
tion, especially at the boundary between thin and thick 
oceans. This ocean tidal heating could be significant in 
both a time and surface averaged sense. For this reason, 
ocean dissipation in an ocean of variable thickness is in-
vestigated for Enceladus for the first time. 
Acknowledgements: This work was funded by the 
NASA Earth and Space Science Fellowship (NESSF) 
and the NASA Habitable Worlds program. 
References: [1] Iess, L. et al. (2014). Science, 344, 78–
80. [2] McKinnon, W.B. (2015). Geophysical Research Let-
ters, 42, 2137–2143. [3] Thomas, P. C. et al. (2016). Ica-
rus, 264, 37-47. [4] Hay, H. and Matsuyama, I. (2016) LPSC 
LXXVIII, poster #1234. [5] Tyler, R. (2011) Icarus, 211, 770-
779. [6] Matsuyama, I. (2014) Icarus, 242, 11–18. [7] Chen, 
E. M. A. et al. (2014) Icarus, 299, 11-30. [8] Sears, W. D. 
(1995). Icarus, 113, 39-56. 
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Introduction: Constraining the internal structure 
of Enceladus is essential for understanding its origin 
and evolution [1], and for making sense of the salt-rich 
water ice geysers issuing from the surprisingly active 
south polar region—an indication of a potentially hab-
itable internal liquid water reservoir [2–3]. Recent 
Cassini observations, in particular the gravity and li-
bration measurements discussed below [4–5], have 
confirmed that Enceladus is differentiated, with a 
global subsurface liquid ocean lying between the icy 
crust and a (~2400 kg/m3) rocky core (Fig. 1). 
Shape and Gravity: Enceladus' quadrupole gravi-
ty field and the degree-3 zonal harmonic, J3, were de-
termined via radio tracking of the Cassini spacecraft 
during three close (<100 km altitude) flybys [4]. The 
observed J2/C22 ratio is 3.51 ±0.08 (2σ), indicating a 
modest, but statistically significant departure from the 
expectation for a relaxed hydrostatic body, which 
would be ~3.24 in the case of Enceladus [6–7]. For the 
shape, which was determined based on analysis of limb 
profiles [8–9], the corresponding ratio is considerably 
larger, at 4.20 ±0.43 (2σ). The substantially non-
hydrostatic shape accompanied by only a modestly 
non-hydrostatic gravity field suggests compensation.  
An admittance analysis [4,7] yields self-consistent 
results when a moment of inertia factor of C/MR2 
~0.33 is assumed, and indicates a mean compensation 
depth of 30–40 km. The most straightforward interpre-
tation is that lateral variations in the thickness of the 
icy shell (e.g., due to tidal heating) are responsible for 
the observed non-hydrostatic topography, and that this 
topography is supported isostatically in a subsurface 
liquid layer, accounting for the small non-hydrostatic 
gravity.  
Physical Librations: Like any tidally-elongated 
satellite, Enceladus experiences diurnally oscillating 
torques associated with its slightly eccentric orbit 
(ε=0.0047), leading to a small forced physical libration 
over its orbital period of 1.37 days. A network of opti-
cal control points was established and tracked through 
seven years of Cassini ISS (Imaging Science Subsys-
tem) data to determine that this physical libration has 
an amplitude of 0.120° ±0.014° (2σ) [5]. In contrast, 
the physical libration amplitude expected for a homo-
geneous Enceladus is just 0.032°, more than 10σ 
smaller than the measured value [5]. A differentiated 
Enceladus with a rocky core that is in contact with the 
ice shell would experience a similarly small physical 
libration in the range 0.032°–0.034°. Only when the 
ice shell is physically decoupled from the core—that 
is, when a global subsurface ocean is present—can the 
surface of Enceladus exhibit physical librations that 
match the observed amplitude.  
Ice Shell and Internal Ocean: The gravity and li-
bration results suggest a 10–30 km mean thickness 
global subsurface ocean beneath a 20–40 km mean 
thickness ice shell, that is perhaps considerably thinner 
at the south pole. The high heat flux and concentration 
of geologic activity at the south pole may be consistent 
with a locally thin, strongly tidally-heated ice shell, 
possibly resulting from earlier melting events [10–11]. 
A persistent subsurface liquid layer is favored by sev-
eral models and, in spite of efficient cooling [12], can 
be kept from freezing if the orbital eccentricity is typi-
cally larger than the present-day value, or given the 
higher tidal heating rates associated with resonance 
locking [13]. The ice shell rigidity is high enough to 
support the ridges that cover much of the surface, but 
the shell appears to be weak at larger scales [4], likely 
owing to the extensive tectonic activity. 
References: [1] G. Schubert et al. (2007) Icarus 188, 345–
355. [2] C. C. Porco et al. (2006) Science 311(5766), 1393–1401. 
[3] F. Postberg et al. (2009) Nature 459, 1098-1101. [4] L. Iess et al. 
(2014) Science 344(6179), 78–80. [5] P. C. Thomas et al. (2016) 
Icarus 264, 37–47. [6] P. Tricarico (2014) Astrophys. J., 782, 99. 
[7] W. B. Mckinnon (2015) Geophys. Res. Lett. 42. [8] P. C. Thomas 
(2010) Icarus, 208, 395–401. [9] F. Nimmo, B. G. Bills, and P. C. 
Thomas (2011) J. Geophys. Res., 116, E11001. [10] G. Tobie, O. 
Cadek, and C. Sotin (2008) Icarus, 196, 642–652. [11] M. 
Běhounková et al. (2012) Icarus, 219, 655–664. [12] J. H. Roberts 
and F. Nimmo (2008) Icarus, 194, 675–689. [13] J. Fuller, J. Luan, 
and E. Quataert (2016) Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc., 458, 3867–3879.  
 
Figure 1: Three-layer interior model of Enceladus: 
rocky core, global liquid water ocean, icy shell. 
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Introduction:  Saturn’s icy moons host a diverse 
array of surface compositions, controlled by exogenic 
processes, thermal and seasonal variations and radio-
lytic modifications. 
In understanding the surface compositions of the 
icy moons of Saturn, we consider their environments: 
the orbits of the inner mid-sized moons (Mimas, En-
celadus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea) result in important E-
ring grain bombardment, affecting the composition of 
the uppermost layers of the icy regolith, along with 
charged particle bombardment that can drive chemical 
modifications within the regolith. In the outer part of 
the Saturn system, material from Phoebe’s giant ring is 
significant at Iapetus, as well as at Hyperion.   
Inner System Moons:  Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, 
Dione and Rhea all orbit within the broad, tenuous E-
ring, which has a profound effect on their surface 
compositions. Their surface compositions are primarily 
water ice (e.g. [1] [2]), and water ice grain sizes maps 
have been produced (e.g. [3] [4] [5]) The dominance of 
water ice leads to relatively high albedos – but all of 
these moons exhibit a red slope in the UV-visible re-
gion, not characteristic of pure water ice. The strength 
of the UV-visible slope increases with distance from 
Enceladus (e.g. [6]) and thus may be related to E-ring 
grain deposition. The spectral signature has been relat-
ed to nanophase hematite [7] and to organic tholins 
(e.g. [8] [9]). Similarly, radar albedos are found to de-
crease in the order Enceladus/Tethys, Rhea, Dione, 
indicative of increasing amounts of non-ice species, 
postulated to include include ammonia, silicates, me-
tallic oxides, and organics [10]. 
An absorption band in the UV, centered near 260 
nm, has been attributed to ozone [8] and has also been 
suggested to be due to an organic species [11].  
The signature of CO2 is present in dark terrains of 
Dione and Rhea [3] [4] [7], consistent with regions of 
magnetospheric bombardment on Dione [3]. In addi-
tion, Dione shows evidence on its trailing hemisphere 
for dark material derived from an unknown exogenic 
source [7]. 
Ammonia (or ammonia hydrate) is present in small 
amounts (~1%) on the surface of Enceladus as meas-
ured using near-IR [13] [14] and UV spectroscopy [9] 
and appears to be present on the Tethys leading hemi-
sphere as well [11] [14]. It is likely that the NH3, 
which is present in the Enceladus plume [15], is con-
tinually deposited onto the surfaces of these bodies.  
The 26.7° obliquity of the Saturn system results 
seasonal variations due to photochemical processes 
(affecting the uppermost layers of the regolith only); in 
particular, UVIS data suggest the presence of H2O2 (a 
darkening agent) on the summer hemispheres of Mi-
mas [16]; this effect may also been seen at Tethys. 
Outer System Moons: In the outer part of the Sa-
turnian system, the role of organic materials is im-
portant. Clark et al. [7] showed evidence for trace or-
ganics in the dark material of Iapetus, and Cruikshank 
et al. [17] showed that small IR spectral features are 
due to C-H stretching modes of aromatic hydrocarbons 
(probably indicating the presence of polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons (PAHs)), as well as weaker signa-
tures of aliphatic hydrocarbons, due to continual bom-
bardment of Iapetus by material from Phoebe’s interi-
or, originating in the Kuiper Belt. Hendrix et al. [18] 
used UV data to demonstrate that Iapetus PAH signa-
tures are likely present there as well. 
The slow rotation of Iapetus, at its phase-locked 
distant orbit from Saturn, contributes to the important 
process of thermal migration [19] [20], which affects 
the composition of the dark material by volatile deple-
tion. 
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Introduction:  Throughout the Cassini mission, the 
Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) [1] has pro-
vided important results for studying both the plume 
and the surfaces of Enceladus and the other satellites. 
Plume results are the focus of Hansen et al. [2]. Sur-
face measurements are complementary to longer wave-
lengths as the UVIS sensing depth is shallower; fur-
thermore ice, organics and minerals exhibit unique 
spectral characteristics in this spectral regime.  As such 
the UVIS data establish chemical processes (e.g. pho-
tolysis), physical processes (e.g E-ring grain bom-
bardment/emplacement), and weathering effects via 
both mapping and spectroscopic techniques. 
At Mimas, UVIS data indicate a unique seasonal 
variation wherein hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is pro-
duced via photolysis in the summer hemisphere, lower-
ing the far-UV albedo [3]; the effect may also be pre-
sent at Tethys as well. At Phoebe, UVIS data have 
been used to demonstrate the varying presence of wa-
ter ice across the surface [8], and at Iapetus  UVIS data 
have been used to show that both Phoebe and Hyperion 
are richer in water ice than Iapetus’ dark terrain. Spec-
tra of the lowest latitudes of the Iapetus dark terrain 
display the diagnostic UV water ice absorption feature; 
water ice amounts increase within the dark material 
away from the apex (at 90◦ W longitude, the center of 
the dark leading hemisphere), consistent with thermal 
segregation of water ice. The water ice in the darkest, 
warmest low latitude regions is not expected to be sta-
ble and may be a sign of ongoing or recent emplace-
ment of the dark material from the exogenic Phoebe 
ring. 
At Enceladus, UVIS measurements have been uti-
lized to detect the presence of a small amount of NH3 
[4], consistent with ammonia hydrate detections at 
infrared wavelengths [5] [6]. In this presentation, we 
focus on the varying UV signatures due to plume fall-
out (e.g. [10] [11]) as compared to regions where E-
ring grain deposition dominates.  
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Introduction:  The surfaces of Saturn’s icy satel-
lites are affected by their interactions with both Sat-
urn’s rings and magnetosphere. Active Enceladus con-
tinuously replenishes Saturn’s E-ring [1], whose parti-
cles in turn strike Enceladus’ neighbouring satellite 
surfaces [2]. All of the icy satellites move through Sat-
urn’s magnetosphere, although those most affected are 
closest to Saturn, where the plasma density is highest.  
Magnetospheric Interactions:  Global maps of 
Saturn’s five inner midsized icy satellites, made with 
Cassini ISS data, show some intriguing patterns. Spe-
cifically Mimas and Tethys have lens shaped color 
anomalies that appear dark in the IR/UV color ratio 
maps at low latitudes on their leading hemispheres [3] 
(Fig. 1). 
 
Figure 1- Cassini ISS global mosaics of IR/UV color 
ratio, of Mimas and Tethys [3] 
Shortly after this discovery another surprising one 
was made: both of these lenses were spatially correlat-
ed with thermal anomalies [4, 5]. Data from Cassini 
CIRS showed the color anomaly region is cooler dur-
ing the day, and warmer at night, than its surroundings 
(Fig. 2). An additional thermal anomaly also exists on 
Dione [6] but it is much weaker and a lens is not pre-
sent in the Cassini ISS color ratio maps. Finally, this 
surface anomaly is not seen in the far-UV by Cassini 
UVIS on any of the satellites [7]. The lens regions may 
be altered by the high-energy electrons from Saturn’s 
magnetosphere which preferentially bombard this re-
gion [8]. 
Ring Interactions: Satellites closest to Enceladus 
are bombarded by the highest E-ring flux. Results from 
the Hubble Space Telescope show a clear correlation  
 
 
Figure 2 – Surface temperatures of Mimas and Tethys 
between the reflectance and texture of a satellite and 
the flux of the bright E-ring grains that bombard it 
(Fig. 3): the surfaces of satellites closest to Enceladus 
have the highest visible albedo and the narrowest op-
position effects.  Strong leading/trailing albedo and 
color (Fig. 1) asymmetries seen on Tethys, Dione, and 
Rhea are also likely related to hemispheric differences 
in E-ring bombardment [2,7], perhaps in combination 
with cold plasma bombardment on the trailing hemi-
spheres. 
 
Figure 3 – Mean visual geometric albedo for Saturn’s 
mid-sized icy satellites, compared to E-ring albedo [2] 
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Introduction:  Enceladus is a small (radius 250 
km) moon that orbits Saturn between the moons Mi-
mas and Tethys with a period of 1.37 days. This prox-
imity to Saturn means that tidal dissipation should 
have quickly circularized the orbit. However, a 2:1 
mean motion resonance with the moon Dione, which 
orbits just beyond Tethys, excites the orbital eccen-
tricity to the observed value of 0.0047, which in turn 
produces periodic tidal stress on the surface. 
In 2005, Cassini detected the eruption of material 
from warm regions, which correlated with the large 
Tiger Stripe fractures near the south pole of Enceladus 
[1,2]. While no temporal variation had been reported, a 
2007 analysis of tidal stress postulated that the eruptive 
activity might be linked to tidal tension across these 
fractures and predicted that activity should vary on the 
orbital timescale such that greatest activity should be 
observed near apocenter [3]. Indeed, in 2013, results 
from analysis of Cassini’s Visual and Infrared Map-
ping Spectrometer (VIMS) data confirmed the orbital 
variability of the erupting material and qualitatively 
confirmed the predictions of variable activity from 
2007 [4,5].  
Eruption Modeling and Depth of Volatile Res-
ervoirs: Building off the simple models linking tensile 
stress on the Tiger Stripes with eruption activity 
[3,6,7], models were developed to fit activity seen in 
Cassini’s Imaging Sub System (ISS) [8]. These models 
used shear, a phase lag in tidal response, or a physical 
libration to fit the observations. The latter two mecha-
nisms were invoked in order to explain the delay in 
eruption activity since the Tiger Stripes start to experi-
ence tension quite quickly after pericenter passage 
whereas the peak eruption output is later in the orbit.   
The simple model linking the fraction of the Tiger 
Stripes in tension with the eruptive activity was useful 
to predict variable activity and that pericenter would be 
the most quiescent period within the orbit.  However, it 
may be too simplified to reproduce finer variations 
within the orbital activity.  For example, when the frac-
tion of fractures experiencing tension rises, the tensile 
stresses on the surface are small or only slightly ten-
sile.  Thus, just beneath the surface the fracture would 
still be in compression and not likely to vent material.   
By adding overburden stress to the tidal model, the 
tensile stress acting on the fractures can be analyzed at 
various depths. The overburden stress is linear with 
depth and works to compress the fracture, delaying 
activity in the orbit until tensile stresses are larger. 
This naturally causes a lag in the orbital time at which 
fractures experience net tensile stress, potentially de-
laying the time of eruptive activity.  
Conclusions:  Adding the depth of a volatile reser-
voir to models of tidal activity can naturally delay the 
timing of fracture failure, as seen in VIMS and ISS 
eruption activity on Enceladus.  If tensile failure is 
directly linked to tidal activity then a phase lag may 
still be required.  At the greatest depths of tensile fail-
ure, peaks in the timing of failure are still before apo-
center passage and not quite consistent with observa-
tions.  Coulomb failure at greater depths might best 
match activity and does not require any additional 
phase lags or physical librations. 
Tensile failure of the fracture system can only tap 
“shallow” sources. The maximum depth at which ten-
sile failure can tap a volatile reservoir is about 1km.  
This may prove problematic for the production and 
release of salt enriched ice grains. If the ice shell is 10-
40 km thick [9,10], then the water table is approxi-
mately 1-4km below the surface and if salty ice grains 
are formed at a chamber of exposed sea water [11], 
then fractures must be able to fail in tension at this 
depth to allow the release of these types of grains 
through tensile failure. 
Coulomb failure can reach to deeper water table 
depths.  In general, Coulomb failure acts to depths 
three times greater then tension.  These failures can 
also facilitate release of volatiles closer to apocenter, 
without invoking any other mechanism (i.e. lags in 
response or physical libration). The ability to tap a 
liquid source at great depth may also account for varia-
tions in fracture temperatures seen on the surface.  For 
example, the warmer branch of Baghdad sulcus can be 
active to significantly deeper depths.  
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Introduction:  The jets and plumes of Enceladus 
emit vapor and grains into the space environment 
above the south polar region of Enceladus. The con-
tents and the plume provide insight into the sub-
surface ocean on Enceladus, which may host life. The 
dynamics of the emitted material stem from the condi-
tions in the fissures and vents, which can be modulated 
by external and internal drivers. This study combines 
modeling and data analysis to increase the understand-
ing of the spatial distribution of vapor and granular 
material at altitude.  
Data:  Cassini INMS data provide spatially re-
solved in situ measures of mass 44 u and mass 28 u 
species, presumably vapor CO2 and CO. Although the 
mass 18 u data is not spatially resolved, the Cassini 
INMS data provides an overall measure of the water 
vapor sampled during a flyby. We use data from the 
low altitude, southern hemisphere flybys to provide a 
set of crosscutting samples of the plume [1]. Data from 
3 parallel, nearly co-planar, passes provide an interest-
ing way to investigate time variability in plume densi-
ty. Additional data from the 50 km altitude E21 pass 
are also presented. The data from different masses pro-
vide the information on the dynamics of the vapor at 
the point of release from the surface. 
Model:  The Monte Carlo model tracks particles 
emitted from a prescribed spatial and velocity distribu-
tions from the point of release near the surface through 
eventual loss from the Enceladus system [2]. The code 
steps through the equation of motion under gravity in 
time using an RK-4 solver and provides the location 
and velocity of each particle at each time step. These 
data can be binned to produce density for comparison 
with in situ measurements, line of sight column density 
for comparison with remote sensing observation, and 
can factor in velocity information for field of view 
considerations.  
Of particular interest is the relative contribution of 
material emitted along the length of the Tiger Stripes 
(curtain emissions) and those from more concentrated 
sources (jets) [3]. The model incorporates both possi-
ble sources for easy comparison to the data.  
Results:  The model output along the Cassini tra-
jectory of E17 is shown in Figure 1 compared to the 
INMS 44 u observations. The model run using only 
emission along the Tiger stripes is show by the gray 
dashed line. The model run using only discrete sources 
is shown with the blue dashed line. The combination of 
the two models, red line, provides the best overall 
agreement with the observations. Deviations from the 
observations show fine scale structure in the source 
rate that has not been reproduced in the model. 
Conclusions:  The model demonstrates the distri-
bution of vapor species at altitude. The dynamics of 
the fluid flow in the nozzle is set by the dominant spe-
cies, water vapor. Minor species move along with the 
flow and are released with the same bulk velocity as 
water. However, as the flow transitions to a collision-
less paradigm, the species differentiate because the 
random velocities are mass dependent, leading to high-
er collimation of the high mass species. 
Comparison to INMS data show that a constant 
source rate of vapor emitted along the length of the 
Tiger Stripes cannot explain the observations. Addi-
tional, more significant sources are required in certain 
locations and certain times to reproduce the data. 
 
INMS data
model stripes+jets
model stripes only
model jets only
 
Figure 1. The model output compared to Cassini INMS 
data from E17, 44 u. The combination of emission along the 
stripes and emission from discrete jets is needed to reproduce 
the observations.  
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Figure 2. Ratios of the measured 44 u count rate and the 
modeled density, assuming only emissions along the stripes, 
reveals where additional sources are needed to reproduce the 
data. 
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     Decadal Variability: We have analyzed im-
ages from the ISS instrument and find that the 
plume’s mass decreased by a factor of two from 
2005 to 2015 [1]. This decadal variation is super-
posed but separate from the orbital variation dis-
covered by Hedman et al. [2] using VIMS images, 
in which the plumes are brighter at apocenter 
(mean anomaly = 180°) by factors of 4-5 than 
they are at pericenter (mean anomaly = 0°). Our 
unit of mass is slab density—the total mass of 
particles in a horizontal slab per unit thickness of 
the slab. The decadal variation is seen also in 
equivalent width, which is closely related to 
brightness and is used by Hedman et al. [2].  
     Comparison with VIMS: Qualitatively, our 
ISS results agree with the VIMS results, but the 
reported VIMS equivalent widths are about 60% 
of the ISS equivalent widths taken at the same 
time. This difference arises because the VIMS 
field of view is too narrow to separate the down-
ward-sloping wings of the plume from the nega-
tive curvature of the E ring background.  
     Vertical Profile: Slab density vs. altitude in 
the 25-200 km range is best described as a power 
law whose negative exponent is greatest in mag-
nitude at apocenter, indicating a slower launch 
speed there than at pericenter. 
     Variation with Position in Orbit: A second-
ary maximum in slab density occurs at mean 
anomaly ~60°, which is before the main maxi-
mum at 180 ± 10°. We find no significant phase 
lag in the maximum, in contrast to the results of 
Nimmo et al. [3].  
     Eleven-year Orbital Cycle: The decadal trend 
is in phase with the orbital eccentricity itself, 
which varies by ±2.2% of its average value with 
an 11-year period. Because eccentricity is im-
portant in producing the tidal stresses that regu-
late plume activity (Hurford et al. [4]) it is tempt-
ing to associate decadal variations with variations 
in eccentricity. However, the eccentricity is small, 
about 4.8%, and the variations of eccentricity are 
a small fraction of that. Whether these variations 
are large enough to produce factor-of-two varia-
tions in slab density is an open question. This 
question is relevant to other questions about En-
celadus, such as: What keeps the cracks from 
freezing shut due to vapor deposition on the walls 
[5]? How deep is the evaporating liquid, and what 
keeps it from freezing over [6]? Where is the tidal 
heat generated? Are eruptions of liquid onto the 
moon’s surface possible? 
     Refernces: [1] Ingersoll A. P. and Ewald S. P. 
(2016) Icarus, submitted and under revision. [2] 
Hedman M. M. et al. (2013) Nature 500, 182-184. 
[3] Nimmo F. et al. (2014) Astron. J. 148:46 (14 
pp). [4] Hurford T. A. et al. (2007) Nature 447, 
292–294. [5] Nakajima M. and Ingersoll A. P. 
(2016) Icarus, in press, doi: 10.1016/j.icarus. 
2016.02.027. [6] Ingersoll A. P. and Nakajima M. 
(2016) Icarus, in press, doi: 
10.1016/j.icarus.2015.12.040. 
 
Figure 1. Plume mass vs. position in the orbit 
labeled by year of observation. The ordinate is 
slab density—the mass of particles in a horizontal 
slab one km thick 100 km above the South Pole. 
The abscissa is mean anomaly—time from peri-
center divided by the orbit period expressed as an 
angle. Colors and shading give the time of obser-
vation in 3-year intervals centered on the years 
2006, 2009, 2012, and 2015. In addition to the 
factor of 4-5 variation with mean anomaly, the 
graph shows a 2-fold decline in slab density from 
2005 to 2015. From Ingersoll and Ewald [1]. 
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Introduction: Saturn’s E ring is the second largest 
planetary ring in the solar system, encompassing the 
icy satellites of Mimas (rM = 3.07RS), Enceladus (rE = 
3.95RS), Tethys (rT = 4.88RS), Dione (rD = 6.25RS), 
Rhea (rR = 8.73RS), and Titan (rR = 20.25RS). Encela-
dus was proposed early on as the dominant source of 
ring particles [1], since the edge-on brightness profile 
peaks near the moon’s mean orbital distance. We now 
know that the cryo-volcanoes at the moon’s south-
polar terrain are the main sources for the E ring parti-
cles [2]. Many features such as the ring’s blue color 
and the local ring structure can be explained by the 
dynamics of the plume particle ejection [3][4].  
 
Before the discovery of the Enceladus plumes in 
2005, the mechanism for replenishing the E ring with 
ring particles was attributed to the ejecta particles pro-
duced by collisions of interplanetary particles [5] or by 
impact of the ring particles [6] with the moon’s sur-
face. In principle all ring moons contribute via the so-
called impactor ejecta mechanism to the ring particle 
population, the  extent of which is a focus of ongoing 
research [7][8]. However, there is now consensus that 
the primary source of ring particles are ice particles 
ejected by the Enceladus plume into an orbit around 
Saturn [8]. The fact that the particles emerge from lo-
calized sources at the Enceladus southpole terrain [9] 
has interesting consequences for the ring’s fine struc-
ture. Spikes in the ring’s vertical density profile ob-
served by Cassini CDA as well as the long sinuous 
brightness structures dubbed tendrils observed by Cas-
sini ISS can be associated with the strongest dust jets 
on Enceladus [4][3].    
 
A surprising finding by the Cassini was that the E 
ring extends out to Titan’s orbit [10]. Numerical simu-
lations of ring particle evolution show that particles < 
500 nm released at Enceladus can migrate far beyond 
Rhea’s orbit [7]. However, measurements by Cassini 
CDA indicate the presence of larger particles at the 
outer parts of the E ring, which suggests that those 
particles cannot originate from Enceladus [7].  
 
The ring particle composition is water ice with 
traces of sodium salts [11] and nano-silica inclusions, 
which act as nucleation seeds for the plume particles 
formed in the water vapor ascending through the frac-
tures within the Enceladus surface [12]. After the ice 
mantels get removed by plasma sputtering, the silica 
inclusions form hypervelocity dust streams that are 
observed by Cassini CDA [13].     
 
A fraction of ring particles are deposited on the sur-
faces of the moons embedded in the ring. Numerical 
simulations of the ring particle dynamics allow us to 
estimate where, and to what extent, E ring material is 
deposited (Fig. 1) [14]. 
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Figure 8: Mass deposition rate of E ring particles on Enceladus (top) and Tethys
(bottom). Saturn is at 0  longitude (W) and the moons’ orbital motion is at 90 
longitude (W).
maps for ring particles’ semi-major axes, eccentricities, and
inclinations wer deri d from the resulting library of singl
particle trajectories. We find that number density of ring ring
particles larger than 400nm is locally enhanced at about Rhea’s
orbital distance, where the electro-static equilibrium potential
has a local minimum. The capture and subsequent erosion of
bigger grains migrating outwards explains nicely why this re-
gion has been found to be the source region of the Saturnian
stream particles (Hsu et al., 2011).
Our simulations r produce measurements by Cassini’s C s-
mic Dust Analyser, which have been specifically designed to
explore the ring particles’ eccentricity distribution. We deter-
mined the ring particles’ sinks and obtained maps of the ring
material deposition on the ice moons Enceladus and Tethys.
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Introduction: The geological history of Enceladus 
appears remarkably complex for a moon with a mean 
radius of ~250 km. Evidence of tectonic activity and 
episodic partial resurfacing is apparent in image data 
returned by the Voyager and Cassini spacecraft [1,2]. 
A fundamental method for deciphering these complex 
geological relationships is through measuring the dis-
tribution of craters across the surface of the satellite.  
Background: Crater counts on Enceladus indicate 
a wide range of surface ages [3-6] suggesting a long 
history of geological activity. Crater density measure-
ments for portions of the trailing hemisphere indicate 
variations with latitude and a relative deficiency of 
craters at diameters ≤2 km and ≥6 km for cratered 
plains compared to other icy Saturnian satellites [7]. It 
was concluded that these observations were the result 
of a combination of viscous relaxation and subsequent 
burial of large craters, and burial of small craters, by 
south polar plume and possibly E-ring material. 
Analysis: Crater distributions for this work have 
been compiled from a 100 m/pixel controlled global 
mosaic of Enceladus produced as part of an effort to 
map the global geology of the satellite at a scale of 
1:2M [8]. Sample regions of ancient cratered plains 
and younger leading and trailing hemisphere terrains 
were chosen for preliminary analysis. Their locations 
and corresponding cumulative size-frequency distribu-
tions are shown in Figs. 1 & 2. A method similar to [7] 
has been adopted for making measurements (e.g., non-
impact related craters, such as pit craters, are excluded 
from analysis; image stretching is used to accentuate 
crater depressions in regions where crater rims are dif-
ficult to discern). All craters ≥0.5 km in diameter are 
counted in this analysis and crater distributions meas-
ured here are for diameters <10 km.   
Results: The measured distributions of the two cra-
tered plains sample regions are essentially equivalent 
for crater diameters >1.1 km. At smaller crater diame-
ters, a falloff in the distribution for CP2 with respect to 
CP1 is observed. The falloff for CP2 appears consistent 
with the previous observation of small crater burial by 
south polar plume particles [7]. This could indicate that 
a lack of falloff for CP1 is related to its distance from 
the plume source. When comparing our sampled cra-
tered plains regions to a model of plume particle depo-
sition [9], it is clear that particle accumulation is less 
likely to occur in the CP1 region. Additional work to 
map variations in the crater size frequency distribution 
of cratered plains material across Enceladus will pro-
vide additional insight into this phenomenon.  
The measured distributions of the leading and trail-
ing hemisphere terrains differ significantly for crater 
diameters of ~1-3 km. The deficiency of craters in this 
size range for the leading hemisphere terrain, com-
pared to the trailing, could be indicative of a resurfac-
ing event affecting the region. However, a bias result-
ing from limited viewing geometries for images of the 
leading hemisphere may also be present. Further inves-
tigation will be necessary to confirm this finding. 
References: [1] Spencer et al. (2009) Saturn from Cassini-
Huygens, 683–724. [2] Squyres et al. (1983) Icarus, 53, 319–331. 
[3] Plescia and Boyce (1983) Nature, 301, 666–670. [4] Lissauer et 
al. (1988) JGR, 93, 13776–13804. [5] Kargel and Pozio (1996) 
Icarus, 119, 385–404. [6] Porco et al. (2006) Science, 311, 1393–
1401. [7] Kirchoff and Schenk (2009) Icarus, 202, 656–668. [8] 
Becker et al. (2016) LPS XLVII, Abstract #2342. [9] Kempf et al. 
(2010) Icarus, 206, 446–457. 
Figure 1. Count locations for the leading (LH) and trailing 
(TH) hemispheres and portions of cratered plains units (CP1 
and CP2) in the northern and southern hemisphere. 
Figure 2. Cumulative size-frequency distributions for meas-
ured geologic terrains on Enceladus. 
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Introduction: A vital tool to constraining the evo-
lution of the mid-sized saturnian satellites is their im-
pact cratering histories. Images from the Cassini Imag-
ing Science Subsystem (ISS) have resulted in a great
leap in our knowledge of  these histories.  It  has pro-
vided new insights into the crater populations, impact
rates,  and  surface  ages.  We review  the  progress  on
each of these and discuss remaining issues.
Crater Populations: Four broad populations may
form craters on Saturn's moons [e.g., 1]: (1) outer Solar
System small bodies (“comets”); (2) planetocentric im-
pactors  from  satellite  collisions  and  primary  crater
ejecta that escape the moon; (3) secondary impactors
from primary crater ejecta; and (4) captured inner So-
lar  System  small  bodies  (“asteroids”).  Analyses  of
crater size-frequency distributions (SFDs), along with
dynamical  models  and  astronomical  observations  of
small body populations, have helped to improve con-
straints on the contributions of these populations.
Comets are likely the main source for craters with
diameter, (D)  ≳20 km. This is suggested by the shal-
low crater  SFDs [e.g.,  2],  apex-antapex asymmetries
[e.g.,  3]  (although  reduced  compared  to  predictions
[4]), and the great extent of crater rays [e.g., 5].
Meanwhile,  craters  D≲20  km  may  be  partially
composed by planetocentric  impactors  in  addition to
heliocentric  impactors  to  potentially  explain  that  no
significant apex-antapex asymmetry has been observed
so far [e.g., 3]. Some small craters on Dione, Tethys,
and Rhea are also likely secondaries implied by steeper
crater SFDs and model predictions [e.g., 6, 7].
Neukum et al. [e.g., 8] argue the similarity of satel-
lite crater SFDs to the lunar production function sup-
ports asteroids captured by Saturn as the main source
for all craters. However, dynamical corroboration has
not been presented.
Remaining Issues: Does crater degradation or satu-
ration  possibly  obscure  the  apex-antapex  asymmetry
for  small  craters?  What  is  the  contribution  of
sesquinaries [e.g., 6] and captured asteroids? How can
Pluto/Charon data help further constrain the contribu-
tion of all populations [e.g., 9]?
Impact Rates: The first rates for cometary fluxes
were computed by Shoemaker and Wolfe [10] extrapo-
lating  from  rates  observed  at  Earth.  After  Voyager,
Zahnle et al. [11] determined current (since ~4 Ga) im-
pact rates using crater SFDs, along with astronomical
observations and dynamical models of small body pop-
ulations. These rates were updated using  Cassini data
in [1]. Di Sisto and Zanardi [12] also computed current
impact rates using a dynamical model of Centaurs con-
strained by Cassini data. Even though uncertainties are
still  large  on  these  impact  rates,  Cassini data  have
helped to considerably improve our estimates.
Remaining Issues: How can outer Solar System im-
pact rates be further improved? How do we incorporate
the Late Heavy Bombardment into the rates [e.g., 13]? 
Surface Ages: Cassini ISS imaging has vastly in-
creased the surface area and diameter range over which
crater SFDs can be observed on the mid-sized satur-
nian satellites. This, along with the improved knowl-
edge of crater populations and impact rates, has pro-
vided significant new constraints on the surface ages. 
The densely cratered plains on all satellites appear
to be old with crater retention  model ages of >3.5 Ga
[e.g., 2, 14]. The only satellites that seem to have large
areas of younger terrains (excluding basins) are Dione
and  Enceladus  [e.g.,  15–18].  The  ridge  terrains  of
Enceladus are suggested to vary in age from 0.7-2.0
Ga. For Dione, a ridged terrain is observed on the trail-
ing hemisphere and is likely at least 2.5 Ga old, while a
smooth terrain is found on the leading hemisphere that
could be as young as ~1.7 Ga.
Studying the viscous relaxation of  impact  craters
also plays an important role in understanding the sur-
face ages of Saturn's moons. It can alter interpretation
of crater SFDs [e.g., 16], help constrain ages of large
basins [e.g., 19], and provide clues on surface modifi-
cations and defining different terrains [e.g., 20].
Remaining Issues:  Have subtle resurfacing events
been missed? What sources of error are not accounted
for in computing crater retention model ages? How do
crater SFDs compare among different researchers and
what do similarities and differences mean?
References: [1] L. Dones et al., in Saturn from Cassini-Huy-
gens,  613,  2009.  [2] M. R. Kirchoff & P. Schenk,   Icarus
206, 485, 2010. [3] N. Hirata,  JGRP 121, 111, 2016. [4] K.
Zahnle et al.,  Icarus 153, 111, 2001. [5] R. J. Wagner et al.,
42nd LPSC,  Abst.  #2249,  2011.  [6]  E.  B.  Bierhaus et  al.,
Icarus 218, 602, 2012. [7] S. J. Robbins et al.,  46th LPSC,
Abst. #1654, 2015. [8] G. Neukum et al., EPSC, Abst. #610,
2006. [9] K. N. Singer et al., 47th LPSC, Abst. #2310, 2016.
[10] E. M. Shoemaker & R. F. Wolfe,  LPSC XII,  1, 1981.
[11] K. Zahnle et  al.,  Icarus163,  263,  2003.  [12] R. P. Di
Sisto & M. Zanardi, A&A 553, A79, 2013. [13] S. Charnoz et
al.,  Icarus 199, 413, 2009. [14] R. J. Wagner et al.,  LPSC
XXXIX, Abst. #1930, 2008. [15] M. R. Kirchoff & P. Schenk,
Icarus 256,  78,   2015.  [16]  M.  R.  Kirchoff  & P. Schenk,
Icarus 202, 656, 2009. [17] C. C. Porco et al.,  Science 311,
1393,  2006.  [18]  R.  Wagner  et  al.,  LPSC  XXXVII,  Abst.
#1805, 2006. [19] G. Robuchon et al., Icarus 214, 82, 2011.
[20] M. T. Bland et al., GRL 39, L17204, 2012.
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Summary: Enceladus geysers apparently draw water from a 
subsurface ocean, but the sustainability of conduits linking 
ocean and surface is not understood. “Tiger stripes” sourc-
ing the geysers should be clamped shut by tidal stresses for 
much of the 1.3 day orbit, and liquid-water conduits should 
freeze over quickly, so eruptions should be intermittent. 
However, observations show sustained geysering. A simple 
model of tiger stripes as tidally-flexed slots that puncture the 
ice shell can simultaneously explain:  persistence of the 
eruptions through the tidal cycle; observed phase lag of 
eruptions relative to tidal stress; maintenance of fissure 
eruptions over geological timescales; and Enceladus’ power 
output. Delay associated with flushing and refilling of O(1) 
m-wide slots with ocean water generates a phase lag, while 
tidally pumped in-slot flow leads to heating and mechanical 
disruption that  staves off slot freeze-out. Details, including 
citations to very useful papers omitted here due to space 
limits, are in Kite & Rubin, PNAS 113, 3972-3975, 2016.  
   Background: Each of Enceladus’ eruptive fissures is 
flanked by <1 km-wide belts of endogenic thermal emission 
(104 W/m for ~500 km total fissure length). The tiger stripe 
region is tectonically resurfaced, suggesting an underlying 
mechanism accounting for both volcanism and resurfacing. 
Plume composition and gravity suggest that the geysers are 
sourced from a salty ocean. A continuous connection be-
tween ocean and surface is a simple explanation for these 
observations, but leads to a severe energy-balance problem. 
The water table within a conduit would be ~3.5 km below 
the surface (from isostasy), with liquid water below the wa-
ter table, and vapor-plus-droplets above. Condensation of 
vapor on fissure walls releases heat that is transported to the 
surface thermal-emission belts by conduction (Fig. 1). Be-
cause this vapor comes from the water table there is strong 
evaporitic cooling of the water table. Freezing at the water 
table could release latent heat but would swiftly clog fis-
sures with ice. This energy deficit has driven consideration 
of shear-heating, intermittent eruptions, and heat-engine 
hypotheses. The observed long-term steadiness of ice and 
gas geysering is modulated (for ice) by fivefold tidal varia-
bility. Peak activity anomalously lags peak tidal extension. 
Surprisingly, eruptions continue at Enceladus' periapse. 
    Simple slot model: Fissures are modeled as slots open to 
an ocean at the bottom. Subject to tidal stress, the water 
table initially falls, water is drawn into slots from the ocean 
(which is modeled as a constant-pressure bath), and slots 
widen. Wider slots allow stronger eruptions. Later in the 
tidal cycle, the water table rises, water is flushed from slots 
to the ocean, slots narrow, and eruptions diminish (but never 
cease). W>5 m slots oscillate in phase with σn, W<1 m slots 
lag σn by π/2 rad, and resonant slots (W ~ 1 m, tidal quality 
factor ~ 1) lag σn by ~ 1 radian. Net liquid flow feeding the 
eruptions is negligible compared to tidally-oscillating flow. 
Turbulent liquid water flow into and out of slots generates 
heat. Water temperature is homogenized by turbulent mix-
ing. Aperture variations and vertical pumping help to disrupt 
ice forming at the water table. A long-lived slot must satisfy 
the heat demands of evaporitic cooling at the water table 
plus re-melting of ice inflow driven by the pressure gradient 
between the ice and the water in the slot. Turbulent dissipa-
tion can balance this demand for W=1-3 m, corresponding to 
phase lags of 0.5-1 rad, as observed. Eruptions are then 
strongly tidally-variable but sustained over the tidal cycle. W 
<1 m slots freeze shut, and W>5 m slots would narrow. 
Near-surface apertures ~10 m wide are suggested by model-
ing of high-temperature emission, consistent with near-
surface vent flaring. Rectification by choke points, conden-
sation on slot walls, and ballistic fall-back, could plausibly 
amplify the <2-fold slot-width variations in our model to the 
5-fold observed plume variations. In summary, turbulent 
dissipation of tidal flows could plausibly explain the inter-
annual-to-decadal sustainability of liquid-water-containing 
tiger stripes. At the conference, we will describe how a cou-
pling between long-lived slots and the ice shell drives a 106 
yr geologic cycle that buffers Enceladus' power to ~8 GW. 
 
Fig. 1. Geysers vary on tidal timescales due to flexing of geyser 
source fissures by tidal stresses. Flexing also drives vertical 
flow in slots beneath source fissures, generating heat. Heat 
maintains slots against freeze-out despite strong evaporitic cool-
ing at the water table, which provides heat for warm surface 
material. 
 
Fig. 2. Turbulent dissipation that matches the observed phase 
lag of Enceladus relative to a fiducial model of interior structure 
(gray lines bracket acceptable range) also matches observed 
Enceladus power (vertical lines). Thin black curves show power 
for two plausible slot geometries.  Colored dots show fractional 
change in aperture. Aperture is sampled at 0.25 m intervals up 
to 5 m (lowermost dots). Best fit W are 1.25-2 m. 
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   Global color mosaics of Saturn’s moons (Figs. 1-6) were produced from images taken by NASA’s Cassini spacecraft during the first ten years 
exploring the Saturn system. The most obvious feature on the maps is the difference in color and brightness between the two hemispheres. 
According to authors of the images, the darker colors on the trailing hemispheres (on the left side of the images) are thought to be due to 
alteration by magnetospheric particles and radiation striking those surfaces. The lighter-colored leading hemispheres are coated with icy dust 
from Saturn’s E-ring formed of tiny particles ejected from Enceladus’ South Pole. These satellites are all, supposedly, being painted by material 
erupted by neighboring Enceladus.     Some corrections are however necessary for these explanations. The first theorem of the wave planetology 
[1, 2] states: “Cosmic bodies are dichotomous”. This is due to warping action of the fundamental wave affecting moving in keplerian orbits with 
periodically changing acceleration celestial bodies. All cosmic explorations of numerous bodies show that a two-face appearance or dichotomy 
really is their typical trait. Normally, the subsided relatively smoothed hemisphere opposes the uplifted rugged one. The best-studied examples 
are Earth, Mars, and Moon.  Thus, the painting action of Enceladus is an additional action superimposed on already existing tectonic dichotomy - 
a ubiquitous morphologic feature.  It is true that the source of tiny icy particles is Enceladus; that is why it is less color dichotomous (whitened) 
than other icy satellites (Figs. 1-6). Uplifted cracked and fissured (rugged) hemispheres often are darker because some lighter (but darker under 
decomposition-soot) substance is coming up. This is not the case for Iapetus and probably for Enceladus degassing light toned material.      
   Uplifted hemispheres are more rugged, cracked, and cratered than the opposite pressed-in hemispheres. Normally pressing – diminishing 
radius is a reason for forming denser formations in these tectonic blocks (preserving angular momentum considerations; look at Earth and Mars). 
In the saturnian satellites cases darker substance could be less dense than water ice or presents very thin dark veneers originating from 
decomposition of material extracted from satellite depths due to very deep cracks (Diona and Rhea). In much more wave warped Iapetus [3] the 
darker and presumably denser material (tholins?) already fills hemispheric depression. Thus, tectonic (geomorphologic) dichotomy is basically 
more regular, stable and universal than color and brightness characteristics.   Ref: [1] Kochemasov, G.G., 1998. Tectonic dichotomy, sectoring 
and granulation of Earth and other celestial bodies.  Proceedings of the International Symposium on New Concepts in Global Tectonics, “NCGT-
98 TSUKUBA”, Geological Survey of Japan, Tsukuba, Nov 20-23, 1998,144-147. [2] Kochemasov, G.G., 1999. Theorems of wave planetary 
tectonics. Geophys. Res. Abstr., v.1, no. 3, p. 700. [3] Thomas, P.C., Veverka, J., Helfenstein, P., Porco, C. et al., 2006. Shapes of the saturnian 
icy satellites. Lunar and planetary Science Conference XXXVII, Houston, USA, Abstract 1639 pd. CD-ROM. 
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Introduction: Direct exploration of the Icy Moons 
of our Solar System implies landing on its icy surface. 
Advanced mission scenarios suggest to deploy a robot-
ic exploration probe in order to migrate into the subsur-
face aiming for data collection and sampling of subgla-
cial liquid [1]. Since water ice melts at a moderate 
temperature many of the robotic concepts are inspired 
by the idea of melting their way through the ice. This 
approach means that while migrating into the ground 
the probe is surrounded by convecting melt water and 
experiences a complex thermal state. In order to (au-
tonomously) control the probe while making optimal 
use of the collected sensor data, it is crucial to have a 
solid understanding of the probes’ ambient environ-
ment during a melting scenario. 
In our contribution, we will address this objective 
and present an integrated computational model for an 
exploration probe migrating through ice and its ambi-
ent cryospheric state. When we first started this project, 
we had a particular application in mind, namely model-
ing the dynamic behavior of the robotic exploration 
probe IceMole [2,3]. Though the IceMole still inspires 
much of our work, we now reached a level of generali-
ty that allows us also to study related processes such as 
self-burrying meteorites. Instead of the robotic probe 
one can hence also think of any generic heat source.    
 
Observation scale: Existing computational models 
for studying the Icy Moons often act on very large spa-
tial and time scales and address objectives such as the 
evolution of our Solar System. These are hence macro-
scale models. Other studies investigate micro-scale 
processes, e.g. when studying details about the ice 
structure. In our project, we are most interested in time 
scales in the order of hours to months and spatial scale 
that range from the submilimeter scale (melt film in the 
vicinity of the probe) to tens or hundreds of meters 
(length of the melting channel). It is important to us to 
consider both transient heat and mass transport, phase-
change processes, as well as natural or forced convec-
tion in the melt. We distuinguish two modules: 
 
Modeling the ambient cryo-state: Currently our 
model is capable of computing phase-change processes 
that are fully coupled to the convecting liquid melt. We 
compute  the temperature distribution in the ice, con-
vection and temperature distribution in the melt, as 
well as the evolving location of the solid-liquid phase 
interface. Our algorithm relies on a fixed-grid, weak 
interface approach and implements the enthalphy-
porosity method. First results realize simplified 2d and 
3d geometries and have been computed with an Open-
Foam implementation. The implementation can be used 
both on a desktop PC or parallelized on a compute 
cluster. It has been tested with analytical reference so-
lutions and with experimental data, both of which 
showed very nice agreements.  
 
Modeling the heat source migration: The objec-
tive of the second module is to determine the trajectory 
of a rigid heat source in a migrating state. Here, our 
current approach updates position and attitude through 
minimizing an appropriately chosen energy functional. 
The exact form of the energy functional depends on the 
design of the probe.  
 
In this presentation, we will describe the current 
state of both modules, discuss scope and validity of 
their underlying assumptions and current implementa-
tion, and show various test cases. We will introduce 
two collaborations in the context of the Enceladus Ex-
plorer Initiative, during which our model will be ap-
plied in the near future, namely 
1. re-analysis of laboratory and field experiments 
of the IceMole team at FH Aachen University 
of Applied Sciences, Germany, 
2. optimal control of melting probes together 
with the CAUSE (Cognitive Autonomous 
Subsurface Exploration) team at University of 
Bremen. 
Finally, we will sketch next steps such as quantifying 
the error of simplified models [4], and future develop-
ment areas on our way towards a fully capable tool for 
simulation-based mission support. 
 
Acknowledgements: As part of the Enceladus Ex-
plorer Initiative, the project is supported by the Federal 
Ministry of Economics and Technology, Germany, on 
the basis of a decision by the German Bundestag (FKZ: 
50NA 1502). 
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Acta Astronaut., 106, 63–89. [2] Kowalski J. et al. 
(2016), Cold Reg. Sci. Technol., 123, 53-70. [3] 
Dachwald B. et al. (2014), Ann. Glaciol., 55(65), 14-22. 
[4] Schüller K. et al. (2016) Int. J. Heat Mass, 92, 884-
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Introduction:  The icy moons present some of the 
promising examples of extended habitable locations in 
our Solar System. Some of them seem to have liquid 
water that is in contact with the rocky mantle, ena-
bling them to deliver elements for life. They also may 
have temperature gradient, potential hydrothermal 
vents for free energy source for possible chemo-
lithotrophic organisms. How all this fits in to our 
knowledge about the origin of life? Where are the caps 
and challenges in each model for life on the icy 
moons? 
If there is life on one or more of the icy moons in 
our Solar System (e.g. Enceladus and Europa), how 
could it have got in there? Did it emerged inde-
pendently there, or was it delivered from somewhere 
else? Endogenous theories of the origin of life often 
depend on the environment where life could have 
emerged. One theory favor hydrothermal vents, anoth-
er dry volcanic surfaces, and third ices. Icy moons 
could have two such environments: hydrothermal 
vents and ice. Panspermia is a theory that life origi-
nated from somewhere else, Earth as one obvious 
place of origin. All these theories have caps and chal-
lenges in them. Organic molecules have limited stabil-
ity in high temperatures. On the other hand, chemical 
reactions are very slow in ice. If life came from some-
where else, how it survived its journey through the 
space, and how did it get itself to the potential ocean 
under thick ice shell? In this paper, pros and cons of 
these theories are presented. 
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Introduction:  Enceladus has a complicated geo-
logical history, dominated by partial resurfacing epi-
sodes [1]. The South Polar Terrain (SPT) is the young-
est form of these resurfacing episodes, as it is currently 
active, however there is also evidence for past partial 
resurfacing in the Leading and Trailing Hemisphere 
[2]. In the southeastern region of the Leading Hemi-
sphere (around 30° S, 90° W), there are relic fragments 
of an ancient cratered terrain encircled by a ridge-
forming matrix. These “crater islands” exhibit evi-
dence of rotation around vertical axes, from which we 
may estimate the viscosity of the ice at the time of 
block rotation. 
Ice viscosity is used for assessing heat flux. Esti-
mates for the heat flux outside of the SPT range from 
110-270 mW/m2 based on observations such as ridge 
height and crater relaxation [3-5]. Thus, by constrain-
ing the ice shell viscosity, we will provide constraints 
on other properties of the ice-shell. 
Methods:  In order to constrain the ice viscosity, 
we first estimate the rotation angle of the crater is-
lands. We estimate this angle by measuring the deflec-
tion in the surrounding ridges (Figure 1). The rotation 
angle is related to the strain by: 
€ 
cotα '= cotα − γ    (Equation 1)  
where α’ is the rotation angle and γ is the strain. We 
then get the strain rate by dividing the strain by the 
time of formation. Finally, we estimate the viscosity 
using:  µ = τ
!γ
    (Equation 2) 
where µ is the viscosity of the ice-matrix, τ is the stress 
and γ is the strain rate.  
Preliminary Results:  Our initial estimate of the 
rotation angle is based on the angle of the deflected 
ridges with respect to the overall sub-horizontal trend. 
We use 10 Ma, the youngest potentail age for the 
Leading Hemisphere terrain [1], for the time of for-
mation. The stress (
€ 
τ ), we assume to be diurnal due to 
the relatively short formation time, though we plan on 
investigating nonsynchronous rotation (NSR) as a pos-
sible source as well in the future.  The diurnal stresses 
on Enceladus have a predicted maximum of 100 kPa 
[6,7]. As such we took 
€ 
τ  to range from 10-100 kPa, 
resulting in the viscosity range 1017-1018 Pa s (Table 1). 
Implications and Future Work:  The brittle-
ductile transition is likely to occur when the ice viscos-
ity is 1013-1017 Pa s [8]. As such, the initial rough esti-
mate of the viscosity indicates ductile ice at or close to 
the surface. Having such a low viscosity, ductile ice at 
the surface implies a high heat flow in this region at 
the time of formation. 
In order to improve our initial viscosity estimate, 
we will evaluate our stress mechanism by considering 
NSR as well as diurnal and plausibility of each based 
on stress orientations provided by the SatStressGUI [9] 
and contraints based on the Maxwell Time [e.g., 8]. 
We will also create a detailed map of the cratered is-
land region and the surrounding area in order to ana-
lyze potential internal deformation of the blocks which 
would effect our strain estimate. Overall, we will re-
fine our viscosity analysis with the goal of constraining 
the conditions under which the crater islands formed 
and the implications for Enceladus’s geologic history. 
 
Table 1: Correnspond values for each quantity calcu-
lated to get the ice viscosity from Equations 1 and 2. 
Quantity Value 
€ 
α ’, angle of rotation 30° 
€ 
γ , strain 1.7 
t, time 10 Ma or 1014 s 
€ 
˙ γ , strain rate 10-14 s-1 
€ 
τ , stress 10-100 kPa 
€ 
µ , viscosity 1017-1018 Pa s 
 
References: [1] Spencer, J.R. and Nimmo, F. 
(2013) Annu. Rev. Earth Planet Sci., 41, 693–717. 
[2] Crow-Willard, E. and Pappalardo, R.T. (2015) 
JGR., 120, 928-950. [3] Giese et al., B.R. (2008) Ge-
ophys. Res. Lett., 35. [4] Bland, M., et al. (2007) Ica-
rus, 192, 92-105. [5] Bland, M., et al. (2012) Geophys. 
Res. Lett., 39. [6] Hurford, T. et al. (2007) Nature, 447, 
292-94. [7] Smith-Konter and Pappalardo (2008) Ica-
rus, 198, 435-51. [8] Bland, M. et al. (2015) Icarus, 
260, 232-45. [9] Patthoff, D.A, et al. (2015) AGU, 96. 
Figure 1: Crater islands image (left) and a rough geolog-
ical map (right). 
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Introduction:  The final flythrough of the plume 
of Enceladus by the Cassini Orbiter on October 21, 
2015 marked the end of Cassini’s in situ investigations 
of this remarkable small moon of Saturn. Over a dec-
ade of flybys and seven flythroughs of the plume, 
Cassini has determined that Enceladus has a global 
ocean [1,2], organics [3], salty water [4], and a possi-
ble hydrothermal system at the ocean’s base [5]. This 
makes Enceladus a key target for future exploration. 
Near-term exploration proposals:  A proposal in 
2011 from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory with interna-
tional collaborations to fly a Discovery-class Saturn 
orbiter repeatedly past Enceladus and Titan, called 
Journey to Enceladus and Titan (JET), would have 
carried a Rosetta-spare mass spectrometer, a near-
infrared mapping spectrometer, and conducted experi-
ments in gravity mapping of the two bodies [6]. The 
intent was to provide an astrobiological assessment of 
both Saturn moons, together with Titan mapping and 
geophysical objectives. The spacecraft power supply 
was the Advanced Sterling Radioisotopic Generators, 
or ASRG’s, then under development but with a cur-
rently uncertain future. The proposal was not selected. 
 In 2015 a revised JPL Discovery proposal, again 
with international collaboration, refocused the objec-
tives on those that could be accomplished entirely with 
mass spectrometry. This concept, called Enceladus 
Life Finder (ELF), was to fly a solar-powered space-
craft into Saturn orbit and to make multiple deep 
flythroughs of the Enceladus plume [7]. The payload 
consisted of one mass spectrometer to study the gase-
ous species in the plume, while a second  would ana-
lyze ice grains features, both with an exceptional mass 
range, sensitivity and substantial resolution improve-
ment over Cassini. In addition to assessing the habita-
bility of the ocean by determining key parameters such 
as redox state, pH and temperature of the ocean, ELF 
would conduct three tests looking for biological activi-
ty in the ocean. The mission was not selected for Phase 
A in the 2015 Discovery round.  
A sample return concept involving a flythrough of 
the plume and capture of material for return to the 
Earth has been developed at JPL; called Life Investiga-
tion for Enceladus (LIFE) the mission would also sam-
ple and analyze the plume in situ [8]. The concept was 
too ambitious for Discovery but potentially might be a 
New Frontiers-class mission. The TSSM mission to 
Titan and Enceladus was studied by ESA and NASA 
as a flagship and large (L-)class mission in 2008-2009, 
but was not selected [9]. 
Parallel efforts in Europe to continue the explora-
tion of Enceladus led to a mission proposal for an L-
class mission in 2013 [10] and several M-class con-
cepts possibly in conjunction with Titan exploration.  
In 2016, the ‘Explorer of Enceladus and Titan’ (E2T) 
mission was proposed in response to the M5 ESA call 
to assess the evolution and habitability of these Satur-
nian icy moons using a solar electric powered space-
craft in orbit around Saturn, performing multiple 
flythroughs of Enceladus’ plume. The E2T mission 
payload consists of two time-of-flight mass spectrome-
ters and a high resolution IR Camera.  
Roadmap:  The plethora of mission concepts for 
future exploration of Enceladus and the interest by 
NASA and ESA in the “Ocean Worlds” (planetary 
bodies with water or other-type oceans), requires a 
strategy to be developed against which proposals can 
be fielded. One such strategy has recently been pub-
lished [11]. It features a roadmap that progresses from 
plume flythrough missions, to plume sample return, 
and on to more ambitious missions that might land 
near fractures or even attempt to enter the ocean. Pro-
gression to more ambitious missions depends on the 
results of their predecessors. With current launch vehi-
cles, a possible Enceladus plume flythrough mission 
that might be completed and approved through a New 
Frontiers’ opportunity in 2016/2017 would not arrive 
until after 2030. This makes the search for life in the 
Saturn system a multi-generational effort.    
Other icy moons of Saturn:  The entire Saturn 
satellite system exhibits a diversity of processes and 
properties unrivalled by the other giant planets. While 
proposals for future missions have focused on Titan 
and Enceladus, it is tempting to speculate that a mis-
sion to one or both of these bodies would also carry out 
investigations of some of the other moons.  
 
References: [1] McKinnon W.B. (2015) GRL 42, 
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C. et al. (2011) LPSC 42, 1326. [7] Lunine, J.I. et al. (2015). 
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730-742. [9] Reh, K. (2008) report, jpld-48442 [10] Tobie, 
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Introduction:  Enceladus is one of the most heavi-
ly tectonized bodies in the Saturnian system; however 
its long-term tectonic history of deformation is not 
well described. The source of the small moon’s ob-
served ongoing geologic activity, focused in the south 
polar terrains (SPT), can not be understood without a 
more complete picture of the fracture history preserved 
on the surface.  
To elucidate Enceladus’s tectonic history, we cre-
ate detailed fracture maps and model the early- and 
late-stage tectonic environments on Enceladus. Similar 
work will be completed for Dione and Rhea, both have 
late- and early-stage fracture populations. This com-
parative planetalogical approach will enhance results 
from Enceladus by exploring bodies where tectonic 
activity ceased before terrains were tectonically resur-
faced. Differences in orbital distances (Enceladus ~4 
Rs, Dione ~6 Rs, and Rhea ~9 Rs) and eccentricity (En-
celadus 0.0047, Dione 0.0022, Rhea 0.00125) contrib-
ute to varied levels of tectonic complexity on each 
satellite. There are likely other factors that have ena-
bled Enceladus’s ongoing activity. We present prelim-
inary global, fracture maps of Enceladus, Dione, and 
Rhea as well as preliminary tidal stress models to 
begin to elucidate and compare their early- and late-
stage tectonic histories.  
Enceladus: Enceladus’s cratered plains on the Sat-
urn- and anti-Saturn hemispheres have preserved a 
record of cratering in contrast to the paucity of craters 
in the tectonized leading and trailing hemisphere ter-
rains (LHT and THT) [1, 2]. Stratigraphically, the cra-
tered terrains preserve a record of tectonism pre- and 
post-dating cratering. Pre-cratering tectonism is char-
acterized by 
troughs and 
ridges, and 
troughs are fur-
ther distin-
guished between 
as those that fit 
into parallel sets 
(grouped) and 
those that don’t 
(ungrouped) [3]. 
Post-cratering 
activity is pre-
served as frac-
tures called pit chains [4]. Preliminary stress modeling 
using SatStressGUI [5] suggest that grouped troughs 
and pit chains may have formed due to nonsynchro-
nous rotation (NSR), whereas the randomly orientated 
ungrouped troughs suggest ice shell thickening [3, 6].  
Dione: Preliminary mapping of Dione’s wispy ter-
rains of its trailing hemisphere do not show the same 
diversity of fracture types as described on Enceladus 
[7]. Dione’s wispy terrains are primarily normal fault 
scarps and graben. Preliminary tidal stress modeling 
results from SatStressGUI suggest that the wispy ter-
rains formed due to 
NSR. A secondary 
population of fractur-
ing appears older and 
not associated with 
the wispy terrains 
[e.g. 8]. Ongoing 
mapping and model-
ing will further eluci-
date their formation 
mechanism(s). 
Rhea:  Similar to 
Dione, Rhea has two 
populations of frac-
tures: younger wispy 
terrains also on its 
trailing hemisphere 
[9] and other older 
younger than other 
fractures elsewhere on Rhea. Mapping and tidal stress 
modeling of Rhea is ongoing.  
Discussion:  Preliminary observations of Encela-
dus suggest punctuated episodes of tectonic activity. 
The two populations of fractures on Dione and Rhea 
may also preserve a similar kind of varied stress histo-
ry within the fracture patterns expressed on their sur-
face. Similarities and differences of the preserved frac-
ture histories on these bodies will inform the complex 
tectonic history and geologic activity on Enceladus.  
References: [1] Kirchoff, M. R. & Schenk, P. 
(2009) Icarus, 202, 656-668. [2] Sims, D. W. et al., 
(2014) GRL, 41, 3774-3778. [3] Martin, E. S. (2015) 
46th LPSC, Abstract #1620. [4] Michaud R. L. et al., 
(2008) 39th LPSC, Abs. #1678. [5] Patthoff D. A. et al., 
(2015). Eos, Trans. AGU 96, Fall Meet. Suppl., Abs. 
P31C-2079. [6] Martin, E. S. & Kattenhorn, S. A. 
(2014) 45th LPSC, Abs. #1083. [7] Nahm, A. L. & Kat-
tenhorn, S. A. (2015) Icarus, 258, 67-81. [8] Ham-
mond, N. P. et al., (2013) Icarus, 223, 418-422. [9] 
Stevenson, D. J. (1982) Nature, 298, 142-144. 
Figure 1: The distribution of ancient 
fractures on Enceladus. 
Figure 2: Twin scarps, scarps, 
and linea make up Dione’s 
wispy terrains.  
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Introduction:  Enceladus is a remarkable world. 
We infer from Cassini mass spectrometry of plume 
gas, ice and silica grain analyses, and gravity and libra-
tion measurements the existence of an internal ocean in 
contact with a rock core that may be undergoing hydro-
thermal activity [1-7]. Such active hydrothermal condi-
tions provide a habitable environment and have been 
implicated as a region where early life emerged on 
Earth [e.g., 8]. In this talk we put these compositional 
analyses and structural inferences into the context of 
origin and internal evolution models (including those 
of Titan), and by doing so constrain these models 
where practical, with the ultimate goals of 1) assessing 
Enceladus’ habitability and 2) suggesting future meas-
urements that may resolve these issues. 
Overview of Origins:  The saturnian regular icy 
satellites, as a whole, almost certainly formed in a cir-
cumplanetary accretion disk (CPD) that surrounded the 
growing gas giant at the end of its formation [9]. Proto-
Saturn would have been sufficiently massive to have 
opened a gap in the solar nebula (SN) [10]. Accretion 
of gas and entrained particles (“pebbles”) then pro-
ceeded through streamers, which coalesced and formed 
a prograde-rotating CPD [e.g., 11,12].  
Early in this phase, temperature and pressure con-
ditions in the CPD may have been high enough to in-
duce gas phase chemistry (e.g., CH4 to CO [13]) and 
devolatilize solids captured from the solar nebula. As 
the SN dissipates, however, the CPD progressively 
attenuates and cools, enough so that gas phase chemis-
try is kinetically inhibited and that the compositions of 
captured solids captured remain largely unaltered [9].  
The D/H ratio in H2O measured in Enceladus’ 
plumes by INMS is relevant here: D/H is close to the 
value inferred for Oort Cloud comets (~2.9 × 10-4 [1]; 
cf. [14]), precluding the possibility that Enceladus’ 
building blocks condensed in an initially warm and 
dense saturnian subnebula [15]. In the latter, the D/H 
ratio acquired by the water ice accreted by Enceladus 
should be close to the much lower, protosolar value 
[15]. By inference then, Enceladus largely accreted 
from rock, ices, and organic matter directly inherited 
from the solar nebula by the saturnian CPD. 
Composition:  Carbonaceous chondrites are the 
most primitive chondrite class, so it is often assumed 
that they are most representative of outer solar system 
“rock.” CI chondrites contain the fullest complement 
of elements at solar abundance levels (except H, C, O, 
N, and noble gases) [16], and are the class typically 
associated with outer planet satellite composition [e.g., 
17,18]. CIs are the most aqueously altered chondrites, 
however, and it is not clear if icy moons accreted CI-
type material or their anhydrous precursors (perhaps 
both). Comet-like abundances in plume vapor [1] sug-
gest a substantial fraction of organic H-C-O-N-rich 
cometary material, which would make the bulk com-
position of Enceladus even closer to solar composition 
than CI chondrites. On the other hand, evidence from 
Stardust samples [19] and recent dynamical models 
[20] argue for some degree of mixing across the solar 
nebula, so that even inner solar system materials may 
have ended up incorporated into Enceladus. 
Evolution:  Minor species that have been securely 
identified, at the percent level or less, in plume vapor 
are CO2, CH4, and NH3; higher hydrocarbons are also 
present [1,2; cf. 22]. Salts (principally NaCl and Na 
carbonate/bicarbonate) have been detected in E-ring 
and plume ice grains [2]. The presence of all of these 
in the plume is consistent with a model of an sodic, 
alkaline ocean with Na+, Cl–, and CO3–2 as the major 
solutes [6,18]. This, and specifically the possible de-
tection of native H2 [23], are consistent with an active-
ly serpentinizing core [5,6]. A principal question, then, 
is whether ongoing serpentinization (here taken to ge-
nerically mean aqueous alteration of Fe-bearing ultra-
mafic minerals) is consistent with a 4.5 billion year old 
Enceladus, or whether such “serpentinization” is more 
consistent with a cosmogonically much younger satel-
lite, such as two recent studies have proposed [24,25]. 
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Context: Thermal models struggle to sustain an 
ocean on Enceladus, even with tidal heating [1-5]. In 
contrast, Mimas, Saturn’s innermost mid-sized moon, 
is surprisingly geologically inactive, although likely 
differentiated [6]. An ocean on Mimas would lie below 
warm ice, subject to tidal dissipation at a rate 30 times 
higher than on Enceladus [7]. Strong tides would drive 
surface activity and circularize Mimas’ orbit, regard-
less of dissipation inside Saturn [7-9]. Yet, Mimas’ 
orbit is four times as eccentric as Enceladus’, and not 
in an eccentricity-type resonance with other moons. 
Previous studies suggested that Enceladus’ lower sur-
face area:volume ratio and higher density (i.e. more 
abundant radionuclides) may have warmed it enough 
for tidal dissipation to produce heat and melt, whereas 
Mimas may never have been warm enough to be suffi-
ciently tidally heated [10-12]. However, none of these 
studies explicitly modeled tidal dissipation. 
Model: We model the thermal evolution of Mimas 
and Enceladus from formation to the present. We use 
the 1-D code IcyDwarf [13,14] to model partial or full 
ice-rock differentiation, ammonia antifreeze, parame-
terized convective heat transfer both in the shell and 
due to hydrothermal flow, and radiogenic, gravitation-
al, and chemical heating. We have added viscoelastic 
tidal heating [15-17], as well as porosity (model sim-
plified from [18]) and its effects on thermal conductivi-
ty [19,20]. Between simulations, we vary the time of 
accretion (short- and long-lived radionuclide content), 
initial temperatures, porosities, and structure (homoge-
neous or rocky core + icy shell), as well as tidal dissi-
pation models (elastic, Maxwell, Burgers, or Andrade). 
Results and discussion: Successful evolution sce-
narios must yield differentiated moons [6], an extant 
ocean on Enceladus, but no dissipative interior on Mi-
mas (which likely precludes ocean emplacement or 
persistence). We have yet to find a set of realistic con-
ditions that satisfies all criteria. Melting is favored in 
insulating interiors (undifferentiated and/or porous). 
Ocean sustainability hinges on tidal dissipation, but is 
also favored by undifferentiated crust and hy-
drothermal circulation, which efficiently transports 
heat from the radiogenic core into the hydrosphere. 
Unlike previous findings [10-12], most sets of initial 
conditions that yield an ocean on Enceladus also yield 
one on Mimas, for which the positive tidal feedback on 
ocean persistence is stronger. This highlights the need 
to explicitly model tidal effects on thermal evolution. 
Our simulations produce an extant ocean on Ence-
ladus if (1) it retains an insulating crust (Fig. 1); or (2) 
with Andrade-like dissipation, which yields an ice 
thickness of 50 km, or 25 km if dissipation is ten times 
higher as suggested by [17]. In scenario (1), Mimas has 
no ocean, but remains undifferentiated. In scenario (2), 
Mimas also has an ocean. 
Ongoing work: Because differentiation requires 
ice softening, conducive to runaway dissipation, a sce-
nario in which Mimas accretes rock before ice could 
explain its present state [21]. It would then never heat 
up enough for tidal feedbacks to take place, whereas 
Enceladus would. We are now testing such scenarios. 
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Fig. 1: Thermal evolution of Enceladus for accre-
tion 7 Myr after Ca-Al-rich inclusions, with initial 
temperature 100 K and 20% initial porosity. Tidal dis-
sipation follows the Andrade model. Maxwell dissipa-
tion yields a thinner ocean and thicker crust.
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For a small body like Enceladus, the main source of 
energy driving activity comes from its orbit via tidal 
dissipation. Because the rate of dissipation depends on 
the internal structure, and the internal structure is af-
fected by tidal heating, the thermal and orbital history 
are tightly coupled [1].  
In this talk, I will first briefly summarize our under-
standing of the current internal structure of Enceladus. 
I will then go on to discuss its long-term thermal-
orbital evolution, focusing on two key questions. The 
first is how to explain the observed surface heat flux of 
up to 16 GW [2]. The second is how to explain the 
presumed persistence of a global subsurface ocean [3]. 
Both ultimately depend on understanding how tidal 
dissipation operates. 
Because Enceladus is in an orbital resonance, its ec-
centricity may grow or decrease depending on the rela-
tive rates of tidal dissipation in Enceladus and Saturn. 
If the eccentricity is in equilibrium, the dissipation rate 
depends only on dissipation in Saturn and is 1.1 GW 
for the conventional Q of Saturn of 18,000 [4]. This 
dissipation rate is much less than the observed heat 
flow. There are three possible explanations: 1) The 
long-term dissipation rate is 1.1 GW but Enceladus is 
unusually dissipative at present (e.g. as a result of peri-
odic thermal-orbital behaviour [5]). 2) The long-term 
dissipation rate is 1.1 GW but Enceladus is currently 
releasing accumulated heat at an unusually high rate 
(e.g. due to convective turnover [6]). 3) The long-term 
dissipation rate is much greater than 1.1 GW (Saturn is 
more dissipative). The first two options imply that we 
are seeing Enceladus at a special time; the third does 
not. 
Astrometric evidence suggests that Saturn may indeed 
be more dissipative than the conventional estimate [7], 
at least at the frequencies characteristic of the present-
day satellite orbits. Until recently it was assumed that 
such high dissipation drives rapid orbital migration and 
implies ages for the inner satellites much less than the 
age of the solar system. However, recent work [8] sug-
gests that Saturn's Q is a very strong function of fre-
quency, and that the satellite outwards evolution rate is 
controlled by the evolution timescale of Saturn itself. 
In this formulation, high present-day dissipation is 
compatible with an ancient age for the inner satellites.  
Because of the high surface area:volume ratio of En-
celadus, it is difficult to maintain a global ocean for 
billions of years [9]. A long-lived ocean is assumed 
because if the ocean freezes entirely, dissipation is 
reduced and it is hard to re-melt the ice. Tidal heating 
in the shell at a rate of 1.1 GW is insufficient to pro-
long the ocean life-time. Tidal dissipation in the ocean 
itself would help, but is likely a very minor contribu-
tion [10]. Tidal heating in the silicate interior is the 
most effective way of maintaining the ocean, but it is 
not yet clear whether such heating is plausible [11]. 
Higher rates of tidal heating (as suggested above) 
make the long-term survival of an ocean much more 
likely. 
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Introduction:  Saturn’s inner mid-size moons are 
exposed to a number of external weathering processes, 
including charged particle bombardment and UV pho-
tolysis, as well as deposition of E ring grains and inter-
planetary dust. While optical remote sensing observa-
tions by several instruments onboard the Cassini space-
craft have revealed a number of weathering patterns 
across the surfaces of these moons [1][2][3][4][5], it is 
currently not entirely clear which external process is 
responsible for which observed weathering pattern. 
Here we focus on Saturn’s moon Mimas and model the 
effect of energetic electron bombardment across its 
surface. Our results are discussed in the context of pre-
viously reported Cassini remote sensing observations of 
Mimas. 
 
Method:  To model the access of energetic elec-
trons to different surface locations we used a guiding 
center, bounce-averaged approach which has previously 
been employed for the Jovian [6][7] and Saturnian 
moons [8]. The electron spectrum at the orbit of Mimas 
was implemented according to the fit functions provid-
ed by [8], which are based on averaged measurements 
from the Cassini Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument 
(MIMI) Low Energy Magnetospheric Measurement 
System (LEMMS) at a narrow corridor near the orbit 
of Mimas (~3.08 Rs) during the period 2004-2013. We 
populate the energetic electron spectrum from 10 keV 
to 10 MeV, assuming that the electron flux above 10 
MeV is negligible due to macrosignature formation. 
The interaction of electrons with the surface of Mi-
mas was implemented using the PLANETOCOSMICS 
code [9], which is based on the Geant4 toolkit [10]. 
The simulation geometry was constructed as a flat slab 
of material consisting of H2O with a density of 1 g/cm
3. 
For each primary particle simulated, the energy depos-
ited by all primary and secondary particle interactions 
within the surface geometry layer was recorded at 1 µm 
depth intervals. 
 
Results:  We predict a lens-shaped electron energy 
deposition pattern which extends down to ~cm depths 
at low latitudes near the center of the leading hemi-
sphere. These results are consistent with previous re-
mote sensing observations of a lens-shaped color 
anomaly[4] as well as a thermal inertia anomaly at this 
location [2][3][5]. At the trailing hemisphere, we pre-
dict a similar lens-shaped electron energy deposition 
pattern, which to date has not been observed by the 
Cassini optical remote sensing instruments. We suggest 
that no corresponding lens-shaped weathering pattern 
has been observed on the trailing hemisphere due the 
comparatively short range of lower energy (<1 MeV) 
electrons into surface ice, as well as competing effects 
from cold plasma bombardment. 
 
 
Figure 1 - Energy deposition maps at different depths at the leading 
hemisphere of Mimas. The energetic electron dose is given in terms of 
years to reach a significant dose of 100 eV/ 16 amu, which is equal to 
a dose of 6.03 x 1010 Rad. 
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Introduction: Rhea, the second largest satellite of 
Saturn has undergone the geological activity at larger 
scale for longer period of time[1]. Airless moon of 
Saturn shows numerous stratigraphic features which 
were analysed earlier from Voyager mission [1,2,3]. 
The geological landform includes presence of 
lineaments, scarps, grabens, ridges, fault lines, grooves 
[4] etc. Through the treasure of high resolution data 
provided by Cassini mission on multiple flybys of 
Rhea starting from 2005, it is possible to sneak into 
this icy moon in more efficient way.  Landslide is one 
of the most common geological activities seen on the 
surface of the earth till day. However, this phenome-
non is already observed at large scale on other planets 
like Mars [5, 6], Moon [7], Venus [8] and few icy sa-
tellites like Iapetus [10], Io [11] and Rhea [10]. The 
presence of mass wasting on these planets shows some 
activity similar to the surface of earth. Additionaly, 
mass wasting on one of the youngest crater called 
Inktomi[9] shows that the surface of Rhea was active 
till few years back. 
Imaging datasets:  To study the landslide pheno-
mena image was downloaded from USGS Pilot site. 
Cassini Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) and Wide Angle 
Camera (WAC) provide images which resolution va-
ries from 10 m/pixel to ~800 m/pixel depending upon 
the area of study. 
Observations: Located at leading hemisphere of 
Rhea, Nishanu crater (9°S,129°W) shows many un-
usual geological features at its current condition. The 
elliptical shape central uplift and absence of ejects 
blanket on ~117 km diameter crater shows that forma-
tion of this crater took place long back. The post im-
pact large landslide at inner crater wall altered the cra-
ter rim at its north east direction (Fig.1) and small scale 
avalanche scare is quite prominent in the eastern direc-
tion of the landslide which seems to be affected the rim 
of another unknown crater nearby. On planetary bodies 
chemical and physical weathering process plays vital 
role in the reformation of existing surface structure. 
According to [9] on icy bodies due to friction within 
the rock, the surface ice melts which makes the floor 
slippery enough to form landslides. This could be one 
of the mechanisms for landslide at current location on 
Rhea however; further laboratory evidences can give 
more insight about avalanche. The landslide mechan-
ism other than Moon, Mars and Earth is least explored 
in detailed because of limited high resolution image 
data. To generate productive results author will derive 
observation regarding volume and frictional coefficient 
(H/L). For, Mars and Earth H/L give inverse trend with 
increase in landslides length studied by [6,12,13,14], 
for Iapetus it is independent of this relation and for 
Rhea similar study carried out by [10] but only for two 
sites. 
Discussion: Add onto this, on the basis of age dif-
ference between Nishanu crater and landslide, it is 
possible to have deep understanding regarding forma-
tion of mass wasting; whether it is a result of impact 
effect or any weathering process. If any physical wea-
thering process is associated with it then what are the 
feasible driving factor behind it, and how it formed. 
The idea will be taken further by mapping the landslide 
locations on Rhea through which it will be possible to 
get the understanding of surface composition and its 
structure.  
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Introduction: Image data of Enceladus shows 
clear evidence of tectonic activity and episodic partial 
resurfacing [1-3]; suggesting a geological history that 
is remarkably complex for a moon with a mean radius 
of ~250 km. The key to understanding that history is 
buried in and, to some extent, obscured by: 1) the 
complex geological relationships between the SPT and 
other recognized geological provinces on Enceladus, 2) 
the distribution and density of observed craters on the 
surface, and 3) the distribution, orientations, and cross-
cutting relationships of tectonic features across the 
surface of Enceladus. 
Geological provinces: Most notable among the 
recognized geological provinces on Enceladus is the 
South Polar Terrain (SPT). It harbors active plumes 
containing water vapor, dust, and other materials erupt-
ing from fractures, referred to as tiger stripes, and is 
bound by a circumpolar chain of south-facing scarps 
and confined mountain chains [4,5]. Fissure-style vent-
ing [6] and discrete geyser eruptions [7] have been 
observed for both the tiger stripes and associated frac-
tures. Analyses of this region have revolutionized our 
understanding of the evolution of icy satellite surfaces 
[e.g., 8-11]. However, Enceladus’ south polar terrain 
tells only the most recent part of the story of this 
unique icy body. Distinct geological provinces on the 
leading and trailing hemispheres of Enceladus that 
share characteristics with the SPT have also been rec-
ognized [cf. 3,12]. Analyses of these provinces, and 
their relationship to each other, have provided insight 
into the thermal evolution of the satellite [13,14], the 
potential for reorientation of its spin-pole axis [8,9], 
and the potential for variability in the rheological and 
mechanical properties of its icy shell [10,15].  
Crater morphology/distribution: Crater mor-
phologies observed on Enceladus are generally con-
sistent with those observed for other icy Saturnian and 
Galilean satellites [16,17] and viscous relaxation 
and/or infilling of craters on Enceladus is apparent 
[18,19]. Analyses of the latitude dependent distribution 
of relaxed and buried craters on Enceladus has provid-
ed important insight into the thermal evolution of its 
ice shell and into the role of in-falling SPT plume and 
E-ring material in the crater modification process.  
Tectonics: Enceladus exhibits a variety of tectonic 
landforms [20], including: isolated straight troughs and 
pit chains; deep, steep-sided depressions called chas-
mata; a diversity of morphologies of curvilinear ridges; 
sets of closely spaced parallel ridges and troughs, 
sometimes defining tabular bands; and double-ridged 
tiger stripes at the south pole. The distribution and 
cross-cutting relationships of tectonic features on En-
celadus have been used to define distinct regions of the 
satellite’s surface [1,3,4,11]. An analysis of the orien-
tations of observed fracture patterns within the SPT 
suggest the formation of at least some tectonic features 
is consistent with a temporally varying global stress 
field caused by nonsynchronous rotation of a floating 
ice shell [11].  
Summary: The geological history of Enceladus 
appears to be divided into distinct episodes of locally-
focused activity. The conclusions drawn from analyses 
of the recognized geological provinces of Enceladus, 
the morphologies and distributions of craters, and the 
distributions and orientations of tectonic structures 
each provide a piece to the puzzle that represents the 
geological history of Enceladus’ surface. Understand-
ing that history requires integrating these insights, and 
others not highlighted here, into a self-consistent pic-
ture of the surface evolution of this unusual moon. 
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Introduction:  The surface of Enceladus has a di-
verse array of geologic terrains that includes ancient 
cratered regions, young ridges, and numerous frac-
tures. Here we focus on the numerous ridges that are 
observed in the terrains outside of the active south po-
lar terrain (SPT). North of ~55° S latitude, Enceladus 
can be broadly divided into the the young tectonic ter-
rains that dominate the leading and trailing hemi-
spheres and the older Saturnian and anti-Saturnian 
cratered terrains [1]. Here we explore the geometries, 
morphologies, relative ages, and potential formation 
mechanisms for ridges observed outside the SPT. 
 Ridge types: Leading hemisphere. In their geo-
logical map, [1] divided the leading hemisphere into 3 
sub-terrains: northern and southern regions, surround-
ed by a curvilinear terrain. Each region contains differ-
ent types of ridges. In the northern portion of the lead-
ing hemisphere terrain are two ridge types, one smaller 
in amplitude and wavelength, and a second larger am-
plitude set (Fig. 1).  The smaller ridges have a spacing 
of 1–2 km, are ~10s m high, and 1–20 km long. The 
larger ridges are ~600 m high, 15–35 km long, show a 
lens-like shape in map view, and in cross-section are 
broad with flank slopes of 6–30°. The southern leading 
hemisphere terrain is dominated by ridges that are sim-
ilar in size and shape to the smaller ridges to the north; 
however, this region lacks a larger ridge set. The raised 
topography suggest these ridges likely formed as a 
result of a compressional stress event.  
Trailing hemisphere. The trailing hemisphere is domi-
nated by a striated plains unit which is composed of 
small amplitude (10s m), roughly N-S oriented ridges 
and troughs [2]. These ridges appear very similar to the 
“ropey terrain” of the south polar terrain in their mor-
phology and the geometry of their intersections with 
other ridges. However, they do not appear to be associ-
ated with any tiger-stripe-like structures or jetting ac-
tivity. The second ridge type, the “dorsa,” stand up to 
~1 km above a region of the trailing hemisphere that is 
slightly depressed. The dorsa are ~2.5 km wide, and in 
map view (Fig. 2) they can bifurcate in a branching 
manner with branches that intersect other dorsa at near 
right angles. They can 
reach lengths of ~50 
km and heights of 
600–800 m [3]. Our 
analyses show that 
they have gentle slop-
ing flanks of ~20° and 
appear rounded to 
trapezoidal in cross 
section, and potentially 
accommodated ~10% 
shortening.  
 
Cratered terrains. Dispersed among the numerous 
craters of the region are ancient ridges. These ancient 
ridges are generally <10 km long and ~100 m high and 
linear (Fig. 3). 
Most ancient 
ridges are cut by 
other identifiable 
features including 
craters and frac-
tures, suggesting 
they pre-date all 
other deformation 
[4, 5].  
 
Discussion: Distinct sets of ridges with unique 
morphologies and geometries are observed in each of 
Enceladus’s major tectonic terrains. Ridges of any one 
type are almost exclusively observed in only one re-
gion, i.e. dorsa are observed only in the trailing hemi-
sphere. This suggests potentially unique formation 
conditions for each type of ridge and different styles of 
tectonics for each terrain. The large difference in ages 
between the ridges within the cratered regions and 
those on the leading and trailing hemispheres suggests 
two major periods of compression separated by a long 
history of relative quiescence.  
References: [1] Crow-Willard & Pappalardo 
(2015), JGR 10.1002/2015JE004818. [2] Bland, et al. 
(2007) Icarus, 192, 92-105. [3] Spencer et al. (2009) in 
Saturn from Cassini-Huygens, 683-724. [4] Michaud et 
al. (2008) 39th LPSC, abs 1391. [5] Martin et al (2015) 
46th LPSC, abs 1620. [6] Roatsch et al. (2013) Plant. 
Space Sci. 77, 118-125. 
Fig	 2.	 Saturn	 shine	 image	 illu-
minating	 the	 dorsa.	 Cylindrical	
projection	 of	 image	
N1675146616.	 White	 arrows	
show	location	of	some	dorsa.	
20	km	
5	km	
Fig	 3.	 Cratered	 terrain.	 Red	 arrows	
point	 to	 ancient	 ridges.	 Image	 from	
Cassini	ISS	basemap	[6].	
Fig	 1.	 Leading	 hemisphere	
northern	ridge	terrain.	Large	
(white	 arrows)	 and	 small	
ridges	 (red	 arrows)	 are	 visi-
ble.	 Vertical	 line	 shows	 the	
location	 of	 a	 limb	 profile.	
Image	 comprised	 of	 image	
N160436392.		
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Introduction: As it is known, Enceladus is one of 
only three outer Solar system bodies (along with Jupi-
ter’s moon Io and Neptune’s moon Triton) where ac-
tive eruptions have been observed. Radius of Encela-
dus’ gravity sphere action is equal to 488 km that is 
less in comparison with the radius of Enceladus (500 
km). Here we use  a) mass ratio of Enceladus (mE) and 
Saturn (mS) equals mE/mS=1.900204∙10
-7
; b) semimajor 
axes (aE) and eccentricity (eE) of Enceladus orbit are 
equal to aE=236.8∙10
3 
km and eE=0.0047 respectively 
[1]. Below the closed trajectories  of hypothetical small 
bodies near the orbit of Enceladus are stated in the 
model  of motion of    particle with negligible small 
mass m3 in the frame of the planar circular restricted 
three body problem [2], [3]. Let us, mS and mE are mass 
of main bodies, rSE is a distance between these bodies, 
and G is the gravitational constant. We find the region 
of the point motion (m3), – distance r3, (r3=r3(x3,y3)) in 
respect of the system center mass, – and numerically 
investigate the region of the particle stability motion, 
using method of Runge-Kutta integrating, where N is 
the numbers of points in the figures. The regions of the 
particles stable motion, in the given model, will be 
considered as the regions of concentration of undiscov-
ered bodies in this system.   
Fundamental Equation:  In accordance with 
works [2] and [3] we have the vectorial differential 
equation (1) of the particle m3  motion in the uniformly 
rotating system 
d
2
r3 /dt
2
+GmS(r3-rS)/ (׀r3-rS׀)
3
 +  
GmE(r3-rE)/(׀r3-rE׀)
3
)-2[dr3/dt, Ω]–Ω
2
r3 = 0.             (1) 
Here, r3 is the radius-vector determined the position 
of considered point (m3) in respect of the center mass 
of the system. rS and rE are radii – vectors in respect of 
the center mass of the system determined the positions 
of major bodies with mass mS and mE correspondingly. 
Ω is the angular velocity of uniformly rotation of the 
major bodies.  
rS=-(mE/(mE+mS))rSE, rE= (mS/(mS+mE))rSE,        (2) 
 
3
SE
ES
r
mmG 
 . 
Examples:  For the numerical experiments we put 
G=6.672∙10-11 m3/(sec2∙kg), mS=568.36∙10
24 
kg (mass 
of the Saturn), mE=1.08∙10
20 
kg is mass of Enceladus.  
In the process of the equation (1) solving we use the 
following units: mS is the unit of mass, rSE is the unit of 
length, the unit of time t is corresponded for the case 
G=1. Moreover, we put for all considered cases (except 
fig. 4) the following initial conditions: xS≠0, dxS/dt=0, 
yS=0, dyS/dt=0, xE≠0, dxE/dt=0, yE=0, dyE/dt=0, x3≠0, 
dx3/dt=0, y3=0, dy3/dt=0. The results of the numerical 
experiments in intervals of time motion corresponded 
hundreds and thousands revolutions of major bodies 
are presented in Fig.  1 – 5.  
Conclusions: a) For the curve (Fig.1) the velocity 
of m3 equals zero only in initial moment of time but in 
the work [2] the corresponding curves are plotted, 
mainly, only for V≡0. b) Asteroid 2010 SO16 moves 
along the trajectory like presented in Fig. 1. and it ap-
proaches the Earth so, it may be supposed – there are 
undiscovered small bodies in the system “Saturn and 
Enceladus” moving along the curves presented in Fig. 
1. c)  Fig1. illustrates closed trajectories of any small 
bodies near  Enceladus. d)   Fig. 1. is not contradicted 
with the celestial mechanical model of the stable mo-
tion of dust matter near the points of Lagrange in  the 
considered system). 
 
Fig.1. The trajectory of the small body m3 in the system 
“Saturn (mS=1) and Enceladus (mE=mS/(5.26259259∙10
6))”, 
in respect of the center mass of the system (mS and mE). xS=-
1.900203734918∙10-7, xE=0.999999809996. x30=-xE-ε. 
ε=1∙10-3. Unit of length equals rSE. Time τ of m3 motion var-
ies from τi=0 to τf=10000 units of time.  
References: [1] http://archive.org/pdf1104.0036v.    
[2] Szebehely V. (1967) Theory of Orbits. The Re-
stricted Problem of Three Bodies. Yale University. 
New Haven Connecticut. Academic Press New York 
and London. [3] Perov N. I. et. al. (2011) Theoretical 
Methods of Localization in the Space–Time of Un-
known Celestial Bodies, Yaroslavl, YSPU, 208 pp.   
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During four Enceladus encounters between Novem-
ber 2009 and October 2015 (Table 1), the Cassini Ion 
and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) operated in its 
Open Source Neutral Beam (OSNB) mode. In the 
OSNB mode, INMS makes direct measurement of the 
velocities of the neutrals. Although the velocity data 
from OSNB measurements are coarse, they provide 
strong constraints on the speed distribution of H2O 
molecules within and surrounding the plumes.  
In the OSNB mode, the velocity of the neutrals 
measured by INMS are determined by the angle of the 
INMS boresight, which sets the direction of the mole-
cules, and the INMS compensation velocity parameter 
(VCOMP), which sets the speed of the molecules. The 
vector addition of this velocity with Cassini’s velocity 
provides the neutrals’ velocity relative to Enceladus. 
During E8, E11, and E16, VCOMP was fixed, but Cassini 
rotated so that INMS scanned the velocity of neutrals. 
Cassini’s rotation produced a single velocity scan, 
where the measured molecules had velocities that were 
radial from Enceladus with speeds increasing from 0 to 
2 km/s. E21 operations were different: Cassini’s atti-
tude was fixed and VCOMP was scanned throughout the 
encounter to purposely sample the velocity distribution 
of the plume multiple times. 
For each OSNB measurement, INMS accepts mole-
cules with a small range of speeds and a narrow range 
of angles. For H2O at the velocities of the encounters 
with Enceladus, the speed resolution is ±300 to ±600 
m/s and the angular resolution is ±2° to ±3° [1]. For E8, 
E11, and E16, the measurement ranges translate to an 
uncertainty in the speed of approximately ±0.3 km/s. 
The angular resolution of the measured molecules was 
sufficient to identify Enceladus as the source of the 
molecules. During E21, the velocity-space dependence 
of the neutral density is convolved with the spatial de-
pendence as Cassini traveled through the plumes.  
 
The H2O neutrals measured during E8 had a Mach-4 
distribution centered on 1.2 km/s with a width of 
±300m/s, which corresponds to a temperature of 65K 
(Figure 1). The Mach-4 result is consistent with the 
width of dense, high-velocity jets as deduced from 
UVIS occultation data [2]. An interpretation of the 
OSNB velocities is that the H2O source is one or more 
of the dense, high-velocity jets. Recent, improved 
ground calibration tests indicate that the distribution 
may be shifted to lower velocities, with the peak veloci-
ty closer to 1 km/s. This lower velocity meets the limit 
imposed by the ultimate velocity of adiabatic expan-
sion, which is 1,004 km/s for H2O molecules at their 
triple-point temperature. 
E11 showed a bulk velocity of 750 m/s with a width 
of ±430 m/s. This slower, broader distribution of ve-
locities may represent the more-diffuse emissions that 
comprise most of the plume. Velocity measurements 
from E16, which was outside the plumes, shows veloci-
ties centered on 0 km/s, as expected when measuring 
the velocities of the neutral cloud orbiting Saturn at the 
distance of Enceladus.  
Because E21 measurements simultaneously varied 
both angle and speed, interpretation depends on model-
ing, which is ongoing.  
References: [1] Waite J. H. et al. (2004) SSR, 114, 113 [2] 
Hansen et al. (2011) GRL, 38, L11202.. 
Flyby Min alt Location relative to plume 
E8 1,600km In a high-velocity jet 
E11 2,300km Slower, broader velocities 
E16 100km Far from south pole region 
E21 49km Deep in plume; multiple scans 
Table 1. Enceladus encounters with OSNB measurements. 
Except for E21, Cassini rotated during each encounter and 
the compensation velocity (VCOMP) was fixed. During E21, 
pointing was fixed at 3° relative to Cassini’s flight path and 
VCOMP was varied to obtain velocity scans. 
 
Fig. 1. A drifted Maxwellian distribution fit to the E8 OSNB 
measurements of neutral velocity. The distribution has a 
bulk velocity of 1.25±0.1 km/s and a width of ±300 m/s. 
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Introduction: Despite their dominant water ice 
surface composition, many of Saturn’s satellites are 
contaminated by various amounts of dark material. The 
most striking example of this is Iapetus, with its well-
known global color and surface compositional dichot-
omy. Additionally, dark material is also found to con-
taminate the spectra of Hyperion, Rhea, and Dione 
[1,2]. Both interplanetary and Phoebe-originating dust 
grains have been invoked as sources of these contami-
nants (among others) [e.g., 3,4]; however, the exact 
balance between these two dust sources (and their po-
tential variability at different satellites) has not been 
thoroughly quantified.   
Recent work has modeled the deposition of dust 
grains ejected from the surface of Phoebe onto the sur-
face of Iapetus via a series of numerical integrations 
[5]. This work found that grains > 10 µm were almost 
certain to strike Iapetus and additionally found that 
these grains struck Iapetus’ leading hemisphere in a 
similar spatial pattern as seen in Iapetus’ albedo. Im-
portantly, grains that did not strike Iapetus were either 
(i) efficiently swept up by Titan (due to Titan’s large 
cross section) or (ii) rapidly lost to Saturn or ejected 
from the system entirely due to perturbations by solar 
radiation pressure (mainly for the smallest sized 
grains). Thus, while the work of [5] can most plausibly 
explain the Iapetian surface dichotomy, it is not clear 
that Phoebe grains are also the dominant contaminant 
for the other inner icy satellites. 
Here, we investigate the possibility that interplane-
tary dust grains (IDPs) may contribute to the contami-
nation of Saturn’s mid-sized icy satellites, especially 
those inside the orbit of Titan (i.e., Rhea, Dione, Te-
thys, Enceladus, and Mimas). In contrast to the Pheo-
be-originating dust which faces a significant dynamical 
barrier in the form of Titan, IDP fluxes penetrate di-
rectly into the entire Saturnian system on hyperbolic 
trajectories. Thus, to first order, these grains should 
have nearly equal access to all of Saturn’s satellites. 
Methodology: In order to quantify the magnitude, 
variability, and spatial distribution of interplanetary 
dust grain fluxes to the saturnian satellites, we have 
combined the results of a recent model of interplane-
tary dust grains fluxes in the outer solar system [6] 
with a planetary dynamics model that tracks the dust 
grain phase space distribution within a planetary sys-
tem (i.e., Saturn). The IDP flux model suggests that the 
total dust flux to Saturn is a nearly co-equal mix of 
dust originating from Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt objects, 
Jupiter-family comets, and Oort Cloud comets, see 
Figure 1. The dust grain flux and velocity distribution 
at any point within the Saturnian system is then deter-
mined by applying Liouville’s theorem (i.e., phase 
space densities are conserved along trajectories). Thus, 
we backwards integrate dust grain trajectories from a 
common starting point with a distribution of velocities 
(i.e., a satellite surface) out to the saturnian Hill radius 
and assign the appropriate IDP phase space density (as 
determined from the IDP model [6]) to each starting 
condition. By integrating the aggregated phase space 
distributions over all initial conditions, we calculate 
the flux and velocity distribution of IDP grains at each 
point in the saturnian system. 
Comparison to previous work: Our initial results 
suggest that IDP fluxes are (i) lower to Iapetus than 
those from Phoebe (consistent with Phoebe as the 
dominant contamination source at Iapetus [5]), (ii) 
approximately equal to Phoebe dust fluxes to Titan, 
and (iii) potentially the dominant source of exogenous 
dust flux (i.e., not from the E-ring) to the inner satel-
lites. We will present the magnitude, spatial variation, 
and velocity distribution(s) of the IDP flux to each of 
Saturn’s icy satellites and discuss the implications for 
surface contamination. 
References: [1] Jaumann, R., et al. (2009), in Sat-
urn from Cassini-Huygens, ch. 20 [2] Stephan, K., et 
al. (2012) Plan. Space Sci., 61 [3] Soter, S. (1974), 
IAU Colloquium, 28, Cornell Univ. [4] Clark, R. N., et 
al. (2008), Icarus, 193 [5] Tamayo, D., et al. (2012) 
Icarus, 215, 260-278. [6] Poppe, A. R. (2016) Icarus, 
264, 369-386. 
Figure 1: The interplanetary dust grain mass flux 
to Saturn as a function of distance from Saturn's 
cloud-tops [6]. 
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UVIS observations: The Cassini’s Ultraviolet Im-
aging Spectrograph (UVIS) observed occultations of 
several stars and the Sun by the water vapor jets of 
Enceladus. UVIS observed Enceladus jets occulting 
γOri in 2005, ζOri in 2007, the Sun in 2010, εOri and 
ζOri in 2011 [1], and εOri in 2016. These observations 
directly provide data about water vapor column densi-
ties along the line of sight (LoS) of the UVIS instru-
ment. To be able to compare relative strengths of the 
jets between the occultations, one has to consider that 
each of these UVIS occultations is unique relative to 
the positions and attitudes of UVIS, Enceladus and 
occulted body.  
Model:  We use a 3D direct simulation Monte Car-
lo (DSMC) model for Enceladus jets to analyze UVIS 
jet observations [2]. The Monte Carlo model tracks test 
particles from their source at the surface into space. Jet 
sources can be placed along the tiger stripes to form 
extended curtains’ sources or at particular locations, 
for example following [3]. At the end of the simulation 
run water vapor number density in the domain around 
Enceladus is calculated. It is converted to the water 
vapor column density along the LoS by considering the 
precise 3D geometry of the observation with the help 
of SPICE [4]. 
In the case of the isolated jets, each jet is represent-
ed by a curve with time of observation on the x-axis 
and test particle number density on the y-axis. To fit 
the model to UVIS data we should integrate all jets 
that are crossed by the LoS at each point of time during 
the observation. The relative strength of the jets can be 
modified by multiplying each of them by a coefficient 
to fit the observed UVIS curve. 
RREF and fitting procedure: We developed a fit-
ting procedure that varies jets’ relative strengths to find 
the best fit of their cumulative contribution to the 
UVIS column density curve during each occultation. 
For each occultation a matrix J is created and analyzed. 
A contribution of each model jet is represented by a 
column of J. Because of observational geometry J-
matrices differ between the occultations even if the 
exact same DSMC model was used. We compute the 
reduced row echelon form (RREF) of J, which gives us 
a sub-set of linearly independent jets and then we use 
this sub-set in the least-square fitting procedure. An 
example of the resulting fit is shown in Fig. 2. 
Selected results: The model run for the Solar Oc-
cultation in 2010 resulted in the sub-set of 72 linearly 
independent jets, 43 of which had non-zero contribu-
tion to the modeled cumulative water vapor number 
density after the fitting.  
The εOri occultation 2011 was significantly short-
er, hence providing fewer data points for the fit. The 
geometry of the observation was such that LoS was 
almost perpendicular to the Tiger stripes leading to 
multiple overlapping jets. The model run resulted in 26 
linearly independent jets, and the fit to UVIS data re-
duced that to 25 non-zero jet contributions. 
Fig. 1 shows the relative contributions of the jets 
for the two occultations. Jet numbers shown on x-axis 
are consistent with the list by Porco et al. [3]. Multiple 
jets from the Solar Occultation aren't present in the 
εOri occultation. This is because the stronger jets on 
the same LoS overlap them. However, the number of 
jets are repeatedly found in both observations showing 
their stability over a year.  
References: [1] Hansen et al., 2011 GRL 38 [2] 
Portyankina et al, 2016, 47th LPSC [3] Porco et al. 
2014 The Astronomical Journal 148, 45 [4] Acton, 
C.H., 1996 PSS 44, 65-70.  
 
Figure 1: Relative strength of modeled jets result-
ing from the best fits of DSMC jet model to UVIS 
data of Solar Occultation 2010 and Epsilon Orionis 
2011. 
 
 
Figure 2: Comparison of water vapor column density 
derived from the UVIS solar occultation observation 
2010 (blue curve) and best fit of 43 modelled jets (red 
curve). 
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Cassini-Huygens’ discovery of an active cryo-
volcanic plume on Enceladus in 2005 is one of the 
most astonishing findings of the entire mission. Right 
from the start, the composition of the plume and its 
surface deposits was of highest interest. Analyzing this 
material, emitted from regions deep below Enceladus’ 
surface, provides insights into the moon’s internal geo-
chemical and geophysical processes and, as it turned 
out, can be used to characterize the properties of a sub-
surface ocean. This review talk gives a general over-
view on the topic of plume and surface composition 
and displays a first impression on the respective chap-
ter in the forthcoming book “Enceladus and the Icy 
Moons of Saturn”. 
 
The versatile instrumentation of the Cassini-
Huygens spacecraft allows for many different compo-
sitional perspectives. The Visible and Infrared Map-
ping Spectrometer (VIMS) provides information on 
size, crystallinity and composition of ice grains both on 
Enceladus’ surface, and in the plume. Utilizing stellar 
and solar occultations, the Ultraviolet Imaging Spec-
trograph (UVIS) measures chemical constituents in the 
plume vapour whereas reflectance spectra give hints of 
the composition of the moon’s surface. The Ion and 
Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) acquired in situ 
mass spectra of plume vapour during Cassini’s fre-
quent passages through the plume. The Cosmic Dust 
Analyser (CDA) acquired complementary in situ 
measurements on the chemical constitution of ice 
grains emitted by Enceladus into the plume and the E 
ring. The composition of charged atoms and molecules 
in the plume as well as in Saturn’s magnetosphere has 
been constrained by two other in situ instruments: The 
Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) and the Magne-
tospheric Imaging Instrument (MIMI). 
 
We will try to cover the current knowledge on En-
celadus’ plume and surface composition from all these 
instruments. Over 95% of the ejected icy plume solid 
material falls back as fine ‘snow’, thereby covering,  a 
substantial part of the Enceladian surface (Fig. 1) and 
may accumulate there over geological time-scales. As 
a consequence, there naturally is a large overlap when 
assessing plume and surface composition. Plume gases 
leave Enceladus with greater than escape velocity, 
populating the Saturn magnetosphere with an abun-
dance of initially neutral species.  Consequently, as 
outlined above, compositional measurements in the E 
ring and Saturn’s magnetosphere, which help to under-
stand  Enceladus’ plume and surface, will be covered 
as well. The goal is to combine all these different com-
positional aspects to one comprehensive and coherent 
perspective and, where this is not possible, to discuss 
divergent views and to highlight open issues.  
 
 
Fig. 1: IR/UV color ratio map of Enceladus with dark 
regions indicating plume fallout. Contours show the 
modeled plume deposition. Credits P.Schenk / 
J.Schmidt / S.Kempf.  
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Introduction: Enceladus’ librations and gravity 
field indicate a global subsurface ocean [1,2]. Hence, 
Enceladus likely possesses both characteristics thought 
to drive tidal-tectonic activity on Europa [3]: an ice-
covered ocean and an eccentric orbit. There are several 
additional lines of evidence that tides play a dominant 
role in resurfacing Enceladus, including the heavily 
tectonized terrain at Enceladus’ south pole (the SPT) 
that is reminiscent of Europa [4], the orientations of 
the Tiger Stripe Fractures (TSFs) that correlate with 
tidal stresses [5], older fracture sets in the SPT that 
imply rotation of the shell through a diurnal stress field 
[6], and daily variations in eruptive output from the 
TSFs [7]. However, several issues need to be recon-
ciled to determine the role of tides and develop a self-
consistent model of an ocean-bearing Enceladus.  
Discussion: We need to consider implications of:  
1) Spatial variation. Extensive tectonic resurfacing 
on Enceladus is largely restricted to the SPT [4]. Older 
tectonized terrains are located at the equator, near the 
leading and trailing points, and some fractures are ob-
served in the crater-dominated north polar terrain 
(NPT) [8]. With a global ocean, what controls the spa-
tial variation in fracture type and density?   
2) Low tidal stresses. In an attempt to match the 
variability in eruptive output of the plumes, [9] calcu-
lated tidal stresses for many interior structure models; 
the best fits included either a global ocean under >60 
km of ice or a regional sea. Neither of these interiors 
are compatible with the librations, which indicate a 
global ocean with an ice shell ~12km thick at the south 
pole and ~22km thick shell at the north pole [1]. Fur-
thermore, the tidal stress magnitudes for these models 
peak at ~14 kPa. Europa’s tidal stresses peak at ~100 
kPa, and fracture modeling suggests failure at ≥50 kPa 
[10]. If SPT fractures form at <14 kPa, the lack of ex-
tensive NPT fracturing is even more problematic.  
Global ocean models compatible with the librations 
can produce tidal stresses in the SPT that are compara-
ble to Europa’s but only if the ice shell viscosity is 
≤1013 Pa*s [11]; stresses in the NPT are then similarly 
high. A large difference in ice shell viscosity, in addi-
tion to the small change in thickness, can reduce  
stresses in the NPT by a factor of 2-4, which implies 
that Enceladus' ice fails at a very precise threshold.   
3) High heat flow. Craters in the NPT are extreme-
ly relaxed, indicating a high heat flow in the recent 
past [12]. Even a thick insulating regolith is insuffi-
cient to reproduce the observations. If the heat flow in 
the NPT is high, it is harder to justify invoking differ-
ent thermal structures between the SPT and NPT. 
4) NSR predictions. Older fracture sets in the SPT 
appear to show a systematic change in orientation with 
time, perhaps indicating NSR [6], although the results 
rely on several simplifying assumptions and an old 
prediction of the effects of NSR on fracture orienta-
tions [13]. More recent work that focused on an equa-
torial region of Europa showed that fracture orienta-
tions would only cycle through ~45° due to NSR, and 
may not change systematically depending on the fail-
ure criterion [14]. If applied to Enceladus’ SPT, would 
NSR account for the fracture orientations? Further-
more, observations of plume activity suggest that new 
fractures near the TSFs are being activated while other 
portions are becoming dormant [15]. The orientation 
changes do not follow the pattern suggested by [6]. 
5) Global-scale processes. Structural mapping of 
the SPT suggests that the TSFs are more consistent 
with large-scale motion of the ice shell than with tidal 
stresses [16], a hypothesis supported by maps of strike-
slip faults [17]. Finally, shape models reveal several 
large depressions that suggest polar wander may re-
peatedly reorient the shell [18]; past work concluded 
the shape instead favors a regional sea [19]. Because 
polar wander provides a potentially important alterna-
tive global modification process, reconciling these 
studies for an ocean-bearing Enceladus is warranted. 
Conclusion: These complications force us to ques-
tion whether diurnal tidal stresses are the dominant 
modification process on Enceladus. I will present pos-
sible unifying hypotheses and tests to determine the 
nature of fracturing on Enceladus. 
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Introduction:  Cassini ISS observations have re-
vealed a great deal of diversity among the surfaces of 
Saturn’s mid-sized icy moons. Enceladus is currently, 
and dramatically, active. Tectonic activity is wide-
spread on Dione and Rhea, while Tethys has limited 
tectonic activity, and Mimas has an ancient, heavily 
cratered surface, nearly devoid of fractures. The reason 
for the geologic diversity of the moons is unknown.  
Eccentricity-driven tidal stresses have been in-
voked to explain activity on Enceladus [e.g. 1], espe-
cially due to the presence of subsurface liquid. This 
mechanism has not been seriously considered for the 
other icy moons because their eccentricities are low 
(with the exception of Mimas) and they were not ex-
pected to have oceans, which inhibits tidal response. 
However, more recent work has provided evidence for 
subsurface global oceans within Mimas [2], Enceladus 
[3,4], Dione [5,6], and Rhea [5,7], and some new mod-
els for the formation of the Saturnian satellites predict 
periods of past higher eccentricities [e.g. 8,9], which 
could have allowed for increased tidal activity. We 
compute tidal stresses on each of these moons for a 
variety of interior structure models and presumed ec-
centricities to determine which are most likely to have 
been tidally active in the past. We can then use the 
tectonic records of the moons to constrain possible 
interiors and histories.  
We focus first on Mimas, which lacks widespread 
tectonic activity, and determine the conditions under 
which it could possess a global ocean and avoid both 
tidal activity and circularization of its eccentric orbit. 
We will then discuss tidal stresses on Enceladus in an 
attempt to address the hemispheric dichotomy in its 
tectonic activity. Finally, we will present calculations 
of tidal stress using a preliminary suite of interior 
models for Dione and Rhea and discuss the overarch-
ing implications for the presence of oceans within the-
se worlds as well as their failure properties. 
Methods: We use a 5-layer model, based on [10], 
to calculate tidal stresses on each moon for a suite of 
interior structure models. The models all include ice 
shells with both brittle and ductile layers overlying 
global oceans. To explore a large range of possible 
interior structures, we vary the whole ice shell thick-
ness, the depth of the upper brittle ice layer, and the 
viscosities of the brittle and ductile ice layers. For Mi-
mas and Enceladus, we further constrain our models to 
be consistent with the observed librations [2,3]. We 
compute global peak tidal stresses for each moon and 
interior model. For those models that can produce tidal 
stresses comparable to Europa’s, we also create histo-
grams of peak daily stresses at thousands of locations 
across the surface. We then compare our results across 
all four Saturnian moons and Europa.  
Because Mimas is not currently in an eccentricity-
pumping resonance and maintains an eccentricity twice 
that of Enceladus, we also compute circularization 
timescales and tidal heating rates for each interior 
model, following the approach of [11]. 
Results:  Our results show that it is challenging to 
reconcile a global ocean within Mimas with its lack of 
tectonic activity and large present-day eccentricity. On 
Enceladus, the challenge lies in achieving high stresses 
in the south polar region, where tectonic activity is 
abundant, but low stresses in the north polar region, 
which displays limited fracturing. We were able to 
identify models for Dione that produce tidal stresses 
within the range of magnitudes on Europa; Rhea will 
be the subject of our future work. Given the similar 
magnitudes of stress involved and the high heat flows 
inferred for Dione and Enceladus, it seems more likely 
that some tidal-tectonic activity has occurred on Dione 
and Enceladus, perhaps even in the north polar region, 
and that Mimas does not possess a global ocean. 
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Introduction:  The Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem 
(ISS) consists of two framing cameras. The narrow angle 
camera is a reflecting telescope with a focal length of 2000 
mm and a field of view of 0.35 degrees. The wide angle 
camera is a refractor with a focal length of 200 mm and a 
field of view of 3.5 degrees. The stated objective of the ISS 
is to obtain global coverage for all medium-sized icy satel-
lites with a resolution better than 1 km/pixel and high-
resolution images of selected areas [1].  This goal was 
achieved with image sequences obtained during close flybys 
supplemented by images from greater distances to complete 
the coverage. The only exception so far is Mimas which will 
be imaged again during a close flyby in January 2017. 
Basemaps:  The processing of the Cassini images fol-
lows the typical processing chain for framing cameras: radi-
ometric correction, geometric correction and map projection, 
and mosaicking [2]. Digital global mosaics that are also 
called basemaps were prepared in simple cylindrical projec-
tion, a special case of equirectangular projection. The prime 
meridian is in the center of the map. All basemaps were 
calculated using Cassini images. Voyager images were used 
to fill remaining gaps. 
 High-resolution atlases:  High-resolution atlases were 
produced to conform to the design and standards of the 
USGS airbrush maps and photomosaics, established by 
Greeley and Batson [1990], widely used in planetary cartog-
raphy. The selection of the atlas format depends on the reso-
lution of the mosaics and the size of the satellites.  
Three different formats were used for the generation of the 
atlases [3,4]: 
- Synoptic format for making planetwide maps on a 
single sheet used for Phoebe 
- Subdivision of the synoptic format for making 
planetwide maps with four quadrangles on three 
sheets, used for Mimas and Iapetus  
- 15 quadrangles format for medium-sized bodies 
and high-resolution imaging, used for Enceladus, 
Tethys, Dione, and Rhea 
Many new feature names were suggested by the Cassini 
Imaging Team and approved by the IAU. In naming the 
features on the Saturnian satellites, the Working Group for 
Planetary System Nomenclature within the International 
Astronomical Union (IAU) has expanded the mythological 
theme first used on the Jovian satellites. On the Saturnian 
satellites, however, the features bear names derived from the 
great epics and legends of the world [5,6]. All feature names 
were applied to the atlases. Fig. 1 shows a basemap of Encel-
adus with nomenclature. All maps and atlasses are available 
to the public through the Imaging Team's website [7]. The 
map tiles are also archived as standard products in the Plane-
tary Data System (PDS) [8]. 
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Figure 1: Global Cassini image basemap of Enceladus from 2010 with nomenclature. 
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The south polar region on Enceladus is character-
ized by plume activity and a substantial thermal anom-
aly [1-3]. Tides are a probable energy source, however 
this heat tends to be lost faster than it is produced, re-
sulting in the geologically rapid freezing of any global 
subsurface ocean [4,5] and severe reduction of subse-
quent tidal heating. Moreover, tidal heating is symmet-
ric about the equator, and no corresponding thermal 
anomaly or activity is observed in the north. The pres-
ence of significant lateral variations in the mechanical 
properties of the ice shell can break this symmetry.  
Here we examine the effects of a large impact on 
both the initial meltwater production and on softening 
of the surrounding ice by the shock heating. We model 
the subsequent tidal dissipation and thermal evolution 
of the ice shell in response to the impact heating. 
We use the CTH hydrocode [6] in 2D to simulate a 
vertical impact into an ice shell and use the 5-phase 
ANEOS for ice [7] to compute the temperature change 
and melt production. We model thermal evolution of 
the ice shell using Citcom in 2D-axisymmetric geome-
try [8]. We compute the tidal heating using the propa-
gator-matrix code TiRADE [4]. We read in the impact 
heating and initial tidal heating into Citcom, and allow 
the temperature to evolve, periodically updating the 
tidal heating based on the evolving viscosity structure. 
In Figure 1, we show the temperature increase re-
sulting from the vertical impact of a 5 km diameter icy 
projectile into a 40 km thick ice shell over an ocean at 
20 km/s, scaled to create a crater the approximate size 
of the south polar terrain (SPT) [1]. Even though an ice 
shell this thin does not convect, the impact heat diffus-
es away in ~1 My. This result is broadly similar to that 
of earlier studies of a very slow collision with a co-
orbital object [9].  However, the impact heating softens 
the ice and enhances the tidal heating locally; a more 
self-sustaining enhancement. Nevertheless, this ther-
mal anomaly does not last for more than ~10 My (Fig-
ure 2); less if the ice shell is thicker and less dissipa-
tive. Unless such an impact occurred in the very recent 
past, the thermal effects would not be observable to-
day. However, a projectile capable of creating a crater 
the size of the SPT also produces a significant amount 
of melt, which may drain into a subsurface ocean, and 
cause subsidence of the surface. The impact shown in 
Figure 1 generates approximately 200,000 km3 of 
meltwater, down to about 30 km depth at the impact 
center. This corresponds to a reduction in elevation of 
~3 km. Such an impact would melt though any ice 
shell thinner than 30 km, enabling transfer of material 
between the surface and an ocean. The resulting topog-
raphy is more consistent with that observed for the 
south polar terrain and with gravity measurements [10] 
that suggest a south polar sea [11] or regional thicken-
ing of a global ocean.      
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Figure 2: Heat flux out of Enceladus with and 
without an SPT-forming impact 
Figure 1: Temperature profile in and below the ice 
shell, 30 s after an SPT-forming impact. 
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Introduction: We present here an analysis of ul-
traviolet disk-integrated phase curves of the five inner 
moons of Saturn: Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, Dione 
and Rhea. Orbiting inside the E-ring, these icy moons 
experience weathering processes such as E-ring grain 
bombardment and cold plasma ions, neutrals and ener-
getic particles impact on their surfaces.  
The Cassini UltraViolet Imaging Spectrograph 
(UVIS) instrument, operating at FUV wavelengths, 
from 118 to 190nm, probes the uppermost layers of the 
regolith and is uniquely suited to studying these ex-
ogenic processes, leading to a better understanding of 
the surfaces' evolution and the saturnian environment 
[1]. We display here (Fig. 1) phase curves at 180 nm 
for the leading and trailing hemispheres as well as for 
the Saturn and anti-Saturn hemispheres of each satel-
lites. 
Methods: Our data set covers a wide range of 
phase angles, from 6.8 to 163.9 degrees for Tethys for 
example. Our analysis is completed by using a Hapke 
model [2] to retrieve the photometric parameters of 
these surfaces, such as the single scattering parameters, 
the opposition effect parameters (where possible) and 
information on the roughness. The model is based on 
the presence of a shadow-hiding opposition effect 
(SHOE) and does not include coherent back-
sctattering. The single scattering function is modelized 
by a double Henyey-Greenstein function.  
  
 
 
Figure 1: Hapke best fit of the leading and trailing 
hemispheres at 180 nm of Mimas, Tethys and Dione. 
 
Results: Photometric properties of the surfaces of 
icy satellites are affected by exogenic processes, and 
this can be particularly important in the ultraviolet re-
gime. The icy moons of Saturn analyzed here are all 
located in the E ring and their leading hemisphere (ex-
cept for Mimas) is predominantly affected by E-ring 
grain bombardment, which is expected to decrease 
with the distance from Enceladus, as the E-ring density 
diminishes [3]. We found Tethys to have a brighter 
leading hemisphere than Dione in the FUV, consistent 
with this hypothesis. Comparisons of photometric 
properties of these surfaces will bring key answers 
about the dynamics of the E-ring grains and their 
weathering effects on the icy surfaces [4,5,6]. 
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Introduction: The origins of Saturn’s inner satel-
lites and its ice-rich rings are challenging to explain. 
Simulations of the viscous evolution of Saturn’s rings 
show that the total ring mass asymptotically approaches 
its current mass over the age of the Solar System, im-
plying that the ring’s initial mass is unconstrained [1].  
A recent ring formation model predicts a primordial ice 
ring that was vastly more massive than the current 
rings, which would have spawned the inner moons out 
to ice-rich Tethys as it spread [2].  If a massive ring 
was initially a mixture of rock and ice and tidal evolu-
tion was very rapid (a tidal dissipation factor for Saturn 
Q ~ 103), all the satellites out to Rhea may have formed 
from ring material as it spread beyond the Roche limit 
[3]. A low Q value is inferred from recent observations 
[4], but its applicability to primordial Saturn is un-
known.  Further, if one begins with a rock-ice ring, an 
extremely efficient process is needed to preferentially 
remove rock to explain the current nearly pure ice 
rings.  Ideas for how this might occur have been pro-
posed [3], but remain uncertain.     
We consider Saturn’s inner moons as two groups, 
based on the mass of rock in each object: 1) Mimas, 
Enceladus and Thetys, and 2) Dione and Rhea. The 
total rock content of group (1) may be compatible with 
ice-rich moons that acquired their rock from a second-
ary source, e.g. during the Late Heavy Bombardment 
[5].  Group (2) has much more rock than can be ex-
plained by such secondary contamination processes.     
We here model the formation of moons as an ice-
dominated massive ring viscously evolves, assuming a 
primordial Saturn with Q ~ 104.  We focus on whether 
Mimas, Enceladus and Tethys (or their progenitors) 
could have formed in this manner. 
Numerical setup: We use a numerical model 
adapted from studies of lunar origin [6,7]. The code 
couples a continuous ring model to the N-body code 
SyMBA [8], and includes viscous spreading (with a 
viscosity that includes the effects of the rings’ self-
gravity), tidal accretion criteria, disk-satellite interac-
tions, tidal evolution [9], and satellite-satellite interac-
tions. As the Roche-interior ring spreads beyond the 
Roche limit (aR  2.24 RSat) material accretes into new 
moonlets that are added to the N-body code. 
We consider initial ring masses 0.5 to 310-6 MSat 
[2], and a newly-formed Saturn whose physical radius 
is 1.3 to 1.5 times its current radius (Rsat) [10] to esti-
mate its rotation rate and the co-rotation distance.  
Results: The figure below shows the distribution of 
satellites obtained in our simulations after 109 years.  
Masses and orbital radii are generally comparable to 
those of Mimas, Enceladus, and Tethys. Direct ring 
torques drive a moon out only to 1.6aR = 3.55 RSat, 
because for greater distances its strongest resonances 
fall outside the ring.  However we find satellites evolve 
beyond this distance due to mutual interactions: if an 
outer moon captures an inner moon into a mean motion 
resonance and the inner moon has resonances in the 
rings, then both objects recede in a lock-step configura-
tion.  Moons as distant as Tethys then result even with 
traditional strength tides.  
Mass vs. semi-major axis of satellites formed in our 
simualtions. Horizontal bars show peri/apocenter. (top) 
12 simulations without tidal dissipation in the satellites 
(bottom) 12 simulations with satellite tides.  
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Introduction:  A unique space weathering phe-
nomenon has been identified on several icy Saturnian 
moons. The Cassini mission revealed anomalous lens 
shaped regions in both optical and thermal wave-
lengths centered on the leading hemispheres and ap-
proximately symmetric about the equators [1-3]. In 
particular, the Cassini InfraRed Spectrometer (CIRS) 
measurements of thermal emission in the mid-IR 
showed that diurnal surface temperature variations 
were smaller inside the anomalous regions. The ap-
pearance of the CIRS images led to the anomalies be-
coming colloquially known as the ‘PacMan’ anoma-
lies. The boundaies of the anomalous regions were 
shown to closely match the expected deposition profile 
of high energy (~ MeV) electrons moving opposite the 
rotation direction of the moons. Furthermore, simple 
estimates of the electron penetration depth were similar 
to the thermal skin depth [2]. These results provide 
strong evidence that the high energy electrons drive the 
discolorations and thermal inertia differences of the 
anomalous regions. However, the mechanisms by 
which the changes occur lack quantitative comparison 
with theoretical and experimental results. 
Electron Irradiaiton Effects:  Electron interac-
tions with the grains can ionize and excite molecules, 
which, if near enough to an intergrain contact, can 
cause atoms or molecules to migrate into the contact 
region, thus increasing the contact volume or 'sintering' 
the grains. Sintering improves the thermal contact be-
tween grains, leading to increased effective thermal 
conductivity of the regolith.  
Electron ionization events in the water ice regolith 
can sputter molecules from grain surfaces and induce 
bulk, surface, and grain boundary diffusion. By esti-
mating the number of molecules which gain energy 
larger than a given diffusion activation energy per ion-
ization event, N, and the approximate diffusion length 
of each mobilized molecules, l, an effective diffusion 
coefficient can be determined [4]. This can then be 
used with sintering equations previously developed for 
solid spheres in thermal equilibrium [5] to estimate the 
time scale of grain sintering due to the energetic elec-
trons. A plot of the sintering timescale at Mimas versus 
the ratio of the contact to grain radius, Rcon/rg, is shown 
in Figure 1 where a grain size of 5um and a regolith 
porosity of 50% were assumed. The electron energy 
distribution measured in the vicinity of each of the 
moons was used in the calculations. Comparing the 
sintering timescale to the regolith formation timescale 
due to E-ring grain deposition and meteorite bom-
bardment of the surfaces indicates that only certain 
regolith properties result in stable thermal anomalies. 
For Mimas and Tethys the regolith grains must be ≤ 
~5um, the porosity ~50%. Furthermore, low activation 
energies are required which suggest that the regolith 
grains are highly irregular. 
 
Figure 1: Sintering timescales at 80 K determined from 
sintering equations. The vertical dashed lines represent the 
limits of Rcon/rg calculated for Mimas using φ = 0.5 and kg 
= 6.5W/m/K. 
 
Modeling of Grain Sintering: In order to properly 
constrain the electron induced sintering rates, accurate  
estimates of the average number of molecules excited 
and diffusion length of each molecule are needed. Due 
to the difficulty of such measurements, molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations of excited electrons in water 
ice were used to simulate an electron ionization event. 
Electron effects were investigated for several different 
water ice polymorphs to determine the effects of mo-
lecular ordering on N and l. Different excitation ener-
gies and the effect of free surfaces on the ejection of 
molecules were considered.  
 
References: [1] Schenk. P. et al. (2011) Icarus, 
211,740-757. [2] Howett C. J. A. et al. (2011) Icarus, 
216, 221-226. [3] Howett C. J. A. et al. (2012) Icarus, 
221, 1084-1088. [4] Myers S. M. (1980) Nuc. Inst. 
Meth., 168, 265-274. [5] Swinkels F. and M. Ashby 
(1981) Acta. Metal., 29, 259-281 
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    Cassini mapping of Saturn’s icy moons is now 
complete to 250-400 m/pixel for Mimas, Tethys, 
Dione, and Rhea and Iapetus (except gaps there), and 
to ~100 m/pixel for Enceladus.  Simultaneous 
mapping mosaics acquired during the numerous 
encounters with these moons included color imaging 
at resolutions similar to that of the clear-filter images 
or (more commonly) in summation mode.  Initial 
analyses of these data have already produces 
significant discoveries, including high-energy 
electron bombardment coincident with thermal pac-
man features, and ring deposits on Rhea [1, 2].  With 
the completion of targeted and untargeted icy moon 
flybys during 2015, the priority for the remainder of 
the mission will be north polar gap coverage, though 
these will rarely exceed 1 km is resolution.  Here we 
highlight the global color mosaics, which are 
available for download to the public 
[http://lpi.usra.edu/icy_moons/] 
      Map Production: The production of these 
basemaps involved the manual selection of several 
thousand tiepoints per moon, used to make a bundle-
adjustment to the camera vectors for each image.  
Images used include all clear and color filters 
typically down to 5 km resolution (and sometimes 
down to 10).  The most commonly used filters were 
IR3 (0.94), Green (0.56) and UV3 (0.33 microns).  
Only polarized filter images have not been included 
to date though plans are set to begin integrating those 
later this year.  The images were then mosaicked in a 
two-step process involving formation of an albedo 
map and then placing mosaics within this first map. 
Color Features: The icy moons, especially 
Enceladus, proved to be much more colorful than 
suggested by Voyager analyses, largely because of 
Cassini’s NIR capabilities. Voyager observed a 
cryptic darkening along the equatorial zone of 
Tethys. Cassini color mapping revealed this to be a 
prominent lens–shaped color anomaly on both Tethys 
and Mimas [1], and subsequent IR mapping by CIRS 
[2] revealed a coincident thermal anomaly indicating 
a difference in thermal inertia.  These features are 
likely due to surface microstructure alterations 
triggered by high-energy electrons bombardment [5].  
Global color patterns are related to magnetospheric 
implantation /alteration and E-ring dust populated by 
Enceladus.   
Local color features include recent fracture scarps 
and fresher crater rims. Cassini observed rayed 
craters for the first time, many of which have distinct 
color signatures, including the prominent Inktomi 
rayed crater system on Rhea.  The fresh 400-km 
basin Odysseus reveals a bluish fracture system 
within its central pit.   One of the biggest surprises 
from Cassini is evidence for surface alteration due to 
(extinct) rings around moons.  On Rhea, Blue Pearls, 
or IR-dark patches, formed on high-standing 
topography along the equator [5].   
On Enceladus, the global color pattern is 
dominated by plume fallout [1] but locally geologic 
units can be identified with distinct color signatures, 
including funiscular terrain.  The tiger stripes have 
UV-bright color patterns but fresh fracture walls also 
have similar color signatures  Analysis of these data 
sets should provide much further insight in the 
geology of these complex worlds. 
 
REFERENCES: [1] Schenk, P. et al. (2011) Icarus, 211, 
740.  [2] Howett, C. et al. (2011), Icarus, 216, 221. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Basemaps of the icy Saturnian moons, in three 
colors (UV3, Grn, IR3).   Top to bottom:  Orthographic 
projections of Encleadus basemap showing south and 
north polar regions; Simple cylindrical maps of 
Dione; and Rhea.  
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   INTRODUCTION: Enceladus would not be so 
interesting were it not for it’s sibling ice satellites, 
Mimas, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, and Iapetus. These 
moons interact gravitationally (except Iapetus) and 
with their environment, including material discharged 
by Enceladus.  Pre-arrival expectations for Cassini in 
2004 were governed by Voyager’s uneven mapping 
in 1980/81 at ~30 to >1 km/pixel (except the cratered 
north of Rhea).  Geology of these moons was inferred 
to be dominated by cratering, with evidence for 
modest relaxation and fracturing, and enigmatic areas 
of smooth material [e.g., 1]. Cassini mapping of these 
moons is now complete to 250-400 m/pixel (except 
gaps on Iapetus), and, with color and spectroscopy 
into the NIR and far-IR, reveal worlds of surprising 
diversity and complexity, and planetary processes 
previously unknown. 
      Endogenic processes: Global mapping reveals 
complex tectonic systems on all these worlds, 
including ancient fractures on Mimas, extensive 
arcuate fractures across Tethys including possibly 
recently active red streaks [2], and surprisingly 
pristine hemispheric-scale extensional fractures on 
Dione and Rhea. The origins of these systems remain 
enigmatic, but late freezing may play a role.  Smooth 
(though cratered) plains on Tethys and Dione are 
suggestive of resurfacing, possibly by water- or 
ammonia-rich volcanism.  Two walled depressions 
on Dione constitute the only candidates for volcanic 
vents.  Ridges on Dione remain the most plausible 
candidate for compression [3], and washboard terrain 
on Dione may be the best analog to terrains on 
Enceladus.  Evidence for landform degradation is 
limited by resolution but is most prominently 
expressed as landslides on Iapetus, Tethys and Rhea 
[4].  The lack of similar such features on rocky Vesta 
suggests that the weakness of icy materials make 
them susceptible to this process. 
Elevated past heat flow levels are indicated by 
relaxation of large craters on Tethys, Dione and Rhea 
[5]. Relaxation on Tethys and Dione is spatial 
heterogenous and prolonged over their geologic 
history. Evidence for higher past heat flows is also 
betrayed by the global topography of these bodies. 
Relief on the 5 inner moons have 1-sigma of +/- 5 
km, in contrast to Iapetus (+/- 15 km), indicating that 
the rugged basin-induced relief of the inner moons 
was effectively erased by a global heat pulse prior to 
the observed cratering record.   
Exogenic Processes: Voyager observed a cryptic 
darkening along the equatorial zone of Tethys. 
Cassini color mapping revealed this to be a 
prominent lens–shaped color anomaly on both Tethys 
and Mimas [5], and subsequent IR mapping by CIRS 
[6] revealed a coincident thermal anomaly indicating 
a difference in thermal inertia.  These features are 
likely due to surface microstructure alterations 
triggered by high-energy electrons bombardment [5].  
Global color patterns are induced by magnetospheric 
implantation /alteration and E-ring dust accumulation 
populated by Enceladus.   
Local color features include recent fracture scarps 
and fresher crater rims. Most impact craters are 
dominated by prominent central peaks. Cassini 
observed rayed craters for the first time, including the 
prominent Inktomi rayed crater system on Rhea, 
where secondaries and self-secondaries are well 
observed.  The fresh 400-km basin Odysseus reveals 
a bluish fracture system within its central pit.  
One of the biggest surprises from Cassini is 
evidence for surface alteration due to (extinct) rings 
around moons.  On Rhea, Blue Pearls, or IR-dark 
patches, formed on high-standing topography along 
the equator [5].  On Iapetus, the prominent but 
discontinuous equatorial ridge rising up to 20 high 
[7] was proposed to be accumulated ring deposits [8], 
a hypothesis given weight by the lack of a tectonic 
mechanism and the spatial similarity to the staccato 
Blue Pearls on Rhea, the difference being the likely 
presence of much more mass in the Iapetus ring 
system, and by the discovery of an apparent ring 
around the centaur Chariklo [9]. 
   SUMMARY: The icy moons of Saturn have turned 
out to be unexpectedly complex geologically and 
reveal many of the complex processes within the 
Saturn system. While many questions remain, 
prolonged elevated heat levels and endogenic activity 
and exogenic surface alterations due to charged 
particles and ring redeposition indicate that the 
Uranian satellites and such moons in general should 
be equally complex, as suggested by the complexity 
of Pluto’s large moon Charon [10]. 
REFERENCES: [1] Moore, J. et al. (2004) Icarus, 171, 
421. [2] Schenk, P. et al. (2015) EOS, P21B-02. [3] Giese, 
B. et al. (2007), G.R.L., 34, 0314674.  [4] Singer, K. et al., 
(2012), Nat. Geosc., 5, 574.  [5] White, O. et al. (2013), 
Icarus, 223, 699; White, O. et al. (2016) to be submitted. 
[5] Schenk, P. et al. (2011) Icarus, 211, 740. [6] Howett, C. 
et al. (2011), Icarus, 216, 221. [7] Porco, C., et al. (2005), 
Science, 307, 5713. [8]  Ip, W. (2006),  G.R.L., 33, L16203. 
[9] Braga-Ribas, F., et al. (2014), Nature, 508, 7494. [10] 
Moore, J. et al. (2015) Science, 351, 1284.  
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Introduction:  Enceladus' surface is composed 
primarily by pure water ice. The Cassini spacecraft has 
observed present-day geologic activity at the moon's 
South Polar region, related with the formation and 
feeding of Saturn's E-ring. Plumes of micron-sized 
particles, composed of water ice and other contami-
nants (CO2, NH3, CH4), erupt from four terrain's frac-
tures named Tiger Stripes. Some of this material, how-
ever, falls back on Enceladus' surface to form deposits 
that extend to the North at 40° W and  220° W and 
whose highest concentration is at the South Pole (Fig-
ure 1 TOP panel, from [1]). 
Data analysis: In this work we analysed Cassini-
VIMS-IR data to identify E-ring deposits across Ence-
ladus' surface through the variation in band depth of 
the main water-ice spectral features located at 1.25, 
1.50, and 2.02 µm, and of the hight of the reection 
peak at 3.60 µm. Since plumes deposits on the surface 
undergo darkening processes for less time than sur-
rounding terrains, they are supposed to appear brighter 
and the water-ice absorption bands should be deeper. 
To characterize the global variation of water-ice band 
depths across Enceladus, we divided the surface into a 
1°x1° grid and then averaged the band depths and peak 
values inside each square cell (Figure 2). 
Results: The position of the plumes's deposits pre-
dicted by theoretical models [1] correspond very close-
ly with ISS color patterns on the surface [2] (Figure 1 
BOTTOM panel).  This pattern also has a relatively 
good match with water ice band depths' maps on the 
trailing hemisphere, but they diverge significantly on 
the leading side (Figure 2). 
The space weathering processes acting on Ence-
ladus's surface have the further effect to ionize and 
brake up water ice molecules, resulting in the forma-
tion of particles smaller than one micron. When the 
incoming light hits the surface, Rayleigh scattering is 
induced by these kind of ice particles, which translate 
in peculiar effects on the IR spectrum. We mapped the 
spectral indicators for sub-micron particles and we 
compared the results with the plumes deposits models. 
Again, a good overlap is observed on the trailing hemi-
sphere only. 
Finally, we investigated the variation of the depth 
of the water ice absorption bands with the phase angle. 
In the visible range, some terrains surrounding the 
Tiger Stripes show a decrease in albedo when the 
phase angle drops below 10°. 
This peculiarity is not observed in the near infrared, 
since the depth of the water ice features remains quite 
constant at different ranges of phase angles. 
 !  
Figure 1: TOP – Plumes dpeosits on Enceladus 
surface as modeled by [1]. BOTTOM - RGB color 
map, in simple cylindrical projection, produced by 
combining three ISS filters: IR3 (0.930 µm), GRN 
(0.586 µm) and UV3 (0.338 µm) [2]. !
!  
Figure 2: Global variation of the dept of the water 
ice absorption band located at 2.02 µm, across Ence-
ladus’s surface.  !
References: [1] Kempf et al. (2010) Icarus, 206, 
446.  [2] Schenk et al. (2011) Icarus, 211, 740.
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Introduction: Ozone, as a biomarker, is of interest 
to astronomers and planetary scientists. Since the find-
ing of ozone on icy satellites [1], the abiological syn-
thesis of ozone from oxygen ices and simple oxygen 
bearing molecular ices, such as CO / CO2 / SO2 /and 
NxOy has been the focus of laboratory based simula-
tions [2-5]. Ozone synthesized in laboratory based ex-
periments was probed using infrared spectroscopic 
technique. The v3 (1040 cm
-1
) band of ozone is intense 
enough for detecting ozone presence on icy analogs [2, 
4, 5]. However, in real scenario due to band overlap 
from silica absorption infrared spectroscopic technique, 
used in laboratory simulations, cannot be applied to 
detect the presence of ozone elsewhere.      
In fact, to-date Hartley band (220 nm – 310 nm) of 
ozone is widely used to detect the presence of ozone 
[1]. Recently the Vacuum UltraViolet (VUV), 110 nm 
– 190 nm, photoabsorption spectra of pure solid ozone 
revealed the absence of Hartley band while ozone con-
centrations are low [3]. This could be one reason for 
the weak absorption in the Hartley band in Iapetus 
while it was intense in Rhea and Dione. Yet, due to 
strong absorption of other simple molecular ices, such 
as H2O / CO2 etc., in the VUV region unambiguous 
identification of ozone could not be made. Therefore, 
Hartley band is the only wavelength that is available 
to-date for the identification of ozone elsewhere, which 
demands sufficient ozone concentration. It is surprising 
to note that there was only two experiments to-date that 
had reported the Hartley band of pure solid ozone syn-
thesized from O2 / CO2 ices under astrochemical condi-
tions [3, 5]. Though the ozone synthesizers are consid-
ered simple molecular species the chemical complexity 
and different range of temperatures that prevails on icy 
bodies, indeed, demands more investigation. This is 
important especially when there could be absorption, 
from another molecule like SO2, at similar wavelength.    
Here, we propose using the Hartley band in identi-
fying the ozone precursor molecule on the icy satellites 
based on a series of experiments carried out on simple 
ozone precursor ice analogs.  
Experimental methodology: Experiments were 
carried out in the VUV beamline at NSRRC, Taiwan, 
where beamline end station was an ultrahigh vacuum 
chamber that houses the tip of a 10 K cold head where 
a Lithium Fluoride (LiF) window was mounted to form 
the molecular ice analogs [3]. Temperature commensu-
rate to the icy satellite conditions were maintained us-
ing the heater and cooler combination at the LiF sub-
strate. Molecules were deposited at 10 K and were then 
irradiated using VUV photons in the range from 8 – 11 
eV, and for about one to few hours, depending on the 
molecule. After irradiation, spectra were recorded both 
in the VUV and at UltraViolet (UV) wavelengths cov-
ering the entire range from 110 -320 nm.  
  
Results and Discussion: Upon irradiation of O2, 
CO, CO2, CO2+H2O, SO2, NO, N2O and NO2 ices and 
subsequent recording of spectra strong absorption in 
the Hartley band was observed (Figure 1). This con-
firms the presence of ozone in the icy analogues. After 
irradiation, spectra were also recorded as a function of 
temperature until the sublimation of majority of ozone 
molecules observed by the reducing intensity of Hart-
ley band.   
      Depending on the icy analogue the peak of the ob-
served Hartley band was found to vary from 255 – 270 
nm (Figure 1). Therefore, the implication of this exper-
imental data could lead to the identification of ozone 
precursor molecules on icy satellites by observing the 
Hartley band, where many of the icy satellites are 
known to harbour a variety of ozone precursors, simple 
oxygen bearing molecules. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure1: Hartley band observed after in-situ ozone 
synthesis in different ozone precursor molecular ices.  
 
References: [1] Noll K. S. et al. (1997) Nature, 
388, 45. [2] Sivaraman B. et al. (2007) ApJ, 669, 1414 
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[4] Sivaraman  B. et. al. (2008) Chem Phys Lett, 460, 
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Introduction:  Key information about the activity 
on Enceladus has been provided by Cassini’s Compo-
site Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS), which contributed 
to the discovery of activity in 2005 [1], and has contin-
ued to obtain numerous observations of the endogenic 
and passive (re-radiated sunlight) thermal emission 
from Enceladus’ tiger stripes and their surroundings 
throughout the mission.  CIRS is a thermal IR Fourier 
transform spectrometer [2] which has three focal 
planes sensitive to different wavelength ranges: “FP1” 
16 – 500 µm (20 – 600 cm-1); “FP3”  (9 – 17 µm, 600 
– 1100 cm-1); and “FP4” (7 – 9 µm, 1100 – 1500 cm-1).  
FP1 consists of a single detector with 3.9 mrad IFOV, 
while FP3 and FP4 each have a linear array of 10 de-
tectors with IFOV 0.29 mrad.  FP1’s broad long-
wavelength coverage provides measurements of the 
total heat flow from the active south polar region, and 
passive surface temperatures, while FP3 and FP4’s 
shorter wavelength coverage and higher spatial resolu-
tion allows mapping of the spatial and temperature 
distribution of high-temperature endogenic emission 
from the tiger stripes. 
Heat Flow: CIRS’s first detection of south polar 
thermal emission in 1995, with FP3, [2] provided an 
estimate of the heat flow from the south polar region, 4 
– 8 GW, which was surprisingly high compared to 
expectations for steady-state tidal heating [3].  Subse-
quent low-resolution FP1 observations of the com-
bined active and passive emission from the south polar 
region in 2008, combined with models of the passive 
emission, implied even higher heat flow, 13 – 19 GW 
[4].  However, combination of high-resolution FP3 and 
FP4 observations in 2008, with relatively high-
resolution FP1 scans in 2010, implied that the tiger 
stripes themselves emit only about 4 GW [5].  The 
discrepancy with the earlier 13 – 19 GW estimate 
could be due either to limitations of the thermal model 
used to subtract the passive emission from the earlier 
estimate, and/or to the fact that there is significant 
emission from between the tiger stripes.  The latter 
possibility is being addressed with recent FP1 observa-
tions of the tiger stripe and inter-stripe emission in late 
2015 [6], which suggest that inter-stripe emission may 
be significant. 
Temperatures:  The highest temperatures recorded 
by CIRS, obtained from blackbody fits to the 7 – 9 µm 
FP4 observations from the brightest parts of the tiger 
stripes, imply peak temperatures along the tiger stripes 
of 190 – 200 K.  This is comparable to the emission 
temperatures recorded by the Cassini VIMS instrument 
at shorter wavelengths (4 – 5 µm) of 197 +/- 20 K [7].  
This temperature upper limit is likely controlled by 
sublimation cooling of the near-vent regions [8]. 
Spatial Distribution of Emission: Emission is 
strongly variable along the tiger stripes [4], with the 
brightest regions being near the Saturn-facing ends of 
Damascus and Baghdad Sulci, and the anti-Saturn end 
of Alexandria Sulcus.  Strong spatial variability per-
sists down to 100-meter scales [6]. Thermal emission 
also occurs along branch fractures near the ends of the 
main fractures, including some, in particular an active 
branch of Baghdad, that are quite inconspicuous in 
visible images.  There is good correlation between the 
locations of thermal emission and the locations of 
plume activity [9,10].  The spatial distribution of emis-
sion can be explained to first order by the conductive 
heating of near-surface ice by warm vertical fractures 
[11, 12]. 
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Introduction:  Cassini  observations of the  south
pole of Enceladus revealed large rifts in the crust that
have  been  shown to be the  sources  of the  observed
jets  of  water  vapor  and  icy  particles  [1,  2,  3]  and
which exhibit higher temperatures than the surround-
ing  terrain  [4,  5].   A physical  mechanism in  which
temporal variations in tidal stress open and close the
tiger stripe rifts was proposed [6], governing the tim-
ing of eruptions: during each orbit,  every portion of
each tiger stripe rift spends about half the time in ten-
sion, which allows the rift to open, exposing volatiles,
and facilitating eruptions.  Based on triangulation re-
sults  [3],  the  tidal  control  hypothesis  was tested  by
calculating  the  tidal  stresses  along  the  tiger  stripes
that were associated with each source region [7], find-
ing that tensile and shear stresses should allow the ob-
served jetting activity to occur.
The evidence is growing that the south-polar erup-
tions are indeed controlled by tidal stresses that vary
as  the  satellite  orbits  Saturn.   Using  Cassini  VIMS
(Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer) observa-
tions, it was shown [8] that the integrated brightness
of the broad plume at altitude varies consistently over
a factor of several during Enceladus' orbit.  
Establishing a link between the  geophysical  pro-
cesses  driving  the  eruptive  activity  and  the  broad
plume observed  at  altitude  motivates  an  analysis  of
the local-scale  emission from individual  fractures  at
the surface of the body. 
Curtains vs. Jets:  Although curtains may some-
times be mistaken for discrete jets, it is clear that both
eruptive  styles  are  active  on  Enceladus  [9].   Each
style  likely  arises  from different  physical  conditions
within the fracture.   The long curtain-style eruptions
may reflect  the broad sub-surface fracture geometry,
in which case they should be strongly correlated with
tidal stresses.   Discrete jets may reflect local fracture
conditions.  For example, debris backfill and scouring
would likely obfuscate any correlation with tidal forc-
ing,  as debris might  prevent  the fracture  from com-
pletely  closing  under  compression,  while  a  scoured
channel  would  be  too  localized  to  close  under  re-
gional diurnal stress.  Discrete jets may also be geo-
graphically correlated with fracture junctions [10]; in
that case, even if strongly tidally controlled, such jets
could  be  activated  by  multiple  stress  states,  corre-
sponding to  the  multiple  fracture  orientations in  the
vicinity of the junction.
Observational Limitations:  The relationship be-
tween tidal  stress and surface-level  eruptive  activity
has yet  to be established.   Observational  difficulties
include: 1) too few curtain-based activity maps [9] are
currently  available,  resulting  in  poor statistics  when
considering the fractures individually; 2) large regions
of the fracture system typically cannot be mapped in a
given observation,  yielding large uncertainties in the
total  amount of active fracture at any given time; 3)
most of the fracture system is apparently active at any
given time [9], and the time variation is a relatively
small effect.  
Observations of Variability:  Additional curtain-
based  activity  maps  are  in  progress  in  order  to  im-
prove  the  counting  statistics.   Moreover,  we  have
identified  three discrete  jets -- all  located near  frac-
ture junctions -- that may have been captured turning
on during Cassini imaging sequences.   
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Introduction:  In order to further our understand-
ing of the Satutnian system we performed an analysis 
of the spectral surface properties of Tethys based on 
CASSINI VIMS data [1,2] in context of the surface 
geology as well as topography based on simultaneous-
ly acquired Cassini ISS images. The spectral analysis 
follows the analyses previously done for Dione and 
Rhea as described in detail in [3,4]. The main focus 
lies on mapping the distribution of the major surface 
compounds H2O including its physical properties as 
well as a surface darkening agent.  
Global spectral properties: The available VIMS 
data set enabled us to generate global maps of Tethys’ 
surface displaying unique hemispherical spectral dif-
ferences characteristics as well as regional maps cover-
ing geologically most interesting surface features like 
Tethys’ prominent graben system Ithaca Chasma. 
Despite the spectral dominance of H2O ice on Tethys’ 
surface distinct spectral variations could be detected, 
which are surprisingly very different from what was 
expected from the visible albedo derived from Voyager 
and Cassini camera data [5,6]. The abundance of H2O 
ice is qualitatively expressed by the depth of the ice 
absorptions at 1.5 and 2µm and usually follows the 
visible surface albedo as seen on many other satellites. 
Thus, on Dione and Rhea [3,4], H2O ice absorptions 
are weakest on the trailing hemisphere due to magne-
tospheric ‘dust’ impacting and darkening the surface. 
Although on Tethys’, the weakest absorptions could be 
also measured on the trailing hemisphere, the detailed 
mapping shows a more complex pattern. Two relative-
ly narrow N/S trending bands characterized by deep 
H2O ice absorptions separate the Saturn-facing and the 
anti-Saturnian hemisphere. With respect to the discrep-
ancy between the global trends in the band depth and 
the visible albedo, the observed variations are  inter-
preted to be caused by particle sizes rather the abun-
dance of H2O. The oval shaped dark albedo unit ob-
served by Cassini ISS in the equatorial region of Te-
thys’ leading hemisphere [6], which could be related to 
magnetispheric ‘dust’ impacting the surface, may only 
be indicated in the VIMS data by slightly surpressed 
H2O ice absorptions compared to their surrounding 
regions. In contrast, the variations in the spectral slope 
from the visible to the ultra-violet wavelength range i.e 
from 0.5 to 0.35µm again are similar to the variations 
observed by Cassini ISS [6] as well as observed on 
Rhea [4]. The spectral slope is steepest (i.e. the effect 
of an ultra-violet absorber other than H2O ice is 
strongest) on the leading as well on the trailing hemi-
sphere. 
Regional spectral properties: It is interesting that 
the largest impact crater Odysseus (33°N/129°W) in 
included in one band of deeper H2O absorptions de-
scribed above, whereas the geologically older and 
fourth largest impact crater Penelope (11°S/249°W) is 
different from the other ‘icy’ band. Although, the up-
permost surface layer in the vicinity of Odysseus is 
expected to be strongly affected by space weathering 
processes, deeper H2O ice band depths might be taken 
as ghosts of the genuine spectral properties of this 
impact basin.   
In contrast to the prominent graben systems on Di-
one and Rhea [3,4] with a relatively high H2O ice 
abundance exposed on steep walls, no spectral proper-
ties could be exclusively associated with Tethys’ ex-
tended graben system Ithaca Chasma. Although, a 
slight increase in depth of the H2O ice absorptions 
could be observed in the vicinity of Ithaca Chasma, the 
graben system rather largely separates weaker H2O 
absorptions in the neighboring the trailing hemisphere 
from deeper ones in the leading hemisphere including 
the graben system itself. Changes of the spectral slope 
toward the ultra-violet wavelength range appears to be 
more independent of the geological Local variations, 
i.e. local deepening of H2O ice ab-sorptions, are mostly 
related to several probably fresh impact craters and to 
locations where topographic slope is high like crater 
walls. In constract to Dione and Rhea [3,4], however, 
only a few such fresh impact craters could be ob-
served.  
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Introduction: A ridge aligned with the equator of  
Iapetus [1] exists very nearly along the equator and 
extends for more than 110° in longitude, roughly 1400 
km, though some portions of the ridge are broken into 
segments [1]. The ridge is also characterized by ex-
treme topographic relief, with parts of the feature rising 
as much as 20 km above the surrounding terrains. Ear-
lier observations by the Voyager spacecraft revealed 
mountains on the anti-Saturn side of Iapetus with as 
much as 25-km in relief, extending from 180°W-
220°W [2] which may be a continuation of this ridge. 
Ridge Formation Models: Most models for the 
formation of this enigmatic ridge are endogenic, gener-
ally requiring the formation of a fast-spinning Iapetus 
with an oblate shape due to the rotation speed  [1, 3-9]. 
If Iapetus cooled rapidly enough, this shape would 
freeze, leaving behind the oblate body seen today.  
Further despinning processes could then generate the 
ridge. Though abundant, many of these models require 
specific scenarios and have constraining parameters.  
An exogenic formation mechanism has also been 
proposed, that the ridge represents the remains of an 
early ring system around Iapetus that collapsed onto 
the surface [10]. Thus far, none of the exogenic models 
[10-12] have conclusively identified the origin of the 
ridge.  
Here, we investigate an exogenic origin for the 
ridge, derived from a disk of debris around Iapetus, 
without invoking any specific model for the generation 
of the debris disk. Assuming there is a collapsing de-
bris disk encircling the moon, then, we ask the question 
of whether it is possible to generate a ridge of the size 
and shape as observed on Iapetus today. 
Methods: We simulate the impact of the collapsing 
debris using the CTH hydrocode developed by Sandia 
National Laboratories [13]. We assumed the impact 
speed to be 400 m/s, representative of the speed a de-
caying debris disk would impact the surface of Iapetus 
[10]. Projectile sizes ranged from 1-m to 1-km in di-
ameter, and impacted at angles of 1°, 3° and 10°. We 
assumed water ice as the composition for both the tar-
get and the projectile. To determine if impacts from a 
decaying ring could generate a ridge, we tracked crater 
size and morphology, surface temperature, and material 
location following each impact. 
Discussion: Assuming water ice for both projectile 
and target material, pi-scaling calculations suggest that 
extremely oblique impact angles are needed to add to 
ridge topography. These extreme impact angles reduce 
the cratering efficiency, adding material rather than 
eroding it during crater formation (Fig. 1 A, B); fur-
ther, material is likely to be excavated at low angles, 
enhancing downrange accumulation.  Multiple impacts 
from debris pieces will heighten this effect (Fig. 1 
C,D). Because infalling debris is predicted to impact at 
extremely low angles, both of these effects might have 
contributed to ridge formation on Iapetus.  
 
 
Fig. 1: Schematic of ridge building process from 
grazing impacts into the surface of Iapetus. Multi-
ple, low-angle impacts can build topography on the 
surface over time. 
Infalling material will also deliver heat to the sur-
face of Iapetus, which can lead to a weakening of the 
moon’s surface and near subsurface material, thus po-
tentially reducing the ability of the moon to support 
ridge topography. The extreme grazing angles of the 
impacts modeled here decouple much of the projectile 
energy, however, and impact heating of the surface is 
not significant. Where present, heating is localized in 
the shallow subsurface. Thus, the surface retains 
strength enough to maintain loading from the buildup 
of ridge topography  
These models suggest that, if present, a collapsing 
disk of debris should have been able to build topogra-
phy to create a ridge around Iapetus. Continuing work 
examining multiple impacts and projectile shape and 
size effects is ongoing to further contstrain what a de-
bris generated ridge may look like in more detail. 
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Titan and Enceladus Relationship-Titan as Planet and Enceladus Water Related to Titan 
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Titan has a diameter of 3200 miles larger    
than Mercury at 3032 miles. Enceladus was 
seen spouting water in 2005 from its 
southern pole. A Titan and Enceladus 
relationship can be argued for where Titan 
can be seen as a planet in relationship to 
Enceladus. Enceladus can be seen as giving 
off water in relation to Saturn and Titan’s 
Gravitation. 
Titan as a planet might seem radical, but 
the size of Titan is larger than Mercury so 
that by itself is enough reason to use planet 
language.  
Titan and Saturn can be seen as applying 
pressure to Enceladus. Gravitation from 
Titan and Saturn can be seen as pressuring 
the moon Enceladus. 
Enceladus water can be seen as related to 
Titan’s mass and gravitation effect.
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Abstract: Apart from  the relative motion of 
lithospheric plates, the Earth as a whole moves with 
respect to its rotation pole, as shown by paleomagnetic, 
astrometric and geodetic measurements [1].  Such so-
called true polar wander (TPW) occurs because our 
planet's moments of inertia change temporally owing 
to internal thermal convection and to the redistribution 
of surficial mass during ice ages. Thus, to conserve 
angular momentum while losing rotational energy, 
Earth's axis of maximum moment of inertia aligns with 
its spin axis. Theoreticians suspect similar 
reorientations of other celestial bodies but supporting 
evidence is fragmentary, at best [2]. Here we report the 
discovery of a global series of topographic lows on 
Saturn's satellite Enceladus indicating that this 
synchronously locked moon has undergone 
reorientation by ~55°. We use improved topographic 
data from spherical harmonic expansion of Cassini 
limb [3,4,5] and stereogrammetric [5,6,7] 
measurements to characterize regional topography over 
the surface of Enceladus. We identify a group of nearly 
antipodal basins orthogonal to a topographic basin 
chain tracing a non-equatorial circumglobal belt across 
Enceladus' surface (Figure 1). We argue that the belt 
and the antipodal regions are fossil remnants of old 
equator and poles, respectively. We place the former 
north and south poles respectively at (79°W, 35°N) 
and (259°W, -35°N),  The topographic lows are 
proposed to arise from isostasic compensation [7,8] 
with their pattern reflecting variations in internal 
dynamics of the ice shell. Our hypothesis is consistent 
with a variety of geological features visible in Cassini 
images [9]. 
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Figure 1. Topographic map of Enceladus based on 
degree l=4 to l=16 in spherical harmonics. 
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Enceladus is one of the moons of Saturn, and it has 
been known to harbor interior ocean beneath the icy 
crust [1]. The mass spectrometry data obtained by Cas-
sini spacecraft indicates the presence of salty, and most 
likely alkaline ocean containing various organic com-
pounds. While geochemical and other radiation related 
processes for in situ production of organics remain 
elusive, carbonaceous chondrites, consisting the main 
body of Enceladus are known to be enriched with or-
ganic matters potentially including the building blocks 
of life (e.g., organic molecules including amino acids 
and their precursors) [2]. Assuming such abiotic amino 
acids existing in the Enceladus alkaline seawater, we 
hypothesized that water-rock interaction [3] may con-
tribute to condensation of localized amino acids lead-
ing to a peptide formation. In order to verify this hy-
pothesis, we have developed an Enceladus hydrother-
mal reactor based on the chemical constraints obtained 
through previous experimental and theoretical studies 
based on the Cassini flyby data. We subjected six dif-
ferent amino acids to a thermal fluctuation system 
simulating the periodic tidal heating of the interior 
chondritic core. Total, eight sea water samples were 
obtained over the time course of 147 days. Analysis 
was performed using Capillary Electrophoresis Time-
of-Flight Mass Spectrometry (CE-TOF/MS) and as a 
result, we observed peaks of over 4000 molecules larg-
er than the mass of a single amino acid. We have so far 
confirmed the presense of prebiotic marker Sarcosine 
and candidate peaks for dipeptides. The pH monitoring 
and H2 and CO2 Gas Chromatography (GC) data clear-
ly indicated the occurrence of serpentinization / car-
bonation reaction. These data also indicate that H2 was 
consumed as chemical energy to synthesis organic 
compounds under simulated condition of Enceladus 
alkaline seawater. These results suggest the interaction 
between amino acids, aqueous alteration reaction and 
thermal cycling processes for the role of abiotic pep-
tide formation under alkaline hydrothermal condition.  
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Introduction:  A major milestone of Cassini’s ex-
tended tour of Saturn’s icy moons has been the discov-
ery of exospheres around Rhea and Dione [1-3], pro-
duced by magnetospheric radiolysis and sputtering of 
the surfaces, and held in place by the moon’s gravity.  
The exospheres have similar density, and chemical 
composition; consisting of carbon dioxide and molecu-
lar oxygen, suggesting similar exospheric mechanisms 
at both bodies.  Over multiple close flybys at different 
dates and over locations, Cassini CAPS and INMS 
measurements have led to a remarkably detailed new 
understanding [4] of these icy satellite exospheres; 
revealing that (1) the exospheres stick to the cold night 
side and polar surfaces, (2) the gas diffuses into the 
regolith, and (3) the exospheres are seasonal.   
 
Background & Objectives:  Exospheres at Saturn’s 
icy moons had long been predicted [5, 6], first on the 
basis of laboratory studies confirming radiolytic O2 to 
be a major component of the material sputtered from 
ion and electron irradiated water ice [7], and then from 
the discovery by the Hubble Space Telescope of O2 
exospheres at the irradiated Galilean icy moons Gany-
mede and Europa [8, 9] (and now recently, at Callisto 
[10]).  However exospheres at the Saturnian satellites 
proved more difficult to detect than anticipated, with 
several unsuccessful attempts at exospheric detection at 
Rhea [11] by way of UVIS occultation and MIMI en-
ergetic neutral atom data.  The explanation was later 
provided by Cassini CAPS and INMS on several close 
Rhea and Dione flybys, which showed that the exo-
spheric densities are much lower – by two orders of 
magnitude - than anticipated on the basis of known 
sputtering and radiolysis yields from laboratory water 
ice [12], suggesting the a possible refractory surface 
lag layer built up by preferential sputtering of H2O [4].  
Another surprise came from Cassini’s magnetometer, 
which measured magnetic field perturbations at Rhea 
[13] and Dione [3] too intense to be explained by exo-
spheres of the low density found by CAPS and INMS 
[4].  At Rhea the apparent inconsistently was resolved 
by two new fundamental discoveries in the plasma 
physics of moon-magnetosphere interactions: (1) the 
formation of Alfven wings from the plasma wake [13, 
14], and (2) a field-aligned thermoelectric current sys-
tem formed due to plasma absorption by the moon 
[15].  Analysis of the Dione results is ongoing but, in 
addition to possible similar current systems as seen at 
Rhea, another possibility is that the magnetometer de-
tected episodic cryovolcanic activity, though this re-
mains unconfirmed.   
The presence of CO2 in almost equal amounts to O2 
at both Rhea and Dione was not expected, and suggests 
significant carbon-bearing molecular constituents in the 
surface material; a finding at odds with VIMS IR spec-
tra indicating a surface of almost pure H2O.  Together 
with the observation of surface sputtering far below 
expectations, such a high carbon content suggests a 
possible refractory lag layer built up by preferential 
sputtering of the H2O [4], possibly only nanometers 
thick (too thin for detectability by VIMS).  The pres-
ence of a lag layer raises the possibility that microme-
teorite impacts – which may a major source of carbon 
to the surface material - may expose fresh ice from 
below the lag layer, and possibly control the surface 
sputtering rate, and the O2 source, to the exosphere. 
These fundamental discoveries, resulting from only a 
handful of Cassini icy satellite flybys, may have major 
implications for the exospheric source rates and com-
positions at other solar system icy objects, and augers 
well for the science potential for future spacecraft mis-
sions to such objects.   
    The chapter on Icy Moon Atmospheres / Exospheres 
From Magnetospheric Interactions will explore the 
mechanisms of exospheric generation, mantinance and 
loss at Saturn’s icy satellites, the observations by the 
Cassini spacecraft in the Saturn system, the new phys-
ics and understanding revealed by these data, the im-
plications of these observations for the Saturn satellites 
(and, more generally, icy satellites throughout the solar 
system), and conclusions and outstanding questions.   
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Introduction   
More than a decade of encounters of the Cassini 
spacecraft with the small satellites of Saturn shows ob-
jects having distinct morphologies occupying distinct 
dynamical settings[1].  The prime scientific challenge 
in the study of these objects is determining how these 
morphologies restrict the evolutionary development of 
objects in the different dynamical niches and thus help 
in constraining the broader history of the Saturn sys-
tem. 
The distinguishing features include:  Satellites in 
the main ring system have equatorial ridges [2].  The 
coorbitals are by far the most massive, have the highest 
(and nearly identical) mean densities, and have the 
most asteroid-like appearances.  The three resolved 
satellites in diffuse rings or ring arcs have the lowest 
inferred mean densities and appear to be equilibrium 
ellipsoids, unique among small solar system objects.  
Libration zone satellites have deep coverings of debris 
subject to long distance downslope motion.   
Distinguishing forms 
In interpretation of an object’s history, the presence 
of a surface with evidence of different phases or pro-
cesses is important, as is the presence of a surface indi-
cating an equilibrium of processes without evidence of 
discrete events.  The equatorial ridges of ring-related 
satellites, Pan, Daphnis, and Atlas suggest at least a 
two-stage history, the latter involving addition of ring 
materials at low latitudes.  Prometheus, the inner F-
ring shepherd, shows evidence of stripping (by im-
pact?) of an outer mantle of material from about half 
the satellite’s area exposing a core of perhaps 2/3 the 
satellite’s volume.  The putative exposed core is heav-
ily cratered, so any exfoliation occurred relatively 
early in the satellite’s history.  Janus and Epimetheus 
have the most asteroid-like appearances among the 
small inner satellites, namely surfaces accumulating 
craters with local debris accumulation, basically show-
ing one style of surface history.   
The most remarkable surfaces are the smooth ellip-
soids of the ring-arc related moons, Aegaeon, 
Methone, and Pallene.  Methone and Pallene are suffi-
ciently well resolved to show they have equilibrium 
shapes consistent with mean densities of 310 and 250 
kgm-3, respectively.  Aegaeon is consistent with a 
mean density of 540 kgm-3[1].  These objects are ap-
parently shaped by surface processes and materials that 
are effectively fluid on modest geological time scales.  
This unique arrangement, occurring within ring arc 
materials, suggests recently active interchange of mate-
rials, but limits on their ages and fluxes are not well es-
tablished. 
The libration satellites have deep coverings subject 
to long-range downslope motion.  In at least the case of 
Helene, the covering is being eroded and is not in an 
equilibrium with local deposition.  The source and rea-
son for apparent discrete nature of the deposition is not 
yet clear. 
Photometry and colors 
    The small satellite albedos increase and colors be-
come bluer [3] progressively from Atlas to the Trojans 
showing the influence of E-ring particles that originate 
from Enceladus [4]. The differences are likely caused 
by water ice with minimal contaminants that are dis-
tinct from those in the darker components of regoliths 
of outer satellites such as Iapetus, Phoebe or Hyperion 
[3,5]. However, surface resolved albedo and color var-
iegations also exist in relation to  local geology, such 
as downslope transport [6]. 
Dynamics and possible ages  
     Consensus on the dynamical history of the small 
and mid-size satellites of Saturn is currently in 
flux.  Longtime suspicions that Saturn’s rings are only 
~100 Myr old have recently intensified as the rings ap-
pear less massive than previously thought [7] and be-
cause the pollution of the rings’ pristine water ice by 
interplanetary dust is faster than previously thought 
[8].  Also, the orbital evolution of moon orbits due to 
Saturn’s internal friction may be faster than previously 
thought [9]; this result has led some to conclude that 
the moons also cannot be more than 100 Myr old 
[10].  Formation from young massive rings, rather than 
from the protosatellite disk, was previously discussed 
for the small moons [11] and should be revisited in 
light of these new results.  
Hyperion 
Hyperion is distinguished from the inner small satel-
lites by its size, sponge-like morphology, but not its 
mean density.  Its dynamical and surface history is 
likely very distinct from that of the inner small objects.   
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While Enceladus rotates once per orbit, so that it
always keeps the same face towards Saturn, its non-
spherical shape and non-circular orbit together give rise
to a wobble (a “libration”) upon that base rotation state.
The rotational libration has been measured with an am-
plitude of 0.120◦ ± 0.014◦, which is large enough to
demonstrate that the core of Enceladus cannot be rigidly
connected to the surface [1]. This proves that its subsur-
face water, already inferred to exist via geyser activity [2]
and to be at least regional in scope via gravity measure-
ments [3], in fact extends globally [1].
We will describe the method we used to carry out
this measurement and will review the method’s previous
applications to Janus and Epimetheus [4] and Mimas [5],
as well as the prospects for applying it to other moons of
Saturn.
We will also review the orbit of Enceladus and the
other moons of Saturn, identifying resonances and other
effects that shape their current behavior. For exam-
ple, not only is Enceladus in a 2:1 inner Lindblad res-
onance with Dione, the two nearby 2:1 corotation res-
onances (eccentricity-type and inclination-type) are in a
near-resonant state and also significantly affect the or-
bital behavior of Enceladus.
Consensus on the dynamical history of the small and
mid-size moons of Saturn is currently in flux. Although
origins scenarios are easier to construct when set near the
beginning of solar system history, longtime suspicions
that Saturn’s rings are only ∼100 Myr old have recently
intensified due to realizations that the rings are less mas-
sive than previously thought [6] and that the pollution
of the rings’ pristine water ice by interplanetary dust is
faster than previously thought [7]. The simultaneous re-
alization that orbital evolution of moon orbits due to Sat-
urn’s internal friction is faster than previously thought [8]
has led some to conclude that even the mid-sized moons
(e.g., Enceladus) cannot be more than 100 Myr old [9].
Genesis from a young massive ring, rather than from
the protosatellite disk, was previously discussed for the
small [10] and mid-sized [11] moons and should be re-
visited in light of these new results.
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Introduction: Much of our understanding of the 
surface physical properties of the icy satellites comes 
from optical remote sensing, thermal infrared data, and 
radar.  Among the regolith properties that can be char-
acterized are the textural properties, state of compac-
tion, grain sizes, composition, and thermophysical 
properties such as albedo and thermal inertia. The 
spectrophotometric behavior of the surfaces of Sat-
urn’s satellites provides a record of the processes that 
have shaped their regolith formation and evolution. 
Here we examine the known photometric properties of 
the satellites and their terrains from the far-UV to the 
near-infrared and how they depend on geological set-
ting and placement in the saturnian system.  
     Albedo Variations: The albedos on the satellites as 
a whole, vary strongly both with position in the satur-
nian system and hemispherically between the leading 
and trailing hemispheres [1-8]. However, the most 
extreme differences occur on regional and local scales 
of terrains and individual features. Most dramatically, 
on Iapetus thermal segregation of ices [9] and dark 
contaminants has resulted in albedos that vary by a 
factor of ten. There and elsewhere, albedo contrasts are 
often also associated with impact cratering, where dark 
streamers and downslope accumulations of dark mate-
rials are conspicuous. On the brightest satellites, like 
Enceladus, albedo and color contrasts occur along 
scarps and medial troughs of fractures, where expo-
sures of solid ice or large grained particles are present. 
     Opposition Effect: In general, the opposition ef-
fects of the saturnian satellites are typically very nar-
row (less than a couple degrees in angular width), but 
they vary from obect to object. Those of the small in-
ner satellites differ from those of the nearby larger 
satellites and rings. For Janus and Epimetheus, the 
opposition effect at 555 nm is broader and more in-
tense than for Tethys, Enceladus, Mimas, Dione, and 
Rhea [1, 6].  
     Wavelength Dependence:  The phase curve behav-
ior of the icy satellite regoliths can exhibit both a direct 
and an indirect dependence on spectral wavelength. 
Average particle albedos vary primarily as a function 
of wavelength and composition. Other scattering prop-
erties, such as the contribution of multiply scattered 
light, the strength of the opposition effect and the de-
tailed shape of the average particle phase function can 
vary indirectly with wavelength and more directly on 
the wavelength-dependent albedo.  
    Effects of Ring Interactions: The photometric 
properties of Saturn’s icy satellites depend strongly on 
their distance relative to Saturn. Strong systematic var-
iations are seen from those embedded in the E-ring and 
magnetosphere to those outward from Titan which 
interact with Phoebe ring particles. With the exception 
of the non-synchronous satellites and Mimas in the far- 
UV, the icy moons all exhibit leading-trailing hemi-
sphere asymmetries in albedo and scattering properties.  
 
Fig. 1 Disk-integrated solar phase curves of the 
leading (LH) and trailing (TH) hemispheres of Tethys, 
Dione, and Mimas at 180 nm [2] highlight the differ-
ences in scattering properties of the surface particles 
on these satellites embedded within Saturn’s E ring.  
 
Singe Particle Phase Function and Roughness: 
All of Saturn’s icy moons are moderately to strongly 
backscattering in the UV, visible, and near-infrared. 
Although the high visible albedos and thus large mul-
tiple scattering effects can interfere with the analysis of 
macroscopic roughness, the lower albedos in the far-
UV and within the water ice absorption bands in the 
near-infrared make it possible to assess the textural 
characteristics of regolith and constituent grains on 
Saturn’s icy moons. 
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Introduction: We have used stereo- and photocli-
nometry-derived global digital elevation models of the 
surfaces of Rhea, Iapetus, Dione, and Tethys that we 
have generated from Cassini data, as well as shadow 
measurements, to obtain depth and diameter measure-
ments for more than 500 craters on these four Saturni-
an satellites.  Our stereo depth measurements for large 
basins on Rhea and Iapetus have been verified with 
limb profiles extracted from Cassini imagery.  We per-
form relaxation simulations using the MSC.Marc finite 
element package [1] to determine what heat flow mag-
nitudes and durations are necessary to achieve the 
morphologies of certain relaxed craters; in combina-
tion with crater age dating, we can assign a chronology 
to crater relaxation across the surfaces of these satel-
lites, thereby inferring their thermal histories. 
Rhea and Iapetus: Measurements have been ob-
tained for 116 craters on Rhea and 97 on Iapetus.  Cra-
ters on Rhea are unrelaxed, with the exception of im-
pact basins with diameters exceeding 100 km.  Our 
simulations and crater age-dating indicate that Rhea 
appears to have undergone an early period of global 
elevated heat flow reaching 20 to 30 mW m-2 that 
caused the relaxation of its largest impact basins [1].  
A few highly relaxed impact craters appear crater-
saturated and are therefore very ancient, and may rep-
resent a ‘first generation’ of large basins on Rhea that 
have mostly been obliterated via relaxation and later 
impacts.  Rapid despinning and tidal interaction with 
Saturn and its other satellites may have played roles in 
promoting such early heating. 
We have revised our initial assessment (espoused 
in [1]) that all impact craters on Iapetus are unrelaxed.  
We have since identified two impact basins (326 and 
207 km in diameter) that appear to have relaxed mor-
phologies, and which also appear very ancient – one is 
superposed by a younger basin, that is in turn super-
posed by another basin.  While we maintain that the 
unrelaxed state of the majority of large impact basins 
on Iapetus indicates that it has not experienced heat 
flows above radiogenic levels since their formation 
(due to factors associated with the very isolated loca-
tion of Iapetus in the Saturnian system), these two re-
laxed examples may have formed during a period of 
elevated heat flow soon after the formation of Iapetus, 
perhaps when interior heat flow due to accretion and 
short-lived radioisotopes was still sufficiently high to 
cause appreciable relaxation of impact basin topogra-
phy. 
Dione and Tethys: These satellites both present a 
more complex relaxation/heat flow story compared to 
Rhea.  Whereas relaxation on Rhea affects large im-
pact basins regardless of their location on its surface, 
relaxation on Dione and Tethys affects impact craters 
down to smaller diameters in select locations across 
their surfaces, implying that relaxation and heat flow 
have been more geographically variable than on Rhea.  
We have obtained measurements for 194 craters on 
Dione and 106 on Tethys.  With the exception of a few 
large, relaxed impact craters in its northern hemi-
sphere, relaxation on Dione appears to be mainly con-
fined to its far southern latitudes and antipodal equato-
rial zones centered at ~90°E and 270°E.  This distribu-
tion corresponds closely to areas exhibiting smooth 
plains with low impact crater spatial densities [2], im-
plying that elevated heat flow contributing to crater 
relaxation in these regions may also be responsible for 
large-scale resurfacing.  Tethys does not show a simi-
larly well-defined dichotomy between unrelaxed and 
relaxed regions.  However, our ability to gauge relaxa-
tion across the entire satellite is hindered by the rela-
tively young Odysseus impact and its ejecta [3], which 
has likely eliminated many of the large craters in this 
region of Tethys.  Odysseus itself has a depth/diameter 
that is consistent with it being somewhat relaxed, alt-
hough it is uncertain if its morphology may be the re-
sult of anomalous impact conditions. 
Relaxation is seen affecting craters down to smaller 
diameters on Dione and Tethys compared to Rhea.  
Our simulations show that higher heat flows are neces-
sary to achieve the observed relaxation, always reach-
ing >40 mW m-2 for craters with diameters of less than 
200 km, and in some instances, more than 60 and even 
100 mW m-2.  For a thermally conductive shell, such 
high heat flows would imply shell thicknesses of <20 
km, in which case Europa-like maculae would be ex-
pected; alternatively, convection in the ice could drive 
a melt interface deeper, possibly negating the need for 
localized oceans forming underneath these craters [4]. 
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For regolith on cold airless bodies (non-cometary), 
the only significant mechanism of heat transfer is sol-
id-phase conduction between particles. Radiative heat 
transfer, which dominates in the inner solar system, 
accounts for <10% of the total effective thermal con-
ductivity (eTC) of regolith at T<200K (for sub-mm 
grains).  The magnitude of eTC in this case is propor-
tional to the relative size of each contact surface be-
tween particles (Rcon/Rpart), the number of contacts, 
the porosity, and directly proportional to the conduc-
tivity of the solid particle material (ksld) [1,2]. There-
fore, eTC is expected to have the same temperature-
dependence as ksld , as indicated by the author’s model 
calculations [3,4,5] shown in Fig. 1, and by others [6]. 
The thermal conductivity of crystalline water ice 
(kice,Ih) is well known, with an estimated uncertainty of 
5% for T=40–273K [7,8]. Like most crystalline miner-
als, as temperature decreases its thermal conductivity 
increases, and it does so at an increasing rate. For the 
range of surface temperatures found on Saturnian satel-
lites (40–120K), kice,Ih varies by a factor of 3 (Fig. 1). 
The conductivity of amorphous water ice (kice,LDA) is 
much lower, with a weaker T-dependence [8].   
If the upper regolith is composed of crystalline wa-
ter ice, due to the high values of kice,Ih, it is difficult to 
match the low thermal inertia values observed on most 
Saturnian satellites (≤30 Jm-2s-0.5K-1) for particles larg-
er than 100µm unless porosity (ϕ) is ≥75% [5,6] 
(Fig.1). However, such values are easily achieved with 
amorphous ice particles for Rpart=50µm and ϕ=50% 
[5,6] (Fig.1). While ϕ>75% is certainly possible for 
micron-sized grains due to van der Waals cohesive 
forces, these same forces cause eTC to have an inverse 
size dependence [5,6,9], so at a given porosity the pre-
dicted thermal inertia for 1µm grains is 3 times greater 
than for 100µm grains (e.g. 90 Jm-2s-0.5K-1 at ϕ=75%).  
The T-dependence of eTC has a number of im-
portant consequences for analysis of remote-sensing 
data and for the behavior of subsurface temperatures. 
Due to the positive T-dependence for specific heat 
(Fig. 1-bm), the effective thermal inertia, 
eTI=(eTC*ρc)1/2, remains fairly constant, while the 
thermal diffusivity, eTD=eTC/ρc, has a magnified T-
dependence (Fig. 1-bl,tm).  eTI controls the amplitude 
of surface temperature variations, while eTD deter-
mines the depth that thermal waves penetrate (zskin). 
This means that, effectively, cold temperatures pene-
trate more deeply than warm temperatures. Defining 
Tz,1 as the temperature at a depth where periodic varia-
tions are dampled to <1K, a key result of the negative 
T-dependence of eTC is that Tz,1 can be significantly 
colder than the average surface temperature (Ts,avg) 
[4]. The same effect is responsible for the 45K differ-
ence (Tz,avg-Ts,avg) that was both predicted [10] and 
observed [11] on the Moon, though in that case Tz,1 is 
warmer because eTC increases with temperature due to 
the dominance of radiative heat transfer (prop. to T3).  
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Fig. 1 - Temperature-dependence of solid ice conductivity 
(top) and model-calculated values of eTC (mid) and eTI (bot-
tom) for particulate icy regolith on Mimas composed of non-
spherical particles of crystalline (blue lines) or amorphous 
(green lines) water ice, for two different particle diameters – 
10 um (thin lines) and 100 um (thick lines). Porosity = 50%. 
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Following the early work of Spencer et al. [1], Crow-
Willard and Pappalardo [2], Nahm and Kattenhorn [3], 
and Yin and Pappalardo [4], we systematically corre-
late the morphology of first-order surface features to 
their geological, and in particular structural, origins 
across three tectonized terrains on Enceladus: the 
Leading Edge Terrain, the Trailing Edge Terrain, and 
the South Polar Terrain on Enceladus. This has result-
ed in a first-order global tectonic map of the icy satel-
lite that characterizes the three tectonic provinces:  
South Polar Terrain: The semi-squared shaped 
terrain is marked by paired compression/extension 
margins and right-/left-slip zones. Its interior is marked 
by five left-slip faults commonly referred to as the 
tiger-stripe fractures that terminate at hook-shaped 
compressional structures or Y-shaped transtensional 
structures. The development of the terrain can be ex-
plained by unidirectional flow of the terrain with inter-
nal deformation dominated by clockwise-rotation shear 
and related left-slip bookshelf faulting. 
Leading Edge Terrain: Many relics of the Cra-
tered Terrain behaving as rigid blocks with sizes of 5-
30 m across are bounded by strike-slip ductile shear 
zones. Block rotations in this terrain mimic typical 
ductile shear-zone features exposed on Earth. Its mar-
gin to the Cratered Terrain is transitional and is marked 
by a right-slip transpressional shear zone in the Anti-
Saturnian hemisphere and an extensional fault zone in 
the Sub-Saturnian hemisphere. There are no through-
going brittle strike-slip fractures zones similar to the 
tiger-stripe fractures in the South Polar Terrain. We 
suggest that the development of the terrain was accom-
plished by mechanical fragmentation of the ice shell 
associated with a short and weak duration of the asso-
ciated thermal event, which allowed the preservation of 
fragments of cratered ice shell.   
Trailing Edge Terrain: Margins are marked by 
compressional mountain belts, extensional ridge-trough 
zones, and discrete strike-slip faults. The interior dis-
plays (1) a compressional domain characterized by 
high-relief ridges that are interpreted as folds and (2) 
an extensional domain expressed by low relief troughs 
that are interpreted as grabens. No through-going brit-
tle strike-slip fractures zones similar to the tiger-stripe 
fractures in the South Polar Terrain. We suggest the 
duration of the thermal event associated with the tec-
tonic deformation of the Trailing Edge Terrain was 
sufficiently long to allow nearly completely resurfacing 
across the terrain. The development of the terrain may 
have been associated with unidirectional translation of 
an internally deforming fragment of the ice shell, simi-
lar to the gravitational spreading process inferred for 
the development of the South Polar Terrain.   
Figure 1. Simplified tectonic map of the southern 
hemisphere of Enceladus.  
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